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FromCitotionlo Piecein Hqnd:
TheSeorchfor Efficiencyin
AccessingMonogrophicSeries
Morion Shemberg
The author of this article Looks at access oroblems that occur when the
ci.tati.onsfrom i.ndzxesfor articles in series riffer from the wag the items are
cataloged. To illustrate the ilifficuhie.s encountered, a search was conduc'ted
in the online catalogs of aarious libraries and a comparison made between
the bibllographic entries foundto citations both in electronic indexes and in
authors' references The results indtcate that the ramifications of local
cata.loging deci,sionsaffect all areas oflibrarianship. In this electronic age,
the need is great to integrate the aarious sources of information needzd for
a patron to go from citation to piece in hand.
I-l eginning with Poole's oiginal Index
to Period:icals in 1848, Iibraries, of sheer
necessity, have outsourced indexing of articles in journals to producers of databases.Tyckoson(1989, l0) statesthat"the
{'ailure of the catalog to incorporate the
growing number of iournals and other
special formats has resulted in an entire
industry of commercial services designed
to supplement the catalog in this area."
Yet until recently, the catalog was not designed to assistthe patron in the transition
{rom an indexing citation to the bibliographic record in order to locate and retrieve the desired item. There has been
limited standardization or coordination
between the abstractingand library worlds.
The use of the catalog as a finding aid
was addressedby Tate (1963), who compared main entries in the Library of Congress (LC) card catalog with citations in
references.Relevant to the present study,
Tate ($190) also compared the citations

"with the corresponding catalog entries
{br data regarding useful secondary entries." Though only peripheral to her
study, she (p.191) did point out that one
type of "secondary entry that may have
some utility asa Iinding device is the series
entry" Tate also warned that secondary
entries vary over time and among libraries, with the needs of the individual library
taking precedence over standardization.
Even at that time, she mentioned the
problems of growth of the catalog and the
expense to libraries in adding secondary
entries. It appears that more than thirty
years later, libraries are still grappling with
these issues.
Only one other article (TagLiacozzo,
Rosenberg,and Kochen 1970) was fbund
in which the researchers examined the
infbrmation that patrons brought to the
catalog in searching for known items.
They did not focus on series but rather
directed their attention toward the search

MARIANSHEMBERc(shemberg.3@osu.edu)is Re{erence/Automation Librarian, Education/Psychologr Library, Ohio State University. Manuscript received fanuary 16, 1997; accepted for
publication March 14, I997.
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process and patrons' ability to ftnd the
item sought.Theystate(p.231):"thecatalogue has to contain at leastone written
record representingthe item . . . that the
user is trying to ftnd; the user has to ffnd
one such record; and he hasto recognize
it as correspondingto his mental representationof the obiectof hissearch."It is
this last aspectth-atis examinedin the
presentresearch.
The difftcultiesthat patronsfacewhen
they go from l<nown-itemseriesentriesto
the catalogis an area in which little has
beenwritt6n. No further researchstu&es
were found that related bibliographic
citationsof seriesto ffndingtheseitemsin
the catalog.In this article,I reviewaccess
problems that face the cataloguser as a
result of &fferencesin the way an item in
a seriesis representedin variousforms in
indexesand in the catalog.

in the ffeld ofeducationand is usedheavily at Ohio StateUniversity(OSU). With
continuity of title, ISSN, series editors,
and placeof publication,onewould ttrink
it would be easy to identi$ individual
pieces.However,referencelibrarians at
the Education/Psychology
Library at OSU
havebeenawareof problemsin accessing
this seriesfor years.It is especiallytroublesomebecauseof its doublenumbering
system,and becauseat OSU it had been
cataloged as an unanalyzed serial until
1989.At that time, the catalogingtreatment
waschangedto individual monographicremrds, to providebetter access.
It seemsreasonableto positthat access
is facilitatedifan item is catalogedin the
sameway in which it is indexedin databasesand used in referencesor bibliographies.This hypothesisis basedon the
ideasof standardizationand consistency.
Crawford (1987 and 1992) emphasizes
that a catalogshouldbe clear and consistent. He states (1987, 68) that "usage
shouldbe consistentfrom a patront view,
not from a designer'sview."Consistencyis
alsobeneftcialwhen movingfrom an electronic indexto the online catalog.Snavely
and Clark (1996, 50) point out that the
attemptsto dealwith monographicseries. "process,from havingthe citation in hand
to having the article in hand, has been
largely overlooked in the literature."
Awarenessof problemsin retrievingitems
from citationsis a ftrst step to improving
successin retrieval.
Problems in identifying the examperspectiveofthe referencelibrarianand ple seriescenter around the following
try to identify some options to meet the factors:
&fferent n""ds of p,rilirh"rr, indexers, l. Inconsistencyin catalogingtreatments
and librariansin ligft ofthe stateoftechdue to human error
nolory today.
2. Dualnumberingsystems
on the source
3. Local decisions over time and in
multiple branch libraries to catalog
item as a serial, a monograph iri a
series,or both
4. Whether or not the fteld containing
the seriesentry is indexed
5. Citation differences in electronic
indexes
6. Wavs in which articles are cited in
references
7. Screendisplay
Although these factors refer to one
title in a speciftc library, the samefactors
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can be found in part in any larger library,
especially those with large serial holdings.
Mptgopolocy
Each issue of NDCC, beginning with
number f (1973), was examined for citation information, numbering sptems, and
changes in description on the title page
and its verso.
The online catalog at OSU (OSCAR)
was checked to see how each issue was
handled over time. OSU belongs to the
OhioLINK consortium, which is a statewide consortium linhng academic, community college, and research libraries in
the state of Ohio. OhioLINK's computerized union catalog is accessible through
the Internet. The title was also searched
in the central OhioLINK catalog and individually in the catalogs of member libraries. When there were gaps in issue
holdings at member institutions, each
catalog was checked by in&vidual issue
title to determine whether the item was
owned but either not identiffed or not
indexed by series title. Of the 30 libraries
in the system at the time of this writing,
17 libraries had at least l0 issuesof NDCC.
When it was discovered that cataloging
practices of member libraries varied
greatly, catalog records for this title were
also examined at large research libraries
outside the consortium via a 239.50
interface to see whether large research
institutions cataloged these items at a
more consistent level.
The libraries that were searched included LC and four members of the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) outside
the state of Ohio. When the 239.50 search
interface being used to accessother catalogs
proved too restrictive at LC and one ARL
library, those catalogs were searched directly via the Intemet using the remote catalog's'native software. Theie methods were
used to identif consistency and differences
in catalogingpractices of the sample oflarge
research libraries. Then comparisons were
made across all catalogs on the treatment
of this series.
Many patrons get citations to articles
in the NDCC bywayofelectronic indexes.
So the form of ciiation in several elec-

Series
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tronic databases that index this series
were searched by series title to determine
the form ofthe citations found there. The
indexes used were ERIC, Education Index, ArticleFirst, and CARL UnCover.
Particular attention was paid to how the
citations meshed with bibliographic records in the various online catalogs.
Another patron source lbr NDCC citations is bibiiographic references in the
education literature. This was examined
through a Dialoq search ofsocial Sciences
Citati6n Index (3SCI). The first search of
SSCI was for the series title using "New
Directions Community" as the search
terms; 120 referencei to NDCC were
found for which copies ofthe actual articles could be obtained. Because the series
tide was used to retrieve the references, it
seems logical that all 120 matches contained th6 series title in the citation. This
was true, with some variations that could
also affect retrieval in a local catalog: 109
had the correct tide; I0 had Neu: Directions in Contnatnity Colleges instead of
"for." and one left off the Iinal s from
"Colleges."
Finally, muldple access points were
compared among the databases-the citations'in referendes and the various catalogs. These included series title, issue title-, sequential number, volume and issue
numbdrs, ISSN, and dates. The time period of the study was September 1995
through June 1996.
FrNorNcs
How THE PUBLISHERIDENTIFIES

Tnrss lreMs
NDCC hasbeenpublishedquarterlysince
1973. Each issueis identilied both by a
sequentialnumber and by volume and
issrle numbers. Each issue also has a
unique title in addition to the seriestitle,
aswell asissueeditorsand serieseditors.
From its inception in 1973 until mid1981,eachofthese issueshad two sepa-

I82/
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theme issue,and the publisher. Additionally, the verso of'the secondtitle page lists
a volume number in roman numerals and
an issue number, dif{'erent {rom the sequential numbering of the series.The sequential number is not repeated on the
verso fiom 1973 to 1982. ln 1983, the
sequential number was added to the verso
of the title page. Also, ongoing {'rom issue
number 5 (1974) throuqh number 68
(1989), a supplementaryn6te on the verso
of the title page states, "New Directions is
numbered sequentially. . . . The volume
and issue numl,ers above are included lbr
the convenience of libraries" (NDCC
1974, title page verso).
The date designations on the issues of
NDCC also vary. Issuesnumber I, spring
1973, through number 22, summer 1978,
have dates of spring, summer, autumn, or
winter, plus the year. Then only the year
is indicated on the title page until issue
number 35, where the date changesto the
month and year, e.g., Septembir 1g81.
Each issue then giv6s a rionth and year
through issue nimber 54, June 1b86.
From issuenumber 55 to the present, the
dates are l'all, winter, spring, or summer
and the year. Again, although these variations re{'er speci{ically to NDCC, any
public or techi-rical ."*i""
librarian (and
some sophisticated patrons) know this
problem is by no mea-nsunique.
BIBLIoGRAPHIcRECoRDSIN
OrulrNr CATALocs
Various libraries have cataloged this title
as an unanalyzed serial, as in a:ralyzed
serial, or as a monograph in a series,both
with serier- entries indexed and not indexed. LC'.sseries authority record fbr the
series indicates that it is considered a
monographic series(MARC {ield 646) fbr
issues1-45 and a serial fbr number 46 on.
For dates of publication and volume designations, the record shows number I
(spring 1973). Therefbre, fiom 1973 to
1984, issues number 1 through number
45,LC separately cataloged this title as a
monograph with a series entry. A MARC
515 note (numbering peculiarities) states
that issues{iom number 46 are alsocalled
volurne 12, number 2, and so on. All of the

issues have volume and issue numbers in
roman numerals on the verso of the title
page, yet the authority record indicates
only that a dual numbering system is used
{iom number 46, which is when LC
started cataloging NDCC as a serial.
Therefore, patrons checking LOCIS, the
online catalog at LC, will lind separate
records {br each of the lirst 45 issues in
the monographs catalog, but will lind one
serial record in the serial catalog by series
title only. As Hagler and Simmons (1982,
105) state, "It should be no surprise that
the policies of the Library of Congress,
like those of any other library, change
from time to time." Most information in a
bibliographic record is taken from the
item itselfi in the case ofthis 5I5 note, it
appears to indicate local practice treatment (monograph series versus serial),
not the history ol the item.
In monographic records of this title,
librarians have either used the sequential
number, the volume and issue numbers,
or a combination of the two. One wav
librarians identi{y the dual numbering sys'tem is to trace by one number but to
indicate in a series field or a note lield an
altemate numbering system. For example, number 37 is identi{ied as "number
37=v10, number I (Mar. 1982)." This redundancy is a great service to patrons and
public service librarians alike, who might
bring only partial infbrmation to the catalog The note in{brmation might not be an
access point in all catalogs; however, it
may ease identi{ication of a particular
issue once the bibliographic record
is retrieved.
Another way that librarians identify
the dual numbering systems is with notes
indicating that the series is also numbered
by a certain volume and issue on the verso
of the title page. Occa^sionally,due to errors, the identifing issue numbers are
omitted. This makes accessandidentiffcation extremely diflicult for the patron.
The addition of the Blackwell North
America Table of Contents service at
OhioLINK has improved identiffcation
and retrieval of NDCC articles. Many
monographic records in this series include
notes or contents that identily chapter
titles and chapter authors. These addi-
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TABLE 1
CarelocrNc PnacrrcssoF OHToLINKLTBRARTES
r.onNDCC
Number of
Libraries

7

Cataloged as
Serial

Cataloged as
Mono iri'series

Cataloged Both as
Mono and Serial

Volume/Issue
Number Traced

Sequential
Numblr Tiaced

x

X
X
X

X
X

I

X

x

I

X (analped)

X

^

tions to the records are retrievable by keyword search and by title or author if' Tabie
of Contents" is a {'eature of the search
interf'ace.Such additionshelp enormously
in creating an efficient and'effective syitem for accessingthis type o{'publication.
BIBLIOGRAPHIC
RECORDS
IN A UNION
Cetaloc
All member libraries of OhioLINK use
the Innovative lnterfaces svstem (INNOPAC). Patrons can accessthe central
union catalog or any of the individual
member catalogsthrough the lnternet.
The central union ca--talog
has g7 titles
cataloged under NDCC. A-il are monographs in a series except lbr one serial
record. The screen displays make identification ol'the serial recbrd diflicult. Cataloging an item as part of a serial makes
"one record that will stand for all the individual issue.sof a serial title, with little
ongoing maintenance" (Intner lgg0, 4).
Cataloging series as an unanalyzed serial
is convenient fbr processingpuqposes,but
users might need greater expertise to recognize a.serial record and intelpret issue
holdings attached to the relcord. In
OhioT,rlgli, lull bibliographic records retrieved tbr the *onogi"pii"
entries have
a unique issue title and issue editor. Each

cords ref'erred to above, show both the
sequential number and the volume and
issue numbers, but the series is indexed

{iom OhioLINK libraries.
Seencnruc OrHER Our,rNn CATALocs
LC and four ARL libraries were also
searched. However, access to catalog inlbrmation via a 239.50 interface can vary.
Holdings, in most cases,were not indicated, which prevents identification of
items in a serial record.
The first ARL library was searched by
series title. The {irst record retrieved was
the serial authority record. In a 515 {ield
'Volume
is the note
numbering ceased
with the December Ig82 issu"e."This
seems in conflict with the 515 note {iom
LC, which indicates that, {iom number
46, items are also called volume 12, number 2, and so on. This note rellects local
infbrmation, not what indexes may cite a^s
being on the actual item. Up ihrough
number 40, some recordsare idintiffed 6y
the .serluential number, while others arb
identified by volume and issue numbers.
Starting with number 41 (19S3),the rest
ofthe monograph recordsuse the sequential number."Tlie second and third litraries treat this series both as a serial and as
a _monograph with a series added entry.
Thi.s dual treatment occurs because one
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TABLE 2
How LC nuo ARL LTBRARTES
CATALoG
Turs Senres

Library

LC

Cataloged both u
Mono and Serial

Cataloged as
Mono in Series

Traced by
Sequential Number

Traced bv
Volume/Islue
Number

vlnl

X

X

Library A

X (analyzed)

x

X

Library B

X
(analyzed
X
X (analyzed)

X
X
X

vlnl

Library C
Library D

vlnl

was not as success{ul.Three serial records
erence, interlibrary loan, acquisitions,
were located, but no monographic records
cataloging, and binding. Consistency and
were retrieved when searching by series compromise are needed in cataloging centitle. A search by each issue title was then
ters at each university or research center.
performed. This search yielded all issues
It would be simpler if there were a
ol'the series.It was lbund that the remote national policy on seiies identification and
search interf'ace provided for a search by
citation that was {bllowed by publishers,
series, separate from a title search. This
abstractors, and libraries. LC has prosearch produced the monographic revided much guidance in the past. Yet
cords. In this libraryt catalog, the series Hagler and Simmons (1982, 105) point
cannot be searched as a title, and the
out that, "the policies of the Library of
Z,39 50 inter{'ace does not have a series Congress concerning such matters as sesearch option.
ries cataloguing, the provision ofanalytics
At LC, the 239.50 search interf'ace and contents notes, etc., are those best
allowed fbr searchesonly ofthe book cata- suited to its own particular needs asa large
log. The first 45 issueswere retrieved. To
research library." However, most libraries
find the serial record at LC, LOCIS was use shared catalog records often derived
accessedthroush the Intemet. A sum- Irom LC copy.
mary of the catJgory treatment by LC and
the ARL libraries is shown in table 2.
Mouocnlpurc TREATMENT

RESULTS
What becomes clear after searchingall of
these catalogs is that standards vary or are
unclear, especially to the remote user.
Local practice determines how this series
will be cataloged. One branch of a library
might catalog"it as a serial and another al
a monograph; one might index with the
volume and issuenumbers, another miqht
index by the sequential number. TwJor
three records fbr di{Ierent copies of the

impediment that has significance for re{'-

A number of observations can be made
with regard to monographic treatment of
this series.
o OhioLINK member libraries, LC, and
one ARL library that catalog this
series as a monograph (or the monograph records of the analyzed serial)
display the records in sequential
number order.
o The other ARL libraries that catalog
this series as a monograph (or as an
analyzed serial) display the monographic records in alphabetical order
by unique issue title or main entry.
Some records appear in the multiple
title list by series title, some by issue
title, and one appearsbythe editor of
the issue, depending on the main entry. This arrangement has two draw-
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TABLE 3
HOW NDCC

ERIC journals
ERIC Fiche
Issues

IS CITED IN INDEXES

Series Tide
Shom

lssue Title
Shom

X
X

x

81,82,84,85

ArticleFirst
CARL
UnCover

with

Volume/Issue
Nos. Shom

Issue Editor(s)
Shom

X

x

excePUons
X

Education
Index articles
Education
Index issues

Nos
Seouential
Shom

XX
Some issues

X

Volume only

X

SenrlL TRelrveNr
backs. One is that the issue titles are
typically not present in records of the
A number of observations can be made
electronic indexing services. The secwith regard to serialtreatment ofthis series.
ond is that the sequential number and
o Some holdings in the serial records
volume number may not be displayed
are identi{ied byvolumes while others
in the local catalog'smultiple tide screen.
are shown as numbers. Often the seIn addition to inconsistenciesamong
catalogs, some show internal variations. Monographs are sometimesiridexed with the sequential number and
other times with the volume and issue
numbers in the same library. At times,
the issues are cataloged as monothese "missing' items are owned but
are cataloged by volume and issue
numbers. 6 are iocated further down
in the multiple display screen. Other
times thev aie not o^wned.It is dif{icult
for the patron to determine which is
Sometimes the same issues are catathe case.
Ioged in two separate ways by differRecords of some issues are not inenl catalog centers at the same instidexed by the series, though they may
tution. Du-al cataloging maybe helpful
have a series statement. They are not
to patrons or may be confusing.
retrieved bv series title.
Consistency is a feature that patrons
Errors occur. For example,issuenumassume about an online catalog, andwhen
ber 2 at one Iibrary has two seParate
that consistency fails to materialize, paitem records attached to it. One is the
trons are poorly served. However, citacorrect issue number 2 (1973) Meettions may also add to patron confusion.
ingthe Financial Crisis. The other is
number 34 (volume 9, no. 2), Womzn
in Comnwnity Colleges. There is no
CrrenoNs FRoM INDEXES
separate title entry for issue number
Various indexes treat this title differently.
34 for that library.
Each treatment is described below; an
The number of the issue is not indiin table 3.
outline is provided
cated. By searching for these mono-ERIC
has the longest history of
ERfC.
graphs by lmown issue title, the seciting NDCC, having cited it confinuously
quential number was ascertained.
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TABLE 4
SSCISERTES
Trrln Senncn
N=120
Series title cited

t20

100.0

Issue title cited

74

68.0

Sequential number cited

9l

76.0

Volume number cited

24

20.0

I

7.5

Issue number with volume

since 1973. Until 1983, it was the only
service indexing this series. ERIC citations to NDCC are consistent over timethey include the chapter author and chapter title, series title, volume and issue
numbers, and date. When the trRIC microfiche {brmat of whole issues of this
series is cited, the sequential number is
usually added to the title entry.
Through 1993, ERIC citations continued to be by author and title ofchapter,
with the journal entry giving the volume
and issue'numbersand t"hedit". Ho*"r,"r,
in 1993, a note was added, giving the sequential numbers. Issuesnumbei Sa and
number 85 also include the issue title in
the Note {ield. However, this ceased a{ter
issue number 85, winter lgg4. The issue
number is no lonqer Iurnished. Given that
most libraries in this sample cataloged the
seriesby sequentialnum6er, this oirission
would make it very diflicult for patrons to
make the leap fiom the ERIC index to
items owned by libraries.
Etlucation Inder. Education Index has
cited NDCC fiom 1983 (number 42) to
the present. All ol'these issuesare cited
by sequential number only. In addition to
indexing the individual articles f'rom each
issue, Education Index also cites the entire issue, giving the issue titles and the
issue editors. No volume and issue numbering is provicled.The format of this index coincides with most o1'the cataloging
practices at the libraries studied.
CarI UnCoaer Carl UnCover indexes
NDCC back to number 65, spring 1g89,by
sequential number onJy. Eaih f'Jll record
includes author and chapter title, seriestitle,
year, and sequential number. No issea-son,
sue titlei or issueedit6.s are g i v e n .
Ari icleF irst Articl eFirsistarted index-

ine NDCC in the summer of 1992. It indexes by chapter author and title, series
title, volume number, issue number, and
date. The volume number listed varies
between arabic numbers and roman numerals. The issue number is actually the
sequential number. Thus, ArticleFirst
combines the two numbering systems.
Sometimes an issue description is included, the description being the unique
issue title. However, that field is not
searchableby title or kevword. In the fall
of 1995, issue number tlI is identified by
sequential number only. The volume
and issue numbers are absent.With issue
number 92, the unique issue title is omitted.
Crrarrorrs FRoM SocrAL ScTENCES
CrrarroN INosx
The SocialSciencesCitation Index (SSCI)
was examined fbr treatment of this title.
The treatments are described below; an
outline is provided in table 4.
An onhne search through Dialog of
SSCI yielded the {bllowing results. Seventy-lbur (687o)of the citations listed the
issue title, ofien including the editor of
the issue. Ninety-one (76Vo)gavethe serluential number, while 24 (2OVo)listed
the volume number. Of those citing the
volume number, 9 also included the issue
number. Five gave no identifying number,
only the year One author gave the sequential number but called it volume 77
(1992). Most used only the numbers and
year, not indicating whether it is the volume or the sequential number.
A second-online search of SSCI
through Dialog was done by author and
year for the 5 most cited authors. This
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search produced 17 citations; all were
cited by seriestitle and sequential number.
fupltcrrroNs

FoR IJBRARTES

How can {inding known items in catalogs
that were cited in indexes be made more
efficient? What are our options? Though
solutions are difficult to implement and
may be prohibitively costly. it is productive to discuss possible resolutions. Because the catalo! has the greatest impact
on accessfbr patrons, it would be productive if the user were kept in mind when
records were created an-ddecisions were
made about numbered monographic series.
The first implication deals with the design of catalogiand decisions made about
treatment of series.It should be an explicit
goal ofcatalogs to provide an easytrans^ition
to the catalog {iom bibliogaphic indexesin
which library titles are indexed.
Ref'erence librarians can help with
their knowledge of patron behavior. Because each series title is unique, this
knowledge usually comes after the f'act
when re{'erring to a specific title. When
reference librarians see the types ofdi{Ti
culties patrons are experiencing, they
should have a way of communicating ef'{'ectively with catalogers to resolve the dif{iculties. At this stage, it means enhancing
or changing a catalog record. Or it might
mean a policy change.
Would acce.ssbe eased if NDCC were
cataloged as a serial or as a monographic
series? On the basis of this study, when a
series is well l<nown by its series title and
when it ha-sa dual numbering system with
the sequential number prominent, it should
be accessibleby series title with the identifying sequential number. If possible, both
numbers should appear in the record.
The best choices for cataloging a series
are a^san analyzed serial or asa monograph
in a.series. There are advantage.sand disadvantages to each for the patron. Cataloging NDCC as an analyzed serial would
give it a shared call number, and all issues
it a library would be shelved together. In
addition to the serial record, an individual
bibliographic record would exist lbr each
item. However, becausesome libraries restrict usage of their serials, and many Ii-

Series
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braries do not allow serials to be checked
out, accesswould be curtailed. Patrons at
OhioLINK libraries could not initiate borrowing of NDCC issuesfrom a terminal
using patron-initiated circulation modules. They would have to get a copy of an
article through interlibrary loan, which
entails time delays.
In some libraries, serial records are in
a separate catalog.When libraries catalog
"a
,.ii., both as serial and at mo.to]
"graph, how is one to know which" catalog
to search {br a particular issue? It would

to access.
When libraries catalog these issues as
an unanalyzed serial, searching by unique
title is fiuitless. However, if a series is
cataloged as an analyzed serial, a user can
retrieve entries either by unique issue
title or by series title if these ard indexed
{ields. lf it is cataloged as a monograph
in a series and it is indexed in the title
Iield by series, it is again retrievable by
either title. When it is not indexed by
series, searching by series title is futile.
To be helpful to patrons who get citations {iom indexes or re{'erences,numbered monographic series should be indexed by series. However, indexing
series and analyzing serials may involve
greater initial expensefbr libraries.
The second implication fbr cataloging

dri{ted to locations other than the title
page, particularly to the verso of the title
leaf where it is now common to find date
and edition informafion" (Hagler and
Simmons 1982, 85), but they add that the
title page is still the primary source of this
intoimition. Loohng beyond the title
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ing sewice uses only the volume and issue
numbers create complexity. Accessby the
series title, with the-date and both numbering systems noted in the series field,
might facilitate access. This is especially
true when the dominant numbei is the
sequential number and most authors are
used to citing volume and issue numbers.

requests for ILL in error that were found
by ILL staff and were identified as being
owned by the borrowing library.
Two other situations make ILL more
elusive. Through OhioLINK all registered users can borrow monographs'by
requesting them without ILL or slaff intervention. This I'eature is called patroninitiated circulation. If an item is located
in the central catalog, any member library
user can initiate a request that will then be
accepted by the systim as valid when the
same item is not owned or is unavailable
at the user's home library. Where the cataloging treatment is the same, the system
can easily make this determination. However, when one libraryhas cataloged atitle
as a serial and another has it as a mono-

monographic series with dual numbering
systems, given the variety of catalogin[
apparent at various libraries?
Acquisitions is also affected. When an
item is not cataloged in the way it is being
requested, Iibraries might purchase addi-

tional copies,thinking they do not own a
particular issue. Some libraries in the

owned at a particularlibrary.We need to
instill in our patronsthe willingnessto ask
questions,to appear foolish in order to
savehours of searchingt'utilely.We need
to learn about the problemsfacing serial
catalogersand to inform them h6w patrons searchfor items.
CoNcr,ustoNs
Regadless of how many titles in series
exist in academic library collections, it
would seem that indexing the series entries and adding series entries would entail more work if more series were analyzed and dual numbering schemes were
always recorded. However, from the perspective ofeflicient use ofthe catalog, this
effort would reduce the work of users,
many of whom are library sta{f in acquisitions, ILL, reference, and catalogingiervices. Reference librarians believe the time
and effort would be well worth the value.
not only in more accurate and eflicient
accessbut also in reduced frustration and
greater user satisfaction with the catalog.
The sharing of resources is highlighting
historic inconsistencies and the lack of

A national policy on series cataloqinq
appears to be evoMng. In the Catato-gin!
Seruice Bullain (Library of Congress,
1996, 1I), it is stated that:
the Ubrary of CongressRule Interpretations (LCRIs) provide for a commonpractice, sometimescalled'national'practice.. .
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Moreover, it is incumbent upon the Library of Congress to make decisions to
provide common practice in order to share
bibliographic and authority records for the
common good, which may at times be at
odds with local needs. . . . In the case of
series, the practice apphes to LC and to
those NACO libraries that contribute series authority records.
CSB includes LC practice guidelines
{br tracing analyzed se}ies. LC is taking a
leadership role in advancing the Practice

that series should be traded by series
statement. Complying with the common
practice is expected to result in more seiies entries and serial numbering in the
catalog, but it will provide more ef{icient
access.The trend to limit the number of
access points to speed up the cataloging
oro""rr^ mav havi had the uninten-ded
ionr"qrr"rr"L of making it more difficult
for patrons to accessitems from citations
taken from electronic indexes. The vast
resources ofelectronic indexes need to be
supported by strengthening citation forms
in the catalog.
Can librarians influence publishers?
Publishers, {irst and foremost, want to remain in business and remain prolitable.
Librarians can inform them ofdifficulties
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case even in instances where headings of
each type, drawn fiom difl'erent theiuri,
appeared to be identical, in order to allow
{br cross-re{'erencesand notes that apply
only to one thesaurus.
The new fields proposed were accepted as part o{'the bSfufAnC Authority
Format, but concern was expressed,in the
proposal itself and in committee discussion, about the apparent duplication mandated by crcatingieparate auihority records
lbr identical h"iairigr. ln the proposal,the
question was raised whether it would
be pref'erable to create two authority records {br the same fsrm-6ns a topical
heading (tagged as I50), the othlr a

lIgL

{br Film and Video Preservation at the
American Film lnstitute. The stated purpose of the list was "to standardizeterms
used to designate genres and {brms of
moving image materials" (Yee 1988, l1).
It is a general list, best suited to collections that contain many di{Ibrent gpes o{'
moving-image materials, and has been designed to apply across media. Headings
from MIM are entered in USMARC bibliographic {ield 655.
BAcKGRoUND oF TrrE Srupy

The present study is the third in a series
of writings originating fiom the close comparison o{ MIM andLCSH. Miller (1992)
examined the levels of compatibiliW
be^LC
tween the lists, using the
Subiect
Authority File to reDresent LCSH. The
study was conducted in order to determine the potential fbr conflict or ambiguity if the two lists were used and indexed
together in a general academic library
catalog. It was determined that, while
most oTthe approximately190 MIM headconsequences of duplication in indexing
ings presented no conflicts with LCSH,
were mentioned in committee discussion, either conceptually or ascharacter strings,
but these were not regarded as suflicient
there were live categories ofheadings that
to prevent acceptance of the proposal presented potential problems of overlap
(ALCTS/LrTA/RASD 1995).
and syronymy. These were (l) headings
that might be synonymous with those in
LCSH, (2) headings that are similar in
wording to related headings in LCSH, (3)
headings that are identical in {brm between
the two lists, (+) headings that serve as
"see" ref'erencesin LCSH, and (5) homographs: headings identical in form but
ref'erring to dif{'erent areas of knowledge.
Miller (1995) began with a set of LC
subiect headings diawn liom the {irst
three categoriesdescribed above, that is,
headings that might be considered synonymous, similar, or identical with those
in MlM. The OCLC Online Union Catalog was searched lbr records that contained those subject headings in an
LCSH is a well-known list of subject attempt to determine whether they were
headings applied by catalogers in the
used {br subject or {brm/genre accessand
United Statesand other countries, devel- in what proportions. The major linding of
oped and managedby the Library of Con- that study was that this set of "sub.iect"
g r e s s( L C ) . M I M w a s d e v e l o p e d b y t h e
headings was used {br form/genre access
National Moving lmage Databa.seStand- betweeniVo and997oofthe time, with a mean
ards Committee ol'tlie National Center of just over 507o. In only a I'ew instances
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did authority record in{brmation mandate
{brm,/genre use Nevertheless, itwas clear
that fbrm/genre access to the cataloged
materials was regarded as essential ind

in the present study. The entire ^up'pl"a
population ofihese headings, which are
to works used tbr the-study of moving-image materials, therefore serves as a basis
{br the comparisons that lbllow (the list of
27 headings is included as appendix A).
These heidings, which are identical in
fbrm and apparent duplicates, were compared to determine the extent to which
lhey a.e s)rnonymousin meaning.
Together, these three studies can be

present study, then, lies both in what it
might say abofi LCSH or MIM per se and
in its potential lbr replication with other
sublect heading popuiations and lists.
AssultrrroNs

eNo

Lrrnnarunr Rnvrrw
Three assumptionsunderlie thesestudies.
The {irst is that an itemt subject is conceptually distinct liom the lbim or genre
it exemplifies. That is, an item's "aLroutne-ss"is separate {iom its nature as aphysical, intellectual, or aesthetic entity. While
some genre-s,such asWestern novels, presyPpore subiect matter in a general way,
this should not lead us to assume thit
subject and form/genre are similar
concepts. The second assumption is that

explicit, separate provision of access to
subjects and forms/genres is desirable as
a service to the end user. The third
assumption is that end users intuitively
understand the difference between "is;'
and "is about," even if they do not articulate that understanding in searching
behavior or re{'erence interviews. These
assumptions are subject to debate, but are
here taken as givens.
Miller (1995) provides a brief literature review of writings concemed with
subject and fbrm/genre accessissues. For
recent developments in this area, a good
source can be fbund in Taylor (1997). This
site includes documents related to the
work of the ALA/ALCTS/CCS Subiect
Analysis Committee Subcommittees on
Form, from 1991 to the present. At LC, a
Form/Genre Working Group, headed by
the assistantchiefofthe CatalogingPolicy
and Support Oflice, has beei riorhn!
since 1995 to develop this accessthroughout LC'.scollections (Yee 1997). This complex, long-term eflbrt has great potential
to bring multiple benelits to the broader
library community in terms ol'rationalized
vocabularies, systems development, and
redeveloped cataloging practices. Another source of current developments is
the electronic discussion list GSAFD (Library Subject Access to Fiction). Discussions in this forum fiequently include debates about literary genre headings, their
scope and appropriateness lbr diff'erent
collections.
Oryrcrrvns

oF THE SruDy

In the study described here, two types of
comparisonwere made:
l. Quantitotioe comparison Authority
headings were compared lbr those
hea&ngs whose authorized forms are
identical in LC SH andMIM to deter-

ings), were the re{'erence headings,
e.g. Use For (UF). Other elements,
such as note fields or classification
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to Interviews, an RT given fbr this heading
in MlM. The {burth category can be demonstrated with the established heading
Concerts, a NT used in LCSH, which is
similar to Concert films, a UF included in
MIM.
It should be clear that the lbur gpes of
matched re{'erencesrepresent decreasingly
rigorous categories of duplication. In lact,
the first categoryis the only one that can be
saidto represent genuine duplication ofelements in authority recorrLs {br identical
headings. The other three categories
were derived, however, in order to determine the proportion of overlap between
pairs of authority records, even under
iessprecise matching conditions. This can
be stated as a question:As the criteria fbr
METHoD
duplication are loosened,how is overlap af'{'ected?
For the quantitative comparison, authorFor eachtype of re{erence (UB NT, RT,
ity records f'crridentical LCSH and MIM
headingswere compared {br the presence BT, )fi) examined,the total number oI'rel'of identical ref'erences.Two catepories erences ol that tlpe was counted {br each
were derivetl: identical relerences in
list For example, there were a total of 20
identical nositions and identical reI'er- BTs in the MIM records examined, as comencesin dilierent nositions.
nared with 51 in the related LCSH rectrds
"Identical .e{'irences" are re{'erence ?seetable l). The number of matches obheadings that have identical character
tained in each of the above categorieswas
divided by each total to determine the perstrings as the establishedhea&ngs. "Identical oositions" ref'ersto the {unctions that the
centageofoverlap existingin each case.
For the qualitative comparison, concepref'6rencesserve in authority records: Use
For, Narrower Term (NT), Broader Term
tual overlapbetween pairs of identical terms
(BT), RelatedTerm (RT), or SeeAIso From was evaluated by comparing the semantic
()fr). (See Also From is in MIM only and is content of pairs of authority records. This
rarely used.) As ;rr example of the {irst c'ate- c'rcmnarisonincluded rel'erence terms as
gory both li-stsinclude Beauty pageants as well-as scope notes, classificationnuma UF reference {br the establishedheadlng bers, and examples.Taken together, these
Beauty contests. As an example of the
elementsprovided the context fbr analyzing
second category LCSH includes Erotic
the meaning ol the establishedheading
ftlms as an NT lbr Erotica; MIM,by contra-st.Iists Erotic ftlms as a UF re{'erence
RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
lbr Erotica.
Two lurther categories of re{erences Theresultsofthequantitativecomparison
weie also derived: similar re{'erences in
of rel'erence headings are presented in
identical positions and similar re{'erencesin
tables I through 7 (all percentages are
&{I'erentpositions.
rounded to two decimal places). In table
Similar re{erences are relerence terms
t, we {ind that 3.78VooI the MIM refer'
that are similar, though not identical, char- ence headings f'all into Category I with
acterstrings.Slmonymy,ormnceptualover- respect to their counterparts in LCSH.
lap consideredgenerally,is not indicated. As The complement fbr LCSH-to-MIM coman exampleofthe third categorythe estab- parison is L347o. In tables 3, 4, and 6, the
Iished heading Talk shows is given two RTs equivalent percentages fbr Categories 2in LCSH: Interviewing in radio and In4 are presented.
terviewingintelevision.Thesearesimilar
In tables 2 and 5 we {ind infbrmation
number {ields, are rarely if ever identical in authority records based on
difl'erent lists, and no attemptwas made
to score similarity of these elements.
2. Qualitatiae comparison. Authority
headings were compared to determine the extent to which identical
headings in the two lists designate
identical or analogousconcepts.This
aspect of the study clearly involved
subjective evaluation, whlch, although
not susceptible to counting and scoring, nevertheless can provide a basis
{br discussionabout the use of established headings as means of naming
particular conceptsin specific contexts.
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TABLE I
CATEGoRy
l: IpnNrrcal ReFensNcesrN IoBNrrce,LPosrrroNs
MIM

LCSH

Overlap/Total

Overlap/Total

UF

5/67

7.46

5/60

8.33

NT

0/46

000

0/385

0.00

RT

450

400

%26

769

BT

0/20

000

0/51

000

tXX]
Totals

0/2

000

0/0

000

7/r85

378

7/522

134

Note: XX (see also Iiom) re{erence terms are listed separately, rather than combined with Related Terms, in
older to respect the authoritv record structure used in MIM

about the nature and number of eouivalences noted, when either identical or
similar reI'erenceswere fbund in diff'erent
positions. For example, table 2 showsthat,
in the case of identical re{'erences. 6 UF
ref'erences in MIM corresDonded to NT
rel'erencesin LC SH One aiditional MIM
UF re{'erence corresponded to a LCSH
BT re{'erence.
In table 7 the percentages of overlap
are totaled fbr the lirst and second categories, the third and fburth categories,
and all categories considered together.
When identical re{'erences alone are considered. whether in identical or di{I'erent
positions,lessth ml\Vo oI theMIM re{'erence
headings are fbund in the corresponding
LCSH authority records. The total for
LCSH-to-MIM
comoarison is much
smaller, at 3.267o. dhen similar ref'erences are considered, the respective ligures are L3.52Voand4.797o.The totals fbr

all categories of overlap stand at 22.717o
o{ MIM references identical or similar to
LCSH re{'erences.but onlv 8.05Voof LCSH
relerences correspondi.tgio those in MIM.
The meanings of these {igures are not
self-evident and will denend on the uses
to which they are put. It would seem that,
{rom a databasemanagement perspective,
TABLE 2
CATEGoRY
2: IpeNrtcel- REFERENCES
IN DIFFERENT

POSIf'IONS

(EeurveLsNces)
MIM

LCSH

UF

NT

o

RT

UF

I

NT

RT

I

BT

RT

I

UF

BT

I

TABLE 3
Caraconv2: IpuNrrcaLREFERENCES
rN DTFFERENT
Posrrrous(PancaNrecrs)
MIM

LCSH

Overlap/Iotal

UF
NT
RT
BT

t)o(l
Totals

7/67
Il46
v50
r/20
0/2
10/185

Overlap/Total

10.44

1/60

2.I7

6/385

166

r.56

2.00

%26

7.69

5.00

I/57

1.96

000

0/0

000

5.4r

t0/522

1.92
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TABLE 4
CATEGony
3: Srulr.anREFEnENcES
rN IpsNTrcaLposrrtous
Vo

UF

Llh I

NT

8/46

17.39

RT

2J50

4.00

BT

'/20

10.00

0/2

0.00

l3/I85

7.03

XX
Totals

1.49

%

1/60
8/385
2,/26
%5r
0/0
13/522

1.66
208
7.69
3.92
000
2.49

ager will want to remember that this situTABLE 5
ation obtains fbr less than 4Voof all LCSH
Carscony 4: Sturr-anRrRenpNcesrru
reference headings. This is not only a trivDrrpeneNr PosrrroNS(Eeurvrrr,tNcrs)
MIM

=

LCSH

ial percentageof'duplication, but is easily
addressed with basic word-processing
{unctions (e.g., copy and paste).

#

UF

NT

z

UF

RT

3

UF

BT

J

RT

NT

BT

UF

1

only the first two categories have any
value, at least lbr their impact on clerical
work. Let us assume a sitt]ation in which
catalogers create authority records {br
MIM headings, for a databa^se
that already
contains records {br the identical LCSH
headings. The act ol'kelng a rel'erence
heading that is also identical might be
regarded as an unjustifiable wastJof resources. In this case, the databaseman-

TABLE 6
CATEGoRy4: Srulurn REFERENCES
rN DIFFERENTposrrroNS (pnncnNreces)
LCSH
Overlap/Total

7o

UF

8/67

11.94

l/60

166

NT

0/46

000

5/385

1.30

RT

3/50

600

3/26

BT

u20

500

3/51

IXX]

0/2

0.00

0/0

000

6.49

t2/522

230

Totals

r%r85

II.54
5.88
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TABLE 7
SuvrrlenyTorels
MIM: Overlap with LCSH
Overlap/Total

%

Overlap/Total

Category1

7/r85

3.78

Category2

10/185

5.41

Subtotal

17/I85

9I9

Category3

13/185

7.03

Category4

LAI8S

6.49

Subtotal

25/r85

I,5 DZ

4Ur85

22.7I

Total

the same concept. This conclusion,
though, is countered by the fact that, in
this case at least, a maximum of iust over
8Vo of LCSH re{'erence terms are even
similar to their MIM cotnterparts. That
is, most of the terms present in LCSH
authority records hav6 either no MIM
equivalents or are, at best, more or less
synonymous with them. Regardless,discussions of synonyrny take us out of the
realm of quantitative comparison and
into the second part ofthis study.
In any event, a string-matching argument lbr similarity ol' authority records
cannot be supported in this instance. This
is even more true when record elements
not compared here (such a^snotes) are
taken into consideration. On the quantitative plane, authority records fbr identical
MIM andLCSH headings must be considered to have no signi{icint similarities.
Quar,rurrvn

Corr,tpanrsox

The task of determining the possibility of
overlap in meaninq between identical
headincstbund in diTl'erentlists is not one
amenable to counting or scoring. What is
involved is a conside-ration of tf,e microcosmic worlds of subject authority records
as semantic spaces. In such a semantic
space, each element (inclu&ng {ixed-field
elements in machine-readable records)
can potentially contribute to understanding the meaning oI'the established
heading-,within the cdntext of a particular
list. We are not concemed, fbi the moment, with whether or not such a space

LCSH: Overlap with MIM

7/522
r0/522
r7/522
13/522
I2J522
25/522
4%522

Vo

1.34
1.92
3.26
2.49
2.30
4.79
8.05

expresses the meaning intended by the
list'.screators. Rather, we focus on analyzing the meaning connoted by authority
record elements, as actuallypresent in any
given record. The subjectivity involved in
this task seems analogous with that
involvedin literarycriticism. While different critics might arrive at markedly diff'erent interpretations ofa text, the text in its
concrete fbrm servesas an objective point
oI'ref'erence for those difl'erent readinqs
(let us set aside, for the time being, tli-e
mutability of electronic texts). This preserves the second part ofthis study from
what might otherwise be considered
mere impressionism.
The elxamination of authority records
as semantic spaces has received very
little attention in the literature. This is
rrrobablv because most of the literature
bn authorities has {bcused on macrocosmic issues such as syndetic structure
and the control ofsynonyms, issuesthat
are critical to the construction and
application of any thesaurus or term list.
In addition, most authors writing about
authorities have considered only a single list, in which case the que;tion of
comparative meanings does not arise.
In his study of the webs of meaning
created by See Also-linked headings,
Sinkankas(1972, 8-9) writes:
Wordsare ambiguous,meaningisslippery,
connectionsare basedupon a systemof
{acetsof meaning that are I'elt but not
stated.LC doesnot help in this manner
[matter?],having{ailedto explaina term
or its subjectcoverageabout ninety per-
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centof the time Scopenotesandexamples
are givenonly when the situationcrys [sic]
out {br them, and many times not even
then. It maybe possibleto get aroundthis
problemby going to the LC classi{ication
tables,which are many times more comprehensivein their delineationof subject
coverage.
O{len the classi{ication
notation
(alphanumeric)
is includedalter the subject heading in the LC list, which will
speedmatters Where they are not, educatedguessingwill haveto sullice.
Schmierer (1980) describes the
"authority data lbr particular difl'erent
accesspoints" as typically including the
established heading, variant {brms, inIbrmation both about the established
headins-- considered and related established headings, and inlbrmation
sources consulted. She writes (p. 601)
that the data "are maintained together
so that when an establishedauth"orized
Ibrm is used as an accesspoint, its use
may be understood in a context." A
working group ofthe International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) developed the Guidelines tbr Subject Authority and
Re{'erenceEntries, which provides definitions of the terms "cataloguer'.s
note,"
"inlbrmation note," and "scope note," as
well as examplesot'application(lnternational Federation of Library Associations and Institutions 1993).
Bearman and Szary (1987) discuss
authorities as re{'erence {iles in a multidisciplinary setting. They contend (p. 73) that
"as soon as we accept the concept of
authority files as in{brmation sources in
'bibliographic'
themselves, apart from the
or other {iles whose {ields they'authorize,'
it becomes necessary to retxamine the
types of in{brmation they contain, how
they are structured, and the integrity of
the data they hold." Indeed, Bearman and
Szary (p. 75) propose a situation more
complex than is considered here, with
"multiple, independent authorities at the
field level [where] conflicting authorities
may control disputed values;f the same
lield within a record!" This transformation of the authority record clearly
complicates the idea of semantic space;
the context in which an established head-
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ing is embedded would be broadened to
reveal its connotations across disciplines. Olszewsh (1994) more modestly
advocatesthe use of the OCLC Authority
File as a valuable infbrmation source in its
current state. While he focuses on
biographical and historical in{brmation
contained in name authority records, his
d i s c u s s i o n e m D h a s i z e st h e v a l u e o f
record element.sbeyond the estabhshed
heading.
It should be noted that there are also
a number oI'authors who have examined
the macrocosmic semantic spaces generated by the relationships between established headines in a list. Sinkankas
(1972) perfbr*"d an extended investigation of see-also relationships. Richmond (1973) discoveredan extensiveIibrary science thesaurus contained
within the Engineers Joint Councilt
Terms.
Engineering
Thesaunts
"f Cochrane (1995) deand
Johnson
scribed a technology for creating a spatial array of terms liom the INSPEC
Thesaurus. Here, the semantic space
was made visual, as a hierarchical array
of narrower, broader, and "top" terms
contrasts with a cloudlike display oI'related terms, described as a "space of
loose associations" (abstract). This spatial display is a I'eature of the search
tool itself, in contrast to Sinkankas'
Iarge graphical representation and
Richmondt conceptual extrapolation of
their respectively studied macrocosms.
Two setsof semanticspaces,asdemonstrated in authority records {br the headings Gossip and Drama, will be analyzed
here. As used inLCSH, Gossip is situated
in the realm o{ ethical problems (see
{iqure 1). It is related to Sliander, has the
nirrower term Talebearing, and is
assignedthe Library ol Congresscla^ssi{ication number BJf535, "Special vices."
Gossip is unambiguously regarded in
this context as a vice, a near neighbor to,
if not identical with, outright lpng. In
MIM, by striking contrast, Gossip is
regarded as infbrmation about a person,
particularly a celebrity, which is essentially true (see {igure 2). Its broader term
is Documentaries and factual films and
video, and it is assignedthe related terms
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BJl535:SpeciolVices

Tolebeoring

(Nr)

Figure 1. Gossip:LCSH
Context:Ethics

Biographies, News, and Magazines. The
scope note (Yee 1988,53) reads "Use for
non{iction films and programs which relay
rumors, anecdotes,likes and dislikes, personal historv. etc. of celebrities." The inclusion of "rumors" modifies the truth value of
Gossip to an extent, but not enough to
neutralize its documentary, non-Iictional,

biographical nature. We are also reminded that the hea&ng is used for instances of broadcast gossip, rather than
sfudies of communication ethics, in its relation to Magazines (e.g.,60 Minutes).
The heading Drama presents a subtler distinction in usage. The use of
Drama in LCSH encapsulates the ambi-

Documentoriesond
Foctuol Filmsond Video

Gossip
F

Gossipin MossMedio

(UD

Figure 2. Gossip:MIM
Context:Infbtainment
"Nonfiction films and programs"

@
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SubJectNTs
,e.9.,ReliglonIn

ElementNTs
(e.9.,Prologues

)/A-"ti"b
(BD
Literoture

sv

Figure 3. Drama:LCSH
Literary form relatedto stageproduction

guity that pervades the study of dramatic
literature, a study poised between literary
analysis and stage practice (see {igure 3).
The heading is grounded in Literature,
the encompassing BT, reinforced by three
of its fbur UF terms, Plays, DramaPhilosophy, and Drama, Modern. At
the same time, it is related to the headings
Acting and Dialogue, the {brmer not

fundamentally a literary matter, and its
fourth UF term is Stage, uponwhichActing happens. Its fifty-three NTs fall primarily into three categories: dramatic

a

Dromo

Figure 4. Drama: MIM
Fiction genre separate from stage production
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tion, with the possible exception of
Promptboolis. The heading Drama, then,
is intended to designate a literary fbrm,
closely connected riith stageproduction.
In MlM, Drama designates a genre of
televised or filmed ffction. without direct
connection to the stage (see figure 4). Its
BT is Fiction, which has to do with
"imaginary characters and events" rather
than literature (Yee 1988). Its scope note
(44), "we fbr {ictional works of serious
intent, emphasizing conventions ol' character and narrative development through
con{lict and cathartic resolution," -"ik.
Drama as a Vpe of fiction distinct from
Comedies, one of its RTs. The other RT,
Plays, is reserved {br documentation of
live play perfbrmance Drama in MIM
thus already pertains to the work as produced fbr r,ri"-itrg audience, rather tlan
a text that serve. i an obiect {br critical
study. Additionally, while a viewing audience is implied at a secondary level in
LCSH, the medium and nature of production, live theater. is di{I'erent.
In each oI the 27 casesstudied, comparative examination of the semantic
ipaces occupied by the "identical" headinEs in each list reveals more or less
-"rked diff'".ences of meaning. Not every
comparison shows as dramatic a distinction as that between the two meanings of
Gossip or as subtle as that of Drama.
While limitations of space prevent a discussion of every pair of headings,two additional
be mentioned. The
authority "ur"r;'"'"n
records fbr the heading Talk
shows point to very similar meanings; that
is, the idea of what a "talk show" is seems
to be similar whether considered as subiect or as genre. By contrast, the records
lbr Music create quite distinct spaces.In
LCSH, Music connotesWestern classical
music primarily, but the, entire sphere of
music and its impact on human culture by
extension. In MlM, the heading is used
exclusivelylbr recordingsof live perlbrmances. But even where comparative
meanings are superlicially similai the distinction between subiect and lbrm/genre
accessunderlying the two lists meani that
the entities indexed by "identical" terms
will, in most cases, difl'er significantly
liom each other. If an establishe-d
heading

is given meaning by the elements of its
authority record, that meaning is also
grounded in a list'.sintended application.
Suuuanv
A quantitative comparison was made to
determine the percentage of ref'erence
headings that were shared between
authority records {br 27 established headinqs identical in LCSH and MIM. When
the comoarison was limited to rel'erence
headings^identical in both fbrm and function, it was found that fewer than 4Vo of
MIM reterences were shared with LCSH.
Conversely, fewer than 2Vo of LCSH
ref'erences were shared with MIM. The
criteria lbr comparison were incrementally loosened, {inally to include reference
headings only similar as character strings,
and which may serve diff'erent functions
in their authority records. Under these
liberal conditions, approaching synonyrny
rather than identity, it was fbund that
approximately 23Vo of MIM headings
were shared with LCSH. However, the
converse LCSH-|o-MIM figure was just
cler 8Vo.
A qualitative studv was also made of
the seinantic spaces created by authority
records fbr identical headings. It was
lbund that identical headings often have
dillerent meaningsin the context of'their
respective thesauri. In short, the creation
and maintenance of separate authority records fbr "identical" headings cannot
automaticallybe assumedto be iedundant
e{Ibrt. Addltionallv. the sets of resources
correctly indexed 6y headings identical in
fbrm are likely to dlff'er.
MANAGEMENTCoNSIDERATIoNs
Library managers responsible fbr authoriW control will naturally be concerned
a6out how best to minimize con{licts between headings {'rom multiple thesauri.
The specificity of discipline-based vocabularies, while of potential benefit to
users, carries with it the need to clarifythe
scope of similar or identical headings,
among other challenges. Authors of the
Iiterature on the subject are primarilyconcerned with management of multiple-
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subiect thesauri, a di{I'erent situation {iom
that giving rise to this study. Approaches
to the multiple-subiect thesaurus problem can, nevertheless,provide insights on
managementof {orm/genre lists in combination with LCSH or other subiect lists.
Mandel (1987,v) describes'tlburbasic
approaches to providing access to databases indexed by difl'erent vocabularies":
creating segregated files, mixing vocabularies, integrating vocabularies,and providing enhanced {iont-end navigation.
These comments will {bcus on the {irst
two approaches.
The major disadvantage ol the segregated-{ile approach,where subject access
is concerned, is that users are required to
per{brm more than one search lbr the
same or similar concepts.However, since
we are here concerned with distinguishing applications ol identical heidings
rather than integrating them, the segregated lile approach may be the simplest.
Provision ol a {brm/genre index, with
headings drawn liom USMARC 655
fields, could provide clearly distinguishable accessto items of particular t14res,
rather than works about those tlpes Of
course,separateindexing of655 tields still
reouires that decisions be made about
{bim/genre headings in existing records
coded tn 650 {ields. Can thesebe recoded.
either automatically or manually? What
are appropriate candidates {br recoding?
Manaqers must also consider what to do
aboutleadings, such as Science liction
in LCSH, which have been used both lbr
subject and {brm/genre access Automatic
rather than manual recoding of these
headings might not be leasibie, depending on the size of the catalog and nature
ofthe collection.
At Curry College, the Levin Library's
system was profiled in 1995 with a separate fbrm/genre index. Headings have
been added to the index in three ways:
delibegate provision of lbrm/genre headings (primarily through video cataloging
using MIM), recoding of 650 to 655 fields
on an ad hoc basis (primarily via current
cataloging), and acceptanceof'655 flelds
on copy cataloging (primarily {br works of
fiction). We have plans to retrospectively
convert and provide genre headings for
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partit'ular literary genres, such as deteciive stories, tbr which classesare taught
regularly at the college.As of May 1997,a
seition ol'the lbrm/genre index contains
these headings:
Medical lilms and video (Non{iction)
Medical novels
Mock heroic literature
Musical fiction
Nature films and video (Nonliction)
Nonsenseverses
Pastoral iiction
Picaresque literature
Police films and programs
Political fiction
Political films and programs
Prison {ilms and programs
Psychological liction
Questions and answers
In the secondapproach,terms {iom all
vocabularies are indexed in a single list
and retrieved through a single search.
Mandel notes (v), "the two major problems causedby this approach are' (I) ob-

and fbrm/genre vocabularies are mixed
than it is with multiple-subject vocabular-

have to be undone after a system migration or upgrade.
It is also possible to create a policy
mandating that specific headings {rom alternative Iists not be used. This also iman ongoing investment in_policy
plies
--uintenance
and review and could result
in a loss o{'headingsthat, again,would be
useful with an improved system. Despite
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the drawbacks of the mixed-vocabulary
approach, for many libraries this will be
the most f'easiblein the short term.
The third approach, integrated
vocabularies, involvts di{l'erent mEans ol'
relating vocabularies through mapping
and the creation of syndetic struclures,
such as micro- and macrothesauri.This is
an area in which a great deal ofresearch
has been done (se-e Chaplan 1g95 and
Olson and Strawn 1997 fbr two recent

an example, a subject search fbr studies of
Melodrama (LCSH) should not be directed to examples of Melodr ama (M IM)
on film or video.
AREASFoR Funrurn

Rnspancn

The rational, deliberate provision of access to genres and forms raises a number
of questions requiring lurther investigation. The seriesof comparisonsthat have
been made between LCSH and MIM

Research into the capabilities ol'automated systems-and communication with
systems vendors regarding support for
multiple thesauri-will
be a continuing
need for the lbreseeable future. As of
spring 1997, we are far liom having universal support {br either X55 MARC

ies is developed.
Researchers might also want to consider how library"patrons will be instructed in the use of fbrm/genre terms.
While library instruction is generally not
considered a technical services function,
the introduction of fbrm,/genre indexes or
inclusion of new vocabularies might be
resisted due to the challenge of edulating
users. It was asserted above that library
users probably have an intuitive understanding of the di{Ierence between "is"
and "ii about." Nevertheless, libraries
have not provided explicit accessto forms
and genres in a consistent f'ashion (except
to works of Western classical music)
through LCSH. Introducing such explicit
accesswill require additional instruction
in many situations, and technical services
librarians might be able to share insights
with their colleagues in public service-s.
CoNcr,usroru
'Ihe

s.amequestions apply to overlaps among
lorm/genre thesauri themselves,not lust
in comparison with LCSH or other iubject-access lists. There are a number of
opp-ortunities fbr vocabulaly-mapping
studies in these questions.

27 pairs of headings studied, while
identical in fbrm between LCSfI and
MlM, dlerge in application. That is, on
the evidence of the authority records that
support them, they cannot be regarded as
duplicative. The quantitative comparison,
of potential interest to the database manager responsible for managing an authority file, revealed that f'ewer than I07o of
reference terms are shared between pairs
of'records.The qualitative comparisonindicated the likeiv reason lbr tiris lack of
duplication: the'headings have different
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meanings, sometimes to a startling degree, and are intended to apply to di{I'erent bibliographic objects.
The lack of actual identity expressedby
erstwhile-identical headings should remind us that headings are names, as Julia
Pettee (1954, 18) pointed out. My lirst
name, and that of one of Michelangelo's
statues, are identical only as character
strings. The entities designated are very
di{lerent. It is impossible that a saneperson would regard them as the samething,
and yet the names are identical. The f'act
that di{Terent concepts may share the
same name presents signilicant management challenges when multlple the.sauri
are used in one catalog. Nevertheless,if
we consider a heading to be not only a
character string, but also what that string
designates,we might come to the conclusion that Gossip and Gossip, Drama and
Drama, Game shows and Game shows
have little in common This is all the more
true when one of the two designateswhat
an item is, and the other, wha[it is about.
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ChongingRoles:
OriginolColologingby
in
Poroprofessionols
ARLLibrories
DeborqhA. Mohr ond Anito Schunemon

sional catalogers to this partil:i.pation.

I- he role of the parapro{'essional cataIoger in academic libraries is changing at
an ever-increasing rate. Both experience
and a review ofthe literature demonstrate
that paraprof'essionalsare taking on tasks
previously performed only by professional
librarians. While at one time there may
have been general agreement that librarians oerformed the intellectual work of
cataloging and paraprofessionals the routine tasks, it is no longer clear that this is
where the distinctioi between "prol'essional" and "paraprof'essional"work lies.
Although philosophical issues rarely arise

on the job, catalogers and cataloging managers deal with the practical issues on a
daily basis,and our interest arosefiom our
awareness of increasing paraprof'essional
involvement in original cataloging. In this
study, we examine the daily operations to
determine what original cataloging activities are being perfbrmed by paraprofessionals.
Rnsnencn QursrroNs
We hypothesized that paraprofessionals
participated widely throughout the

DnsoRAH A MoHn (mohr@smccva.lib.monroeccedu) is DatabaseControl Librarian, LeRoy V
Good Library Monroe Community College, Rochester, New York. Anita Schuneman
(aschunem@carbon.cudenver.edu) is Acting Coordinator of Cataloging, Services, and Special
Collections, Auraria Library University of Colorado, Denver Manuscript received February I6,
1997; accepted fbr publication April 24, 1997.
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Assrciation of Research Libraries (ARL)
libraries in all areas oforiginal cataloging,
with the greatest level ofinvolvemeit iltt
original description and in literature classi{ication and the smallest in subject
analysis and in classiffcation ofnonliction
works. It was further hypothesized that
comparison with past studies would reveal
a continuation of the trend of increasing
paraprofessional involvement in original
cataloging over time.
Third, it was hypothesized that ARL
cataloging department heads would most
fiequently cite cost savings as a reason for
paraprol'essional involvement in original
cataloging, given the current difficult economic situation of many libraries. Finally,
we projected that revision oforiginal cataIoging work would more often continue
beyond the initial training period for paraprof'essional catalogers than for professionals.
Lrrrn+runr

REvIEw

Authors of previous suweys have docu-

(1980) surveyed OCLC member libraries
about their cataloging practices. They defined "original
as "catal6gng
""Ialo-ging"
without copy'' and
found that respondents
in l6.6Vo of the larger libraries stated that
support staff handled original cataloging
either alongside professional catalogers or
exclusively.
A f'ew years later, in 1983-84, Eskoz
(1990) surveyed catalog departments in
160 academic libraries chosen for "regional balance and a varied range of campus sizes and types" (p. 380). She subsequently conducted follow-up interviews
with catalog department heads in 40 of the
libraries in fg8^6and 1987. She found that
both prof'essionals and support staff did
original descriptive cataloeinq in 307o of
thJlibraries in 1983-84. uihic'h increased
slightly to 357oofthe libraries by 1986-87.
However, support staff were assignedthis
original cataloging in only two of the li-

braries in the suweys, while no prol'essionals were assigned this responsibility.
Eskoz found similar rates of paraprofessional participation in assigning call numbers (32.5vo in 1983-84, 35vo in 1986-87)
and assigning subject headings (27.SVoin
1983-84, 35Voin 1986-87).
By 1990, Oberg et al. (1992) found that
paraprofessionals regularly did original descriptive catalo$ngin SLVoof the ARL institutions that responded to their suwey. However, the percentages of ARL libraries in
which paraprofessionals assigned sub.lect
headings and call numbers remained about
the same(367o{breachtask), aftgure similar
to that lbund in Eskozt second studv. In
Conturbiat 1991 study (1992) of catal6ging
of foreignJanguage materials, although
more specific in scope, the author found
similar levels of paraprofessional involvement in these tasks.
Despite differences in the populations
surveyed, definitions, and methodology,
these authors pointed to a general trend
in cataloging that was occurring throughout the libraryworld during the same period: the increasing delegation to paraprofessionals of tasks formerly considered
professional. This trend reflected emerging thought about the proper role ofthe
professional librarian in technical services-and in the profession in general-as
managers, leaders, and innovators, less involved than previously in day-to-day operations (Veaner 1982; Bishoff 1987;
Younger 199I; Rider 1996).
There were other factors that had an
effect on the responsibilities ofcataloging
librarians and siaff respectively. Dufn[
this period, automation made many library tasks more routine, and in cataloging departments, the increased availability of copy for copy cataloging pushed
broad implementation of copy cataloging.
At the same time, copy catalogers gained
experience and shlls over the years (Benaud
1992), which could be used for more complex work. In addition, economic pressures
pushed for the containment of costs
through the delegation of tasks to the lowest levels of staffpossible while maintaining
an acceptable degree of qualityandwithout
harming morale (Williams 1991).
With these developments came con-
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and upgradedtheir core of knowledgeand
skills, con{idencein their professionalism
has grown. They have therefore begun to
act asestablishedprofessionsand now foster paraprofessionalism.
. . . Librarians at
first opposedparaprofessionalism,
but as
their pro{'essionalism
has grown, opposi-

paraprofessionals, while Conturbia limited her survey to foreign language cataloging.
Methodologies differed as well among
these surveys as to the libraries surveyed,
survey respondents, and what fbllowup
measures were employed. Two of the 4

'deprofessionalization' 'deprocessof
or
skilling,' . lwhich] canoccurwhen a field
loses control over its knowledgebase.In
the caseofcataloguers,
this lossofcontrol
has come about largely because of the
widespreaduseofcataloguingnetworks. .
. [which] not only shifts most of the inhousecataloguingworkin libraries to nonprofessionalstaff but . . . also alters the
working patterns of the remainingpro{'essionalcataloguers,[who canno longer specialize in particular subjectareas.]

phone interviews as a means of follow-up.
DEFINITIONS
For the purposes of the study, "original
cataloging" encompassed original bibliographic description, establishment of
name and unifo-rm title hea&ngs, subject
analysis, and both nonliction and literature classiftcation, when any of these exceeded verification of data in existing records. This definition included tasks
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"Pro{'essional"catalogers were de{ined
as those who held positions that required
a master's degree in library or in{brmation
science. "ParaproI'essional" catalogers
were defined a*sthose who held positions
that did not require an M.L.S., ilthough
many paraprof'essional library employees
do have the degree. The de{initions oI'all
these terms were included in the appropriate survey questions so that respondents were aware of thenr.
The term Ttaraprofessioaal was used
despite its drawbacks.Benaud (1992, 84)
notes that Ttaraprofessional, while one of
the most prevalent terms, along withsupTtort staff, Ibr describing library workers
without an M.L.S., "no longer reflectsthe
sophisticated skills needed on the job."
Oberg (1995), while acknowledging the
drawbacks, finds the use ofthe term lraraprofessionaI highlights comparisons with
similar phenomena in fields such as law
and medicine.
Definitions used in previous studies
di{i'er lrom the delinitions used here. although not so significantly as to prevent
Iater comparison. For example, Oberg
(1992) defined "paraprof'essional"to include oflice .nppo.t and other stalTactivities, which were omitted from the delini-

comparison among survey {indings.
Sunwy FruolNcs

sion of original cataloging was done, reasons fbr paraprol'essional involvement in
original cataloging, reactions observed

findngs are reported generally in the order of the questions on the suwey, with
the exception of department size which is
reported #ter the question of what original cataloging actMties are perfbrmed by
paraprofessionals. Immediately {bllowing
the findings on each question, we have
included a brief discussionofthese findings in the context ofother studies.
DrsrnlrurtoN
oF ORTcTNAL
Cereroclt tc AcrrvrrrEs
Overall, 64 libraries (77.l%oof those responding) had paraprofessional employees who per{ormed some original cataloging tasks,while 19 (22.9Vo)did not. Of the
64 responding libraries where paraprofessionals were involved in original cataloging, 63 (987o) also indicated the tasks that
paraprof'essional catalogers performed.
The distribution of original cataloging
tasksis shown in {igure I.
OnrcrNar, DnscnrprroN
Original description was the original cataloging activity most commonly performed
by paraprofessionals in the responding libraries. Paraprol'essional catalogers did
original descriptive cataloging in 62 ofthe
63 libraries in which cataloging department heads responded to this question.
While this result agreedwiththe hypothesis, the extent o{ the participation was
astonishing; paraprof'e.ssionalsdo original
description in nearly 1007aofthe libraries
in which they participate in original cataloging actMties.
The result is perhaps less surprising
given the paraprof'essionals'copy cataloging experience. Also, a wealth of documentation-including
the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules second edition;
Library of Congress Rule Interpretations;
guidelines; and manuals-provides a solid
base fbr training in original descriptive
cataloging.
The level of paraprof'essional involvement in original descriptive work has increased notably since the survey ofARL
libraries conducted in 1990. That survey
fbund paraprofessionals were regularly
assignedoriginal descriptive cataloging in
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SIVo oI the responding libraries (Oberg et
al. 1992), versrs74.7Voofall respondents
to the present survey. In the present study,
"regular" participation was not specified,
but even with this dif{'erence in definitions, there appears to be widespread acceptance ol'parapro{'essionalparticipation
in original descriptive cataloging in ARL
libraries.
Cr-esstrtcetloN
Paraprof'essionals did original literature
classification in 53 (84.LVo) and original
nonfiction classilication in 42 (66.7Vo) ol
the 63 libraries in which paraprofessionals
were involved in original cataloging. The
first {inding rellects long-standing practice, as described by Foster (1987, 96) ten
years ago: "In at least a f'ew libraries nonpro{'essionals are being assigned certain
original cataloging operations. . . . Nonprof'essional cataloging of fiction books
has proven especially successful." This
successrests in part on the relatively similar classification schemes and common
use ofstandard tables fbr classilying literature.
Although authors of previous studies
have not diff'erentiated between literature

and nonfiction classilication, no sfudy
shows as high a percentage ofparaprofessional involvement in classification in general as the present survey. The rates of
participation in the studies by Eskoz,
Oberg et al., and Conturbia ranged from
32.57o to 37.SVoof responding libraries.
Even the lower rate of involvement {br
original nonfiction classi{ication in the
present sttwey, 49.4Voof all respondents,
represents a l3.4Vo increase since the
1990 study by Oberg et al., although again
definitions of participation diff'er somewhat.
The trend might be attributed to increasing acceptance of parapro{'essionals'
contributions and abilities in this area as
well as to time and Iinancial pressures. In
addition, Rider (1996, 29) predicts that
"subject headings and classi{ication numbers will continue to be assigned by
greater numbers of staff with appropriate
training because the in{brmation can
often 6e adapted quickly lrom other online sources."
ANALYSIS
SUBJECT
Consistent with the hypothesis, 4l
(65.IEo) of the 63 libraries in which para-
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prol'essionals are involved in original cataloging have them perlbrm original subject
analysis. This is, however, close to the
number o{ libraries (42) in which paraprofessionalsdo original non{iction classi{ication. This finding may reflect the f'act that
subiect analvsis and nonfiction classification are the two cataloging tasks most
olten cited as prof'essional activities that
require an M.L.S. (Benaud 1992). From
our own experience,these areasare also
less codi{iel and documented than the
others and require the most creative application of the sketchier rules that do
exist.
Comparisons with findings fiom past
studies show a substantialincreasein the
rate of parapro{'essional involvement in
original subject analysis,a result similar to
that fbund in the area of original classilication. In the current study,lhe rate was
49.4Vool'all respondents;in earlier studies, it ranged |rom 36Vo ol'responding
ARL libraries in Oberg et al (1992) to
3OVo tor lbreign-language materials in
Conturbia (1992).The trend mightbe due
to increasing acceptance of paraprolessionals'contributions and abilities in this
area, economic and time pressures, and
better documentation and rationalization
of subject analysis practices over the past
rew years.
Esrnst,tsHlntnNT
oF NAMEAND
UNrFonu Trrrn HsA.orNcs
Cataloging department heads indicated
that paraprof'essional catalogers establish
some name and uni{brm title headingsin
48 (76 2E") of the 63 libraries in which
paraprol'essionalsdo some original cataloging, which is 57.8Voof all responding
libraries. Authors ol pa^ststudies did not
distinguish between this activity and original description in general, so there are no
grounds lbr comparison. As shown in figure 1, this task is the third most commonly
perfbrmed by paraprolessionalsin the responding libraries, a{ier original description and Iiterature classilication and belbre original nonfiction classification and
subject analysis.
Heading establishment and authority
record encoding are well documented,

which may aid in training along with paraprol'essionals'exposure to headings and
authority work in copy cataloging. In our
experience,a copy catalogerwas the biggest contributor of name and seriesheadi"ngsto the NACO (Name Authority Cooperative) project in the library in which
we {brmerly worked, showing the potential importance of paraprolessional contributions in this area.
DEPARTMENTSrzE AND CoMpostrroN
We sought to identify what constitutes a
typical con{iguration {br an ARL cataloging department in which paraprolbssionals do some original cataloging.Questionnaire respondents gave the numbers ol
paraprolessional and pro{'essionalpositions in their cataloging departments in
lull-time equivalents (FTEs). Total department sizesranged fiom 4 to 124 FTEs
in the libraries in which paraprof'essionals
per{brmed some original cataloging,with
an averageo['24.9 FTEs per department.
In libraries where parapro{'essionals did
no original cataloging, department sizes
ranged liom 7 to 657 FTEs, with an averaee
- of 53.9 FTEs.
The wide range in size ol the second
group is due to t-he Library oI'Congress
(LC), which is an exceptional library becauseofits FTE count of657, which raises
the average size by 33 2 FTE For that
reason, median department size might
represent a more meaningful basis lbr
comparison between these two groups of
libraries. For libraries in which paraproIessionals participated in original cataloging activities, median department size was
23 FTEs, versus 19 FTEs {br the libraries
in which paraprof'essionalsdid no original
cataloging. Paraprof'essionalinvolvement
in original cataloging thus appears shghtly
more likely with greater department size
(with the exception of LC), perhaps because of the larger pools of skills upon
which to draw as well as the rrotentially
greater quantities ol' material.sthat require original cataloging.
Cataloging departments {br both
groups of libraries generally had more
paraprof'essional than prof'essional positions. Among libraries in which parapro-
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occurs fbr paraprof'essionals to perform
original cataloging. Paraprol'essional participation in original cataloging can both

the work of either parapro{'essionals or
prof'essionalswas done, pio{'essional catalogers perfbrmed it (parapro{'essionals:

Later questions in the survey identily
other reasons {br parapro{'essionalpartici-

the responding libraries and lbr prof'essionals ln 2 (l2.5Eo). Thls {indinf lends
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between "paraprofessional"and "professional" roles in manv cases.
REASoNSUNnrntyrrvc
PARAPRoFEssIoNALINvoLVEMENT
Most questionnaire respondents indicated one or more reasons why paraprof'essional employees did or did nof do
original cataloging in their libraries. These

are presented in figure 2. The respondents most frequentlv chose "career development for ihe paraprof'essionalemployees" as a reason(39, or 62.9Voof those
who answered the question), which does
not support the hypbthesis that cost savings would be the most commonly cited
reason.
It is heartening that so many of the
cataloging department heads who respo_ndedwere concerned with the growth
and development of their parapro{'essional sta{L This concern echbes discussion in the literature (Oberg 1994, 1995;
Rider 1996). As Rider (1996, 29) notes,

paraprofessionals "should have more opportunities for advancement and individual recognition, and continue to play more
visible roles within the library prof'ession."
Indeed, this Iinding suggeststhat paraprof'essional involvement in original cataloging bene{its both the libraries and the
paraprofessional catalogers.
Concerns fbr cost and getting the original cataloging done {bllowed closely as
cited reasons {br involving paraprofessionals in original cataloging. "Cost-saving
measure" or "original cataloging volume
too great {br pro{'essional employees
alone" were cited by 38 (61.37a) of the
respondents. And nearly halfthe respondents (27, or 43.77o)selected both cost
savings and volume as reasons. In some
cases, the cost savings may have arisen
fiom lower salaries for paraprofessionals,
raising an equity issue, but Williams
(199I, 33-34) has also noted that "the
contribution of librarians to technical
servicesoperations is relatively expensive.
While their salaries may not be high, the
amount of time that librarians are asked
to spend on [activities outside their departments] means that much of their time
is spent outside the units in which they
work." In many academic libraries, para-
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prof'essionals may spend much more of
their time actually cataloging than do prof'essional catalogers. This has been our
own experience as catalogers.
Only 12 (I9.4Eo) cited "the division
between prof'essional and paraprofessional cataloging is arti{icial" as a reason,
and none as the sole reason. For the most
part, cataloging department heads Ibcused on the more Dractical issuesof career development of parapro{'essional
st#Tmembers and the exigencies ofbudgets andworkloads.
Orunn

RnesoNs

Half the respondents from the 64 libraries
in which paraprof'essionalsdid some original cataloging specified additional reasons. 16 (25.8Eo)mentioned the paraprof'essionals' experience and general
qualifications, their subject, language, and
lbrmat expertise, and the appropriateness
ol delegating the less complex, more routine aspects of original cataloging to paraprof'essionals.Other reasons, cited less
{requently, included institutional policies
that pro{'essional librarians should not
catalog (6.37o oI those who gave other
reasons), the di{Iiculty of recruiting a suf'ficient quantity or quality of professional
catalogers(6.3Eo), the demand fbr prol'essionals in other areas of the libraries
(3.l%o), and the historical lack of division
in some libraries between prof'essional
and paraprol'essional cataloging tasks
(3.17o).These other reasonsalso focused
largely on the practical concern ofgetting
the work done.
Among respondents from libraries in
which parapro{'essionals did no original
cataloging, 17 (89.5Eo)gave one or more
reasons why not. Again, multiple reasons
were mentioned. These respondents most
o{len selected "original cataloging should
be a professional activity" (9, or 52.9Vool
respondentsto this question) as a reason.
While the choice of this reason did not
indicate whether the opinion was the respondents' own or an institutional policy,
in efl'ect it served as the latter. The question of what constitutes prol'essional work
in cataloging was as much a practical issue
as it was a philosophical one for this group

of respondents.
"Civil service rules, union contract, or
other such restrictions" ran a close second, selected by 8 (47.IVo). Only 3
(I7.6Vo) indicated "available paraprof'essional employees [are] inexperienced or
otherwise unsuited," and none gave this as
the sole reason.No one chose;[a] lack of
prof'essionalemployees to train and revise
the paraprof'essionals"as a reason why the
paraprof'essionalsdid no original cataloglng.
-Three
(17.6Eo)of the respondents to
this question specilied other reasonswhy
paraprofessionals did not participate in
original cataloging in their Iibraries. These
other reasons included having suflicient
prof'essionalcatalogers to do all the original cataloging or, conversely, enough copy
cataloging to keep the paraprof'essional
catalogers occupied; the value of professional activities in enriching original cataloging abilities; and "tradition-difffcult
to break resistance from both professionals and paraprof'essionals."As riore libraries have involved paraprofessionals in
more aspects of original cataloging, however. this tradition has become less entrenched and will continue to do so. Resistance from paraprofessionals who
would pref'er not to do original cataloging
without an increase in pay has merit, and
this inequity should be addressed by the
prof'ession.
REAcTIoNS To PABAPRoFESSIoNAL
INvoLvEMENT
The 64 cataloging department heads who
responded to the survey that paraprofessionals in their libraries participated in
original cataloging were asked in an openended question to describe briefly any
reactions they had observed among either
paraprol'essional or prof'essional catalogers to this development. 39 (73.67oof the
respondents to this question) reported
they obserued positive reactions among
paraprofessionals, while 7 (l3.2%o) observed negative reactions. In reporting reactions among the prol'essionals, 30
(58.8Eo)pointed to positive reactions, and
14 (27.4Vo) found negative reactions. 7
respondents reported mixed reactions
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{rom both paraprof'essional (l3.2%o) and
professional (13.7Co)catalogers.
Rnecrolrs

Or Pln rpnonEsSroNALS

cataloging'demeaned' as inappropriate
{br prof'essional attention." They complained that "administrators don't understand or value the work of catalogers."
Paisteand Mullins (1990) ofler some suggestions fbr job enrichment for professional catalogers that might indirectly reduce some of these tensions. Their
lengthy list is varied but with a common
theme: the activities do not fbcus on cataloging individual works. Their suggested
activities call for more involvement in the
overall work of the cataloging department
in areas such as planning, goal setting,
establishing standards, hiring and training
new library assistants and catalogers, supervising department work units, consulting with those outside the department,
instructing library employees and users in
e{Tective use of the catalog, working on
assignmentsoutside of cataloging, managing cataloging projects, and developing
specialized knowledge in handling particular subjects or types of materials.

On the positive side, parapro{'essionals
were observed to "enjoy'' original cataloging and to {ind it "more dif{icult, challenging, and lob rewarding." The mixed reactions reoorted usuallv included both
themes if resentmeni and enioyment,
which is understandable in situations
where paraprofessionals received additional training and responsibility without
attendant increases in compensation and
status.
According to the department heads, a
recurring negative reaction among paraprof'essionals was "resentment of doing
professional work fbr lower pay''than the
pro{'essionals Many paraprofessionals
were long-term employees who had absorbed other {brmerly professional duties
over the years. These sources of resentment have been discussed by Oberg
(1995, 1994). Williams (1991, 39) states
Apvexrecrs AND DTSADvANTAGES
oF
"support sta{f members who learn new
PenernoressroNAr, INvoLvEMENT
skills will have to be paid more, and, if
these employeesare to be given manage- For the 64 libraries in which paraprof'esrial slots, mechanismsmust be developed sionals participated in original cataloging
to allow them to sit with librarians in polactivities, 62 (96.9Vo) listed the advanicy making sessionswhen it is appropriate
tages they saw in involving paraprofesand to pay them at levels commensurate
sionals in this way in response to an openwith their responsibilities."
ended question. Many of the advantages
mentioned appeared to be elaborations of
the reasons fbr involving paraprot'essionRsacrroNs AMoNG PnonesstoNLLs
als in original cataloging in the {irst place.
Many department heads observed positive reactions among pro{'essionalcatalogAoveNracns
ers. Prof'essionalsin some libraries welcomed help with the routine aspects of
Respondents emphasized the advantages
original cataloging and in others appreciboth to parapro{'essionalsand to the cataated the paraprof'essionals' expertise in
loging departments and libraries. The
particular languages, fbrmats, or subject
main advantage to prof'essionalcatalogers
areas. This range of reactions is to be was that involving paraprof'essionals in
expected as the pro{'essiont focus continoriginal cataloging freed the professionues to shift {rom day-to-day operations to
als'time {br more complex cataloging,fbr
responsibility {br management, leadermanagement and problem-solving, fbr
ship, and innovation.
pro{'essional activities, and fbr duties in
Other respondents to this question other areas of the library, such as bibliostated that the prof'essional catalogers in
graphic instruction. A f'ew respondents
libraries in which parapro{'essional cata- also mentioned better morale and job satlogers participated in original cataloging is{'action among prol'essional catalogerswere sometimes "upset at seeing original perhaps because they I'elt better able to
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ful{ill trulv nro{'essional roles-as well as prof'essional catalogers. Materials were
among paiJprofessional catalogers.
made available more quickly, and access
For the most part, however, respon- was provided to some materials that would
dents lbcused on the advantages to the
otherwise not have received I'ull catalogparaprof'essionalcatalogersot' participat- ing treatment, thereby bene{iting library
ing in original cataloging activities. Acusers.
cording to respondents, paraprofessionals
Paraprolessional involvement in origigalned iob satisf'action and better morale
nal cataibgingimproved elliciency,which,
from applying their experience and their
as one respondent noted, "requires that
language, {brmat, and subject skills to
work be done at the lowest level that is
what the paraprof'essionals perceived as capable of doing it well." Parapro{'essional
the challenging, varied, and interesting
participation also increased the cost-e{tasks of original cataloging. The training
fectiveness oforiginal cataloging and "aland experience in original cataloging en- low[ed] the librar[ies] to concentrate rehanced their uirderstanding of cataloging sourceson other things."
issues and even their copy cataloging
Other advantagesto the cataloging dework. Some earned tangible rewards of
partments were the sense of teamwork
promotions or pay increases,while others and partnership that resulted, the inexperienced intangible grati{ication such creased contributions of paraprof'essionas the "reward of contributine to [a] na- als to departmental decision making, and
tional database so that othei catalogers prolessional development lbr both paracan use their work."
professionals (as catalogers) and prof'esIncreased lob satisl'action led, in turn,
sionals (as supervisors).One respondent
according to ihe respondents, to a better
fbund paraprol'essional participation in
retention rate fbr paraprofessional cata- original cataloging mirrored the situation
logers. One pragmatic department head in other library departments, where paraalso commented that "technological
prof'essionals handled most of the daily
changes are eliminating the more routine
operational tasks.
Even in libraries where parapro{'estechnical services activities. Unless paraprof'essionals are perlbrming more ad- sionals did no original cataloging, 17
(89.57o) of those respondents answered
vance[d] activities,their iobs will be eliminated." As Rider (f996, 29) has noted, the question, although fbr their libraries
"the growing trend to accept a higher perthe advantages ^re hypothetical. L4
(82.3Vo) saw the same potential advancentage of cataloging copy with minimal
editing" will provide opportunities {br
tages as reported by cataloging department heads from libraries where paraproparaprof'essionals to perfbrm more complex duties.
fessionals did participate in original
cataloging. Three respondents (17.67r)
either saw no advantages or {bund the
ADVANTAGES
FoR THE LIBRARY
question irrelevant in their situations.
Respondents also identified many bene{its of having parapro{'essionalscontribute
DISADVANTAGES
original cataloging. Chief among these
were greater productivity and the reducThe cataloging department heads from 38
tion ofbacklogs, in part becauseparapro- (59.4Vo)of the libraries in which paraprof'essionals generally had more time lbr
I'essionalsdid some original cataloging decataloging than did prof'essionals In addiscribed the disadvantages of paraprol'estion, Benemann (1993, 19) has asserted sional involvement in original cataloging.
that "the more complex you make a cata- They most commonly mentioned the time
loger s task, the more productive he or she and'personnel resources needed to train
becomes." In several casesthe parapro- and supervise the paraprol'essionalsand to
I'essionals' original cataloging work {illed
provide ongoing quality control of their
gaps le{t by dwindling personnel budgets
original cataloging work. As one responor by the difficulty of recruiting qualilied
dent pointed out, "Total person-hours can
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be more per title (although since some of
the hours are from lower-paid paras, the
cost is less)." The time needed {br training
was a particular drawback if the libraryi
paraprof'essional cataloging sta{f underwent high turnover. Training and supervision required time from the professional
catalogers, who did not always like or f'eel
prepared for a management role.
The respondents'other major concern
was to avoid exploiting the paraprof'essionals who did original cataloging, reflecting the reactionisome had observed
among the paraprofessional catalogers
themselves. Many department heads
mentioned the issue of equity fbr paraprof'essional and professional catalogers in
terms of both iob descriptions and levels
of compensation. Some commented that
this had not been an issue in their own
libraries, but "in some situations some
paraprof'essionals might [f'eel] that their
positions should be [up]graded and their
salaries increased" when they began assuming original cataloging tasks. Professional catalogers,accordingto the respondents, also reacted negatively at times to
the "role blurring" that occurred and
feared the downgriding of their own role
in cataloging.
Respondents to this question mentioned several other disadvantagesor concerns. The educational backeiounds of
the paraprof'essional catalog-ers varied
fiom that of pro{'essionals,particularly in
that some paraprof'essionalsdid not have
the {breign-language or subject knowledge needed for original cataloging. This
opinion was not unanimous, however; one
respondent articulated that the best use of
the talents oI'each employee was critical
and that many of the p^araprofessionalsin
that library have advince^d degrees, lan-

parapro{'essionalsI'aced in switching back
and forth between original cataloging and
copy cataloging policies and procedures:
"in copy cataloging they check [so] much
of the bib record that they defeat the
purpose of copy cataloging." Another
drawback was the in{lexibility of civil service rules or union contracts asto the duties
paraprofessionals could perform; while
department heads in some libraries might
have liked to o{I'er paraprof'essionalsmore
opportunities to do original catalogingpresumably with appropriate compensation-this was not always possible.
Of the cataloging department heads
from the 19 libraries in which paraprofessionals &d not per{brm any original cataloging activities,14 (73.7Vo)describedthe
potential disadvantages of having paraprof'essionals do original cataloging. This
group raised many of the same points as
the other group ofrespondents, but some
additional concems reflected the reasons
this group had indicated fbr not involving
paraprofessionals in original cataloging
work. Some stated that original cataloging
should be a pro{'essional task, that having
paraprof'essionals participate would not
be cost-eff'ective, or that "cataloging productMty [might] suff'er." One respondent
noted that the original catalogers in his or
her department could not agree among
themselves about which duties the paraprof'essionalsshould perfbrm. In a related
concem, other department heads were
a{raid of possible negative ef{'ects on the
prof'essionals'morale from the blurring of
the line between pro{'essional and paraprofessional tasks and the potential downgrading of the profession.
CoNcr,usrou
The results o{ this survey highlight continuing changes in assignmeni of original
cataloging responsibilities. Paraprol'essionals are assignedsome original cataloging tasks in the majority of all ARL libraries receiving surveys-64 of l19 libraries.
When the 64 libraries are counted among
responding libraries, the percentage becomes much higher-77.l%o of the respondents to thJsurvey. Original subject
analysis and nonliction classilication are

LRTS o aIQ)
sometimes done by parapro{'essionalsin
nearly half of all ARL libraries, a clear sign
ofthe trend given that these two activities
have traditionally been assigned exclusively to professionals. Original cataloging
responsibilities alone are clearly no Ionger
the distingulshing characteristic betwJen
pro{'essionaland parapro{'essionalcataloging work.
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Bisho{I, Younger, and Rider continue to
see importani roles lbr prof'essionals in
bibliogiaphic access and technical servt""L".pit"
the concerns raise<lby respondents tb this survey, paraprof'essionals
continue to be more involved in all facets

work of original cataloging.

The changes identified by this survey
,e {'ar-r
have
l'ar-reaciiing efl'ects
ell'ects on cataloging deimplications
is trend
trend has implications
tments. but this
partments,
{br the pro{'essionaswell because cataloging and technical services departments
have olten led the way in employing paraprol'essionalsin work previously considered prolessional. The trend will no doubt
continue as economic pressures require
that libraries become ever more cost-e{'f'ective, but the desire to do more with less
must be weighed against the need lbr appropriate compensation and recognition
fbr paraprofessionals as they learn new

creating realistic definitions.
More research is also needed to examine the extent to which the pro{'ession is
maturing (Nettlefold 1989) or its most
professional {'unctions are being deskilled
(Harris 1992). These contrasting socioIogical perspectives on our work offer re-
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AnolyzingSeorchSlylesof
Potronsqnd Stoff:A Replicqlive
Librqries
Studyof TwoUniversitY
KothlinL.Roy ond MorYS.Long

periodical titles. Stalling is considerably
diff'erent, however; UOP employs f0.5 librarians,20 support stall, and 115 student
assistants*hile edelphi employs 23 librarians, 35 support
-fromstaf{, and 11 student
American Library
assistants (data
Directory,49th ed. 1996-97).
While we were interested in comparing UOP and Adelphi patron search patteins, we were particularly eager to comoare staff ,"^t"h .tyl"t.'Until Ballard's
scious attempt to produce data that would
i"o.k, tiutt.""tion log studies ot'library
allow us to compare results of two similar
institutions. UOP has 4,100 students and sta{f searches were virtually nonexistent
Adelphi has 5,600. Both universitieshave (Peters 1993). Concurring with Ballard,
we hvoothesized that sta{f would use a
a main library and a science branch. The
{'eatui6 that allows the searcher to limit a
in
similar
library collections are roughly
search by location or material type more
size (UOP, 410,000 volumes, Adelphi,
303,000), and both have {'ewertharr2,7OO o{ten than patrons. We also hypothesized
KATHLTNL. Rav (kray@uop.edu) is Head, Access Services, University of the Pacific Libraries,
Librarian, University of the Pacific
Stockton, CA. Many-S. LaNc (mlang@uop.edu) is Catalog
-OO,
tggT; accepted {br publication
Libraries. Stockton, CA. Manuscripl rec-eived MMMM
MMMM DD, 1997
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that sta{f and reference librarians would
have a higher success rate-i.e. f'ewer
zero retrievals-than public users. Our
third hy?othesis, conirary to Ballard,
was that UOP_patrons would perfbrm
keyword searches more often than library sta{I.
We assumed that search patterns of
UOP patrons and stafl'would^be similar
to the search patterns of Adelphi patrons and stafl. Ballard (t994i fo;d
lhlt patrons and library stafT had very
di{I'erent searching strategies, with staff
going beyond the itandard author, title,
subject, and keyword searcheseight times
more o{ten than patrons. Ballaid lbund
that patrons at Adelphi searched most
often- by subject (iS.Sc") with title
searches a close second (317o), author
third (zlEo), and keyword a distant Iburth
(8%). Llbr.ary staff searched most o{ten by
title (46Vo), then by other options such as
interrrational standard number or barcode
(327o), thirdby author or subject (I6.6Vo),
and fourth by keyrvord (5Zo). Staff used
the limit f'eature more o{ten (37o)than the
public (ZVo).In our study, suryrisingly,we
lound that UOP patrons searchedthe system quite difl'erently than users at Adelphi, pref'erring keyword searches to subject, title, or author searches.UOP staff,
like stall'at Adelphi, searchedmost ollen
by title and least-often by subject (public
services stafl) or keyword (technical services stafl).
Lrrrrurunn

puter s)4items,data gathering techniques,
time periods studied-, and system se-arch
options have made it dif{icult to compare
results among studies.
Search Strategies
Con{'ounding initial assumptions, two
decades of analysis have shorin that users
olten pref-er to search
search by
by su
srrbject rather
than by author or title (B allard 1994:
r994;

Hunter 1991; Larson 1991b; Simpson
1989;Tillotson 1995; Tolle lg83; Zink

1993; Zink
1993;
Zink 1991)
1991)have
have pointed out, users do not understand t-heconcept
concent o{'a
of'a
controlled vocabulary, the composition
ol' LCSH, or the reiationships'among
the headings. Subject searches are also
notorious
notorlous tor
fbr retrrevrng
lbr
retrievins etther
retrievin-g
manv
either too many
records or none at al-i (Hunter 19gf:
Larson 1991a; Peters 1989). And while
"zero hit" searches do not necessarily
denote an unsuccess{ul search, a high
number oI zero retrievals prompts concern about user f'ailure.
Although researchers o{ many TLA
analyseshave concluded that useri prefer
subject searching, others indicate I user

REVTEW

Tiansaction log analysis(TLA), accordingto
Peters (1989) is an excellent, cost-e{Iective
way to determine how patrons use online
catalogs.In the 30 years .sincethe lirst Tt A
studies were conducted in the late 1960s.
researchers have analyzed sptem logs to
answer basic questionsabout computeized
catalogs and their users. peters (igSS, aZ)
fbund that the types of TLA stu&es conducted, and the- results obtained, were
"amazingly diverse" even when researchers

of the time while sublect searches often
retrieved nothing. She determined that
the large record sets retrieved bykepvord
searches did not interf'ere with'the'quick
discovery of use{ul citations. Larson
(f991b) observed a consistent decline in
the use ofthe subiect index and a corresponding rise in the use of title keyword
in his study o{'the University of Californiat MELWL catalog. Martin, Wyrnan,
and Madhok (1983) I-ound that uslrs of
the SULIRS system at Syracuse University preferred to search by keyword, (36Vo)
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more often than by subject (267o).
Furthermore, many researchers have
recommended the use of keyword
searching as a way to circumvent the
fiustrations ofsearches based on LCSH
terms. Cherry (1992) suggested that
catalogs be programmed to automatically run a keyword search on any subiect search that retrieves zero hits. Zink
irSgr) advocated a "truth-in-labeling"
approach to infbrm patrons of the diff'erence between a kepvord and an exact
sublect search. He recommended that
the- subject search screen include a
statement instructing searchersto use
LCSH to construct oueries.
Despite the popularity of subject and
keyvord searches, however, other researchers show title searching to be the
pre{'erred search stratery (Peters 1989;
Cherry 1992; Connaway, Budd, and
Kochtanek 1995). Cherry (1992) fbund
that users per{brmed title searches527o
of the time (167ooI these were keyword
title searches). Cherry lbund that keyword searching accounted 1.or16%oand
subject searching ITVo of the total
searches conducted. In another recent
study, Connaway, Budd, and Kochtanek
(1995) {bund that title searching exceeded LCSH subject and subject
browse searches combined-which ac-

overcome these obstacles by replicating a
transaction log study conducted at an institution of similar size, using the same
automated system, and fbllowing the
same methodologr.

METHoDoLocY
When we initiated the study in February

norrac throuqh 12 terminals and numero,.,i PC wo"rkstations in ofTices. Stall'

fbr nearly one-third of all
;:lr:,r""1
Transaction log research has played a
major and vital role in increasing librar!
ans' knowledge ol patron search patterns and prel'erences. Unfbrtunately,
data gathered liom individual studies
are not usually generalizable to a larger
population. This is due to a variety of
{'actors, including: the diversity o{' systems and search options, type of data
collected, the fields searched, and time
periods studied. For example, simply attempting to compare keyword searchresults is liaught with difficulties. A keyword search in some systemswill look in
subject, title and content notes fields; in
other systems, keyword may invoke title
lields only. One system may have separate
keyword indexes fbr title, author and sub.ject and another a browse mode that permits a quasi-ke)ryvordsearch.We hoped to

ans. Innopac'.sdata management system
compiled detailed transaction data according to the terminal groups we designated.
Transaction logs lbr each terminal
group were printed out and the {ile
Ile^r"d every Wednesday.The lirst three
weeks of data were used as a pretest in
order to detect errors and {ine tune the
terminal groupings. By the la^stweek in
February we were ready to begin the
study. Every Wedrresdayat 7:00 a.m. lbr
14 weeks (liom the fburih week ol'Febru-
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TABLE 2
PUBLIcSnRvrcnsSl,tnr Car,qloc SEARCHES
uoP 1995

Adelphi
Total

I3.8
63r
L32
3.6
63
4.0

Author
IIUC

Keyword
Subject
Other
Limit
Kword "w"

2,266

9.3

10,365

488

2,162

7,9

590

10.6

1,032
656

r,695
8,859
r,432
1,918
4,26r
876
84

ZJ.D

4.8

29

-z

TECHNICALSnRvtcss S'r,tnnCATA,LocSEARCHES
Adelphi

uoP 1995

lo(at

Total

2,628

34r

880
5,09r

IzL

I4

2J,I

564

37

DDI'

149

54.8

8,176

186

Author

120

Title
Kepvord

JJ

Subject
41

Other
Limit
l{wortl

w

Dt,

.2

8

A

61

.I

z

.1

13

Patnou SEARCHES
Adelphi

uoP 1995

Total

Total

Author

158

10,135

21 0

18,600

Title

37.5

23,963

3 1I

27,544

Keyrvord

4r.o

26,233
2,374

Subject
Other
Limit
Kword "w"

83
JD.J

7,354
31,512

2.0

1,283

4.1

3,649

t9

1,238

18

1,627

350

1.8

r.58I

.o

study period there were a total of84,041
sta{l and patron searches.
1995 Prr,or Srupv REsuLTs
The results were puzzling. The {irst anomaly was a substantially higher percentage
of title searches by UOP library staff
than at Adelphi (see table 2). Upon in-
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PacifiCat

Welcome to University of the Pacilic

You may search fbr library materials by any of the {bllowing,
A>AUTHOR
T>TITLE
K>KEYWORDS in the title, subject and contents
L>Library of Congress Subject Headings
C>CALL NO
I> INTERNATIONAL standardnumber
H>Library HELP and In{brmation
R>RESERVE Lists
D>Connect to DATABASES. Iibraries and the Internet
Q> QUIT
Chooseone (a,T,K,L,C,I,H,R,D,Q)
Older books (prior to 1982) may not be here; check the card catalog.
Please select ihe Library Help and Inlbrmation .screens<H> to learn more
about PacifiCat. For more assistance,ask at the Rel'erenceDesk.
Figure t. UOP 1995IntroductorySearchScreen

ered that several re{'erence librarians had
been heavily involved in the collection
development proiect and had routinely
searched Innopac {br titles while at the
ref'erence desk and when working in their
oflices Since terminals in their offices
and at the rel'erence desk had been included in the rel'erence terminal group,
the data we collected did not accurately
re{lect the typical search strategies used
by rel'erence librarians.
The second and most dramatic anomalv was the unbelievablv low number of
subject searches(3.7E"i at public terminals and the unusually high number of
keyword searches(417o)in comparison to
any study we had seen, especiallyin comparison to the one at Adelphi (see table
2). It was di{licult to believe that our
students really did search by keyword
eleven times more often than by sub.ject. We also looked closely at patron
title searches.While the number of title
searchesperfbrmed by our users was not
substantially higher than Adelphi's, we
had observed a st#T member using a public terminal during the course of the
study. We were concerned that stalT had
skewed the patron data by using public

terminals. While subsequent conversations calmed many of our misgivings, a
couple of staff admitted they had {brgotten and had used public terminals during
the three montls of the study. Searching
inliequently and almost exclusively by title,
sta{f impact on total patron transactionswa^s
minimal but remained a con5:il:*"O,t
Screen Menus
From observation and user f'eedback, we
suspected Innopact search screens might
have contributed to the atypical patron
search patterns. On the main menu the
keyword search option appeared just below author and title options (see figure I).
The subject search option, below keyword, was not labeled "Subiect" but "Li-

menu had been designed to encourage
keyword searching and thereby redrrce
student frustration with LCSH searches.
Re{'erencelibrarians had strongly empha-
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Welcome to University of the Pacilic

Paci{iCat

You may search {br library materials by any of the lbllowing:
A>AUTHOR
T>TITLE
K>KEYWORDS in the title, subiect and contents
S>SUBJECT (Library of Congre.ssSu$ect Headings)
C>CALL NO
I> INTERNATIONAL standardnumber
H>Library HELP and In{brmation
R>RESERVE Lists
V>VIEW your circulation record
P>Repeat PREVIOUS Search
Q RETURNTOGATEWAYMENU
Chooseone (A,lY,K,S,C,I,H,R,V,p,Q)
Older books (prior to 1982) may not be listed; check the card catalog.
Pleaseselectthe Library Help and Infbrmation screens<H> to learn more
about PacifiCat. For more assistance,ask at the Ref'erenceDesk, 2433.
Figure 2. UOP 1996 Introductory Search Screen

sized keyvyord searching in instruction
keyrord preceding subject-on the main
sessionsand one-on-one at the re{'erence search screen. Another f'actor, which had
desk. Perhaps the eflbrt had succeeded all
nothing to do with the design of our study
too well; subject searching at the library
but in{luenced the results nonetheless,
had all but disappeared.
was a change from an initial online catalog
screen to a gateway screen in November
1995. This gatewaymenu highlighted pe1996 SruDy
riodical indexes and other libraries' cataDue to the obstaclesencountered in the
logs and was the initial screenon all ofour
1995 study, we decided to repeat the study public stations (see figure 3).
one year later in February 1996. In addiIn addition to making a change in the
tion to correcting any errors in the 1995 main searchscreerr,we created a separate
staffand patron search data, we wanted to
transaction group for terminals located at
look at the in{luence of the search menu
the re{'erence desk only. Thus, we sepaand search option labels on patron search rated staff into three groups: ref'erence
strategies. Given our lindings in the 1995 staff on the one hand, and public and
study, we developed a hypothesisthat the
technical staff on the other. By excluding
labeiing ol'search option.swould have an terminals in librarian o{Ticeswe hooed the
e{lect on the way in whicli patrons
data would more clearlv identl| the
searchedthe catalog. Il the naming oI'an search patterns of librarians at the rel'eroption in{luenced use patterns, then a ence desk, particularly their interactions
change in search labels should cause a with patrons. Terminals at the re{'erence
shifl in the waythe public used the system. desk were only operational during the
The sub.ject iearcL option on the main
hours the desk was orren. We added anmenu was simply relabeled "subject" Iblother transaction group to capture search
lowed by "Library of Congress Subject patterns ofremote usersand began trackHeadings" in parentheses(iee figure 2). ing searchesthat yielded record sets of
We retained the order of the ontions500 or more Finallv. we reminded sta{f
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WELCOME TO UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC LIBMRIES

GATEWAY MENU

Pleasechoose one ofthe {bllowing options
P> PaciliCat Library Catalog
I>In{irrmation about the lib'rary
R> Reserves(Course Materials)
Researchtools, including resourcesbeyond campus collections
1. Expanded Academic & Businessindex ASep (ARTICLES)
2. Periodical Indexes
3. Other Libraries
4. Gophers (Internet)
Q>QUIT
Figure 3. UOP 1996GatewayMenu.

trlten not to use -public ternrinalsduring
the studv nerkrd.
In 19-96,we again monitored Innopac'.s
transaction log.slbr 14 week"-tiom midFebruary to mid-May (see table 3). We
assumedthat the lg96 data would con{irm
our hl2othesi.s with regards to menu
search labels as well as rreimit us to take a
more accurate look at sfaiI, on-site patron
and remote patron .searchpatterns.

when it was listed asthe {irst option on the
search menu. If the sub.iect-option had
come be{bre the keyword option on the
menu, perhapskeyword usagewould have
dropped even turther.
Use of the online catalog'.sadvanced
leatures wa.squite low. Corisistent with
Ballard'.s findings, patrons were more
likely than stalTto r6rntt failed title or
.subjectsearchin ke'nvord"by pres.singthe
"w'; key but thev stili used this featurJless
than I% of'the time (see table 4). More
1996Rnsurrs
patrons at UOP utilized the limit f'eature
(which narrows a search by material type,
location,
etc.) than did patrons at Adeiphi,
Patron Searches
and remote users usedlt more often than
The results of the 1996 study were dra- onsite users.
matically difl'erent than those ol the pilot
Ballard (1994, 303) Ibund that the bisstudy (see table 4). Subiect searchesat gest diff'erence between staff and patron
public terminals increased 6002o (from
searcheswas that patrons were ten times
3.77o to 23.7Eo)while keyword searches more likely to gei"unmanageably large"
dropped almcxt l2To and title searches (over 500) search results. Patrons in our
dropped 107o.Despite the decline, how- study retrieved record sets with 500 or
ever, patron.s.stillsearchedmost olten by more items 3.7Voofthetime,remote u.ser.s
kepvord with title searclresa close sec- retrieved large sets4.7Voo[ the time, and
ond. In both 1995 and 1996, UOp stu- stalf retrieved large sets 2.87o of the time
dents used keyword more ofien than any (see table 5). Hoievea while our analy.si.s
other type o{ search. However, the draconlirmed that nublic users are much
more likelythan slafl'to retrieve Iarge sets,
the actual numbers are small and Jid not
seem to indicate a major problem. Public
and stafl'alike retrievedlero hits about
one third of the time (34Vo and 35Vo respectively) with remote users {'aring
slightly worse than onsite searchers (see
table 6). UOP users were moderately
more successl'ulthan Adelphi users, who
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TABLE 4
PernoNSEARcHES

1995

1996

Adelphi

Remoter

Total

4,8r0

Author

158

10,135

r8.2

Title

37 5

23,963

27 3

Keyword

4r.0

26,233

29 2

a no/

27.r

Subject

37

2,374

23.7

6,274

zo.D

I,r74

Other

2.0

1,283

).7

439

2.6

l13

Limit

1.9

I,238

32

850

4.3

.6

350

.9

247

r.4

Kword "v/'

a/a

Total

Totzl

948

21.0

18,600

997

31.1

27,544

1,203

8.3

7,354

35.5

31,512

4.t

3,649

190

1.8

L,627

62

r.8

1.581

2L.4
zz.J

t Subset of 1996 data

conducted zero hit searches 39Vo o{ lhe
time. Librarians at the ref'erence desk
were the most successful, with a zero hit
retrieval rate of 26Vo.
Remote users perfbrmed I\Vo oI the
public searchesin 1996.Becausewe had not
gathered data separatelyfor dial-up usersin
1995, we could not mzlyze the impact of
menu changeson this groupk searchstrategies. Like onsite library users,remote users
searched most often by keyword followed
closely by subject (see table 4). They used
Innopac'.s special {'eatures more often t}an
on-siteusers,especiallythelimit feature.Not
surprisingly, remote users relied on system
help screens more olten than other users
(one-third of all help sessionswere called up
bv remote users). Due to the fact that all
remote usen enter the s;ntem through one
port, we were not able to determine whether
lhe maioriW of our remote userswere UOP
studenls oi unaffiliated users. We plan to
look more closely at our remote users in a
{uture transaction log study

Relerence Desk
Data gathered {rom the re{'erencedesk terminals showed that 50.4Voof the catalog
searches conducted by ref'erence librarians were title searches(see table 7). The
preponderance oftitle searchesis understandable given the number of inquiries
received about library holdings. What was
less clear was why librarians (15%)
searched by subject less olten than patrons (24Vo).When asked, severa.llibrarians said they pref'erred teaching students
keyword searching because the Boolean
logic capabihty was more important than
the conceptually inclusive overview
gained by browsing subject headings.
Thev also {'elt that manv students are cont'used by the list ol subheadings retrieved
with a subject search and {bund the keyword results more straightlbrward. Reference librarians were ako less likely than
patrons to use the limit and rerun-as-keyword f'eatures.

TABLE 6
Zeno HIrs

TABLE 5
Ovrn 500 Rernrnvnp - 1996

1995 (90) 1996 (7o) Adelphi (9o)

Patrons

3 7Vo

Patrons

32

34

39

Remote

4.7

Remote

nla

37

n/a
ZJ

Tech. stalf

36

27

Public sta{I

2T

.7

Public sta{f

32

JD

30

Reference Desk

IJ

Re{brencr Desk

nla

zo

nJa

Tech stall'
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Stalf Searching

TABLE 7
REFERENCE
Dssr* - 1996
Aut.lror

7.2Vo

Title

504

Keyword

25.0

Subject

I5.4

Other

2.3

Limit

nopac t_ransactiondata, although exten.sive and detailed, are limited {o catalog
searches and do not include searches oT

KwordAw@

94
58

' 1995 not
included due to skewed data

with logs that, in our view, exclude the
bulk of searchesthat stall'might perlbrm
on Innopac. Ballard includesi gr?rphthat
illustrates technical services stiff-search
percentage-s, and we can only surmi.se
what would lead technical sewices or circulation sta{I'to do so much title searching
allows viewing of all fields in the Machinein the catalogand not in a databaseupdat6
Readable Cataloging (MARC) fbrmat, as mode. At OOP our technical ..i.ri".*
well as attached oriier rect-rrds,item re- proce.ssesare much more tightly intecords, check-in records and so on, much
grated than they were a {'ewyears ago. For
o{ which understandably is hidden {iom
in_stance,pre-order searching generally
public display.While searching the cata- takes place seamlesslyas part o{ ihe order
Lrg is a rluick ancl convenient way Ibr lientry transaction. Perhaps at Adelphi,
brary stafl'to retrieve certain records or
pre-order searches are ctnducted ir a
inlbrmation, it doe.s not allow them to
separate process using the sta{l'mode ol'
update any in{brmation or fields in rethe catalog.This type of'difl'erencein pretrieved records, and thus is seldom the
order proi'esseswould account for^the
preferred mode o{ searchingby staffother
substantial dillerences in technical servthan those doing ref'erence oi collection
ices staff search patterns at the two librardevelopment work. Most stalf searching, ies. It appearsnecessarytounderstandthe
particularly in technical services, take"s organizational and procedural arrangeplace within database update lunctionsments at librarie.s being compared bef6re
in acrluisitions, circulation, serial:s, and
any meaningful conclusions about their
catzrloging modules. These searches.-t<r stall searching patterns can be drawn.
receive an ordered book, to check-in a
Lacking databa^se search data, an
periodical issue, to enter a new barcode analysiso{'stall'catalog searchesis likely
and item status {br a book returned fiom
to be ol'limited value. However, a I'ew
observations are in order, if only to compare with Adelphis lindings. dur initial
assumption that stafTin public service area.s (excluding the reference de.sk)
se-arched primarily fbr specilic items
when .searchingthecatalog proved correct
(see table 8). Title and author searches
accounted lor 80 9Vo oI' their searches.
Technical services staff also searched
most <r-fte,nby title and author but perfbrmed {bur times as many sublect
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TABLE 8
PuBLrcSERVTcES
Srepr Cerar,ocSeencurs
1995

Adelphi
Total

Author

13.8

Title

63 I

I0,365

Keylvord

13.2

2,162

Subject

J.r)

Other

OJ

Limit

4.0

Kword "w"

z

2,266

2,784

9.3

1,695

lfb.v

6,242

48.8

8,859

7.9

1,432

9.1

590
I,032
oJo

Total

24.9

JDJ

10.6

1,918

6.9

769

ZJJ

4,26r

JD. /

29

searches as public stafT (see table 9). Because librarians in technical serviceso{ten
use the catalog fbr collection development purposes,a higher incidence ofsubject searching was expected. Public services sta{f searched by keyword {'ar less
often than patrons. They also used the
limit {'eature {'armore often than technical
services st#I. We speculate that this is
attributable primarily to the staff in the
Music/AV areawho use the limit option to
identify scores,videos, compact discs and
other audio-visual materials.
A curious diff'erence between sta{T
searches at Adelphi and UOP was in the
"Other" category/. UOP public seryices
st#f seldom searched by call number, international standard number, biblioqraphic record number, or any other Innopac {ield. At Adelphi, these searches
represented a sizable portion of public
and technical services staff searches (approximately 3I.9Vo); atUOP these *"r"-"
miniscule part (less than SVo)o{ all stafT
search patterns. It is di{iicult fbr us to
draw any conclusions about the discrepancywithout more knowledge of the stall'ing arrangements and assignments at
Adelphi. In the case of UOP, the low use
of other indexes by public sta{f did not
sulprise us because the nature of their
work-primarily
circulation and reference activities-would not generally require them to employ these indexes.
IMPACT oF ONLINE INnrxBs
A closer look at the 1996 data revealed an

1,01r

J.Z

.t

3,984
I4

48

876
84

unexpectedresult. In the processofcomparing searchesin the two years, we {bund
that total searches had dropped nearly
SOVo:from 84,000 in 1995 to 42,700 in
1996 (see tables 1 and 3). Searches at
public terminals had declined by almost
607o while staff searches fell 20Vo. The
number of searchesby Technical Services
staff remained nearlythe same in 1996 but
public services searching declined. However, becausepublic service stalThad been
heavily involved in the 1995 collection
development project, the subsequent decline in catalog searching made sense.
But it was unclear what could have
accounted lbr the drastic decline in the
number of patron searches.If the 1995
search total had been in{lated by sta{I'using public terminals lbr the collection development proiect, the 1996 total might
have been expected to be down by a couple of thousandsearches-but not 40,000.
We rechecked our methodology, examined the transaction log setups, checked
and double-checked the numbers. but
fbund no detectable errors. There was no
decrease in library users. In {'act, the gate
count and the rel'erence question tallies
indicated an increase in foot traf{ic during
this time. Public terminals had been in
constant use and we ofien observed students waiting to use a terminal.
The only change between the periods
stu&ed in 1995 and 1996 that could have
had an impact on patron search pre{'erences was the addition of the In{brmation
Access Company (IAC) {ull text Expanded Academic Index ASAP and Busi-
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TABLE 9
TecHNrca,lSERVTcES
StnppCataloc SEARCHES
Adelphi
Total

Author

JI

Kepvord

72.0
33

Subject

lD)

Title

Other
Limit
Kword "w"

4I

186
2,628

8.0
73.2

288

J.v

2,636

34 I

880
5,091

L2I

2L

IA

1.4

211

DO+

134

484

37

DDU

.tJ

I17

54.8

8,176

149

z

8

.3

12

4

6I

.1

2

.1

I

.1

13

ness Index ASAP to our library'.s catalog
gateway in December 1995. The IAC indexes were lirst made available throuqh
the online catalogin December f gg4, but
student use was mlnlmal. Student awareness and enthusiasm increased considerably when the full text version with the
article print station became available in
late 1995. We knew {iom observation and
public f'eedback that the online indexes
had become tremendously popular with
our students.We examined lhe IAC connect logs and the Innopac qatewaylogs to
seewhether they conliimel orr rrrpiiion
that the indexes were the cause of iuch a
drastic decline in library catalog searc,hing. Unlbrtunately, the number* ol' connections made to outside clatabaseshad
not been tracked until 1996,and even this
data was inconclusive Both IAC and Innopac log the number ol connections
made to IAC databases {rom Innooac.
However, the number of connectio.,.s
does not ac.curatelyrellect the number of
students using the database during one
session.Studentso{ten walk un to a terminal already connected to IAC. The number o{ searchesperfbrmed on the databases are not tiacked, only the initial
t'onnection and the numbei ol minutes
the connection is maintained. There was
no obiective way to determine whether
students had pei{brmed 40,000 searches
in the IAC indexes rather than in the lihrary'.scatalog cluring the three month
study. However, we had observed studenis who {ormerly had to be led to peri-

odical indexes now beginning their research with the IAC indexes. We could
only deduce that students were searching
the'online databases at least as olten ai
they searched Innopac.
Growing student use of the Expanded
Academic Index and Busines.s Index
might have also contributed to the subsequent increase in subject searching on
Innopac Because the def'ault search {br
both indexes is a subject search,students
were becoming f'amiliar with LCSH,
which is the thesaurus of both indexes.
Students in libraly instruction classes
were increasingly taught how to understand and use ICSH heading"-and subdivisions in order to use the IAC databa^ses.

dence.
Rnrr.rcerroN

DrFFrcuLTrES
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factors. Di{I'erences in menu design and
labels, fbr example, appear to hive an
impact on patron search patterns. We
were not aware of nor did we think to
consider that the dif{'erences in the search
screens of the two institutions might affect the results so dramatically. Another
l'actor was bibliographic instruction. At
UOP, library instructi,on appeared to have
some influence on student search strategies, yet we lcnew nothing of Adelphit
instructional programs. Most of our students participated in hands-oninstruction
sessionswhere librarians taught both sub.ject and ke;.rvordsearch stralegies.Even
the way we st#Ied the re{'erence desk
(one librarian per shilt; no st#f or paraprof'essionals) may have had an impact on
ihe search strateeiesof our users.
Comparing dita fiom studies of two
libraries is understandably problematic.
But we also fbund it surprisingly difticult
to compare year to year data at the same
institution. This was primarily due to a
continually changing technological environment. At UOP, the number of terminals and PCs available fbr student and
stafl' searching have changed constantly.
For example, in 1996 we added four networked PCs {br public accessto Innopac
(three after the period of the study) ind
removed a dumb catalog terminal. In the
coming year, three networked workstations will I'eature Innopac'.snew graphical
inter{'ace. This will make the task"ofiracking and interpreting patron search pat-

lectedbythe system.These variablesmust
be contiolled to ensure accurate results.
II' librarians were scientists working in
laboratories, we could closely control or
isolate the variables and regulate our environments. But we work in living laboratories, vibrant and dynamic and elastic. As
such, replications oftransaction log studies will never be as scientifically rigorous

as we mieht wish.
Despite the problems, a transaction
log analysis remains one of the best and
most accurate ways to examine basic user
search patterns. While the number ol'variables that misht a{I'ect results cannot all
be controlled, the results are still valuable
and illuminating. As we discovered in
1995, a pilot study will help expose the
most seriousproblems. The replication of
previous TLA studies is important, not
only to build un a bodv ol'reliable research
buf also to tes't the uilidity of the original
research. Through our study, new information about the Innopac'.s inability to
collect lull stalf searchins statistics came
to light, which is important lbr luture
studies.
By replicating Ballard'.sstudy of Adelphi users we uncovered a wealth of in{brmation about our own librarv users. how
they search our system, and how their
strategies are afl'ected by a variety of elements. We learned how their search patterns compared with those o{ users at a
similar institution and sought explanations lbr similarities a^s
well as differences.
By comparing our data with that of another library, we were able to question our
results more rigorously and use our
knowledge more e{I'ectively.
CoNcl,usroNs
The most unexpected and intriguing aspect o{'our study was the discoveryof the
rise in student use of online periodical
databases and the subsequent impact on
catalog searches. We were surprised by
the dramatic increase and had we had any
hint of'the apparent impact of the online
indexeson student searchpreferences,we
would have closely tracked the number
and length of connections made to the
indexes lrom the beginning ol'the study.
Admittedlv. the number of connections
made to the index database is not comparable to the number of Innopac searches.
However, it would have provided a baseline liom which to meaiure subsequent
use. A substantial increase in the number
of connections made in 1996 compared to
the number made in 1995 might have
supported our suppositionthat the online
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indexes were the primary cause of the
decreasein total searchesin our catalog.
Our data also suggest that the shili
Iiom a traditional online catalog menu to
a gateway menu might have been a contributing {'actor in the increased use of
online indexes.On the previous menu, the
ootion to connect to online databaseswas
buried deep in a long list ol'searchoptions
and tlid noispecify periodical indexes(see
{igure 1). On the new gatewaymenu, the
IAC indexes were given highvlsibility and
a more precise label (see figure 3). As
stated previously, Ballard noted an increase in kenvord .searching alter it was
placed {irst on the list of search options.
In addition, we {bund that the labeling of
individual search options had an impact
on search styles. Subject searching rose
dramatically when the search option was
changed from its more precise and descriptive label, "Library ofCongress Subject Heading," to the lessprecisebut more
comprehensible "Subject" label. While
the lbrmer label was more accurate, it
obscured the meaning {br the typical user.
As with most research projects, our
study prompted more <luestionsthan answers. \Me discovered how little we knew
about our remote users,how impossibleit
was to study sta{f search patterns with
incomplete transactions logs, how technology had unintended impacts on systems and the users of those systems.Despite the obstacles and setbacks, our
ittempt to replicate a transaction log
study was of great bene{it to our library
and we encourage other libraries to improve on our e{Ibrt.
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Noleson Operolions
DotoboseDesignfor Preservolion
ProjecfMonogemenl:TheColiforniq
NewspoperProject
LynneM. Hoymon

T

I he computer is a relative newcomer
to preservation management, although
the pace of implement"ationis acceleriting. Applications were adopted first for
blnding preparation activities either as
stand-alone proprietary so{'tware or as
components of integrated library systerns
in the 1980s. Since then, an increasing
number of {unctions have been autol
mated, including library and archival condition surveys-specilically CALIPR (Oeden and Jones 1991) and pRENApp
(RLG Needs Assessment Task Force
1993); data logging and analysis to measure and report on environmental storage
conditions; selection and implementation
of physical conservation treatments; and

the tracking of refbrmatting queues fbr
microfilming.
Some early applications were developed as stand-al6rie modules emplolng
general-purpose database management
so{'tware, such a-s dBase, FoxBase, and
Revelation. Recognition of the advantages
of linhng preservation infbrmation to bibliographic records and associating preservation with other library lunctions came
quickly and is increasingly in evidence
(Bruer 1995).One meansoI'makinqpreservation information available wit"hin as
well as beyond the local institution is the
creation of {ields in Machine-Readable
Cataloging (MARC) bibliographic and
item records. Many libraries have imple-
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mented posting mechanisms to record
preservation decisions in nationally accessible bibliographic records, storing these
records in ihe Research Libraries"Infbrmation Network (RLIN) or the OCLC
Online Computer LibraryCenter, Inc. databa.se.s.
The system application described in
this _articie was deiigned to manage the
California Newspap6r project (CNp), a
component of the U.S. Newspaper Program (USNP) funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH). The

entered into cataloging and holdings records in the sy.stemand beco-e the"content of system-produced management reports that diiect, track, ^id i.r{btsubsequentpreservation phases.
THE U.S. NEWSPAPER PROGRAM
The USNP represents an ongoing collaboration of the NEH and the Library of
Congress (l-C) to identily and presbrve
newspapers of the United State; and its
territories. Within the scholarly community, the American Council oi Learned
Societies reported that accessto newspapers, an important yet impermanent re-

Humanities 1996). Cataloging is entered
into the CONSER (Cooperitive Online
Serials) database in OCiC. and records
are distributed on tape by LC. Holdings

entered into OCLC are proliled in the
USNP Union List.

noted and then {ilming on a county-bycounty basis proceeds i field*ork is conducted. This was the approach envisioned
for the CNP.
CNP GOALS
The bibliographic phase of the CNP began _at the Center lbr Bibliographical
Studies and Research, University of CaliIbrnia (UC) Riverside. Although ihe initial
planning was undertaken by the California State Library (CSL) almost a decade
earlier (in 1983),the project began in earnest in 1992. The project'.sgoals were determined at this time by the project management team and were modeled on those
ofthe-other state newspaperprojects. Although the exact statements were modiffed during the life of the pro.iect, the goals
as expressed below reflect what the pro.ject intended to acmmplish. The project
set out to:
o SurveI and inventory U.S. newspaper
colleciions in the state
o Construct cataloging records in the
CONSER database in OCLC in accordance with national standards and
guidelines
r Construct holdings records in the
OCLC Union List Subsystem,USNP
Union List
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Provide information about Califbrnia
newspapersto scholars,historians,genealogiits, and the public by distrib"uting access to the project's database
and producing fin&ng aids
o Produce microfflm of endangered
newspapers,meeting national preservation standards for filming and storage
r Place service copies of micro{ilm in
libraries {br public use
o Ensure continuing access to Califbrnia's newspapers into the future

titles are reputedly as high as 15,000, no
more than 6,000 titles are represented in
the two largest repositories-CSl
and
UC Berkeley. Also, these collections often
house limited runs of titles, while more
complete runs are held in local or county
library, historical society, and publishers'
collections.
Further complicating the task of collecting and organizing inlbrmation was
the {'act that, even where cataloged, very
I'ew of these newspapers had been subjected to adequate bibliographic control
or, in many cases, even inventoried or
listed. In ihe pa^st, national cataloging
CNP Pr,axurNc AND Cner,r,Br.tcrs
standardswere not applied to resources of
Despite the existence of impressive files
local or ephemeral lnterest (as newspaof bibliographic information at CSL and pers were too o{ten categorized), and
other research libraries, as well as the
even the largest university collections did
existence of numerous published schol- not furnish full bibliographic records,
arly bibliographies and histories,no single track title changes, or record the newspasource was found to serve asa comprehenpers in the librarys catalog.Frequent title
sive bibliography of Califbrnia newspa- changes,mergers, and varying frequency
pers. A similar situation held fbr the state'.s ofeditions, iflisted, were not presented in
serial holdings in that no single database a uni{brm manner. Issues listed under a
could serve as the predominant union list
single title by one repository might be
liom which a major set of newspaper holdlisted under {ive titles in another, due to
ings could be extracted. The three largest title changes(see{igure l). The samenewsunion lists are CALLS, the Cali{brnia Aca- paper might be represented by di{Ierent
demic Libraries List of Serials. which is a fbrms of its title in diff'erent union lists, due
University of California MELVYL system to the generic nature ofnewspaper tides and
databasethat lists holdings fbr the Univertheir appearanceon mastheadswhere the
sity of Califbrnia and several other large placement and size of words can make it
academic library collections; CULP, the
diflicult to de{ine the title.
Cali{brnia Union List of Periodicals, that
The challenge I'acing the CNP was to
lists holdings {br the State Library and bring together infbrmation about Califorpublic, special, and academic library periniat newspapers to enable strategic planodical collections of all types; and the
ning and continual updating as the fieldOCLC Union List Subsystem, repre- work was conducted. The body of
senting academic and public libraries, ininformation that was organized **t torncluding the Californii State University.
plex in both its bibliographic and physical
(As of this writing, the California State manif'estations. On the project, infbrmaSerials Union Lis[ Project is building a tion about newspapers {iom a large nummerged union list in the MEL\TL rys- ber of sources was collected, organized
tem.) Newspaper holdings are underrep- and standardized so that bibliolraphic
resented in bach ol' these"databases.
and holdings identification among reposiIn addition to the absence of a single tories could be compared. This was an
comprehensive file of bibliographic and ambitious cataloging project, requiring
holdlngs inlbrmation, Califointi'.s news- years fbr completion and a flexible datapapers are scattered throughout the state base management system to support the
in the collections of libraries, historical
overlay of full MARC bibliographic resocieties,newspaperpublishers,commer- cords on existing records as cataloging
cial micro{ilmers, and private collectors. proceeded. Notes and holdings had to be
Although estimates of tfre total number of
moved {'rom one record to another on an
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UNTFORM TITLE
TTTLE
PLACE
FREQUENCY
DATES PUBLISHED
I,ATER TITLE

Record:15972
calif.)
Daily sun (San Bernardino,
sun
The daily
counEy, California
San Bernardino
San Bernirdino,
(except Mon.)
Daily
(octs.
(Sept.1,
L894)-v. !7, no.34
no.1
VoI.1,
I, 1902\.
daily
sun.
by: San Bernardino
Continued

PREVIOUS TITLE
LATER TITI,E

Record:2377
daily
sun
San Bernardino
County, California
San Bernardino
San Bernardino,
Dail-y
V o 1 . 1 7 , n o . 3 5 ( o c t . 9 , L 9 0 2 1- v . 1 9 , n o . 5 1 ( F e b .
6, L9661.
ca1if.).
Daily sun (San Bernardino,
continues:
: 1966).
Ca1if.
Continued by: Sun (San Bernardino,

UNIFORM TITLE
TTTLE
PLACE
FREOUENCY
DATES PUBLISHED
PREVIOUS TITLE

Record:97
: 1965)
calif.
Sun (san Bernardino,
The sun
County, California
San Bernardino
San Bernardino,
Dai ly
vol. 72, no. 133 (Feb. 7, 1966)-Feb. t, I914.
sun.
daily
San Bernardino
Contj-nues:

UNIFORM TITLE
TITLE
PLACE
FREOUENCY
DATES PUBI,fSHED
LATER TITI,E

Record:2866
(San Bernardino,
Calif .)
Sun-telegram
The sun-telegram
County, California
San Bernardino
San Bernardino,
Daily
(ocE.2t,
L9781.
L974-v.105, no.294
Feb.2,
: 1978).
Calif.
Continued by: Sun (san Bernardino,

TITLE
PLACE
FREQUENCY
DATES PUBLISHED

PREVIOUS TITI,E
LATER ?ITLE

Record:2933
: 1978)
Ca1if.
Sun (San Bernardino,
The sun
California
Counly,
San Bernardino
San Bernardino,
Daify
Vo1. 105, no. 295 (ocL. 22, 1978)-v. 113, no. 1l-l(Apr. 21, 1986).
.
Calif.)
Sun-Eelegram (San Bernardino,
continues:
County sun.
by: San Bernardino
Continued

TITLE
PLACE
FREOUEI{CY
DATES PUBLISHED
PREVIOUS TITLE

Record: 7043
County sun
The San Bernardino
County,
San Bernardino
San Bernardino,
Daily
Vot. L13, no. t1-2 (Apr- 22, 1986)ca1if.
Sun (San Bernardino,
Continues:

UNIFORM TITLE
TITLE
PLACE
FREQUENCY
DATES PUBLTSHED

Figure

I. Title Changes {br the San Bernardino Sun

ongoing basis as title changeswere identified. And to support the preservation
micro{ilming, information on the condition, location, producers, quality, and
technical speci{ications of existing micro{ilms as well as the condition of
physical newsprint on site had to be collected and associated with the bibliographic and holdings data.
Several categories of in{brmation

California
: 1978).
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publishers undertaken in lgg3 also provided a substantial amount of data. the
CNP survey included a questionnaire
that solicited information about newspapers collected, microfilmed, and in-

attached to the survey.
Other research fiies came from individuals. Physicist Richard L. Lingenfelter s,tpplied the project with his
extensive record of California newsDaper publishtng. This list (compiled ?or
Lingenfelter's personal research) includes publishing details for over
7,000 California newspapers. Additional inventories of newspapers on
microfilm were supplied by Bay (Library) Microfilms ind Custbm Mi"rolilming Corporation. Last, secondarv
historical rdur"", and bibliographie's
were used to identify additionil newspapers.

A Deresasn MANeceMnr.rr Sysrnu
The choice of a system best suited to

vasses.Itwas necessaryto produce cataloging work forms selected by library or
region, which carried all information
previously gathered by the project stall,
io that as aJditiond isiues oil'aiitle were

tles for preservation microfilming and
track work throughout the preservation
process.
It was important that the project
adopt a system that could be used immediat-ely iri support of data entry and cataIoging but which could be lurther developed to add {'unctionality. This was
needed because catalog records were
being created at the same time that survey responses were being keyed and
other data were being received from
other sources. The system had to facilitate the import of MARC and nonMARC records and allow record overlay
in either direction. Records were often
supplemented with inlbrmation keyed
from secondary sources, such as extensive notes on editors and publishers, unveri{ied inlbrmation about publication
patterns, other frequency editions, and
related titles. Such information would
later be confirmed by catalogers in the
field and added in delined MARC fields
to cataloging records. Holdings records
were supplemented with in{brmation on
format and condition that would later
assistin the selection of candidate titles
for preservation microfilming.
Once the {ieldwork was completed,
I'uture needs required that the database
be able to pror-iuce ref'erence lists of
titles and holdings selected by library,

SBrBcrroN CRITERTA

tional needs that project management
fbresaw. The system needed to
o import data in both MARC and ASCII
teft formats,
. export USMARC bibliographic records
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and ASCII text liles,
provide relational capabilities lbr Ilexible linkage ofrecords in di{Ierent databases,
t
accommodate large text {ields,
a
permit ongoing changes to record
structures and indexes when new
needs were defined,
. enable project sta{f to deline search
keys and design specialized reports to
serve the needs of field canvassers,
librarians, and researchers,
o be accessiblefrom the same PC-compatible computers used by project
.stalf to access the OCLC .systemand
run Windows applications,ind
r be accessibleby project staff located
at remote sites as well as by catalogers
in the {ield.
Following a comparative evaluation of
so{'tware, the Cuadra STAR system was
selected.STAR is an inlbrmation management and retrieval system used by many
librarians, museum curators, and information prof'essionals, and database producers and publishers (Cibbarelli 1992).
While not strictly a relational database

CONSER records imported in batch
mode records lrom the OCLC-held
CONSER database(see ligure 2). Originallv. CONSER records are created and
entered by CONSER-participating library catalogers, which includes the CNP
project catalogers.
The second database, NEWS, contained a record {br each Calilbrnia newspaper title identi{ied by the project, as
well as out-of'-state titles cataloged at libraries by the lield teams. Titles in this file
were keyed or imported from a number of
sources, including the project'.s suwey of
librarie.s and publishers, secondary historical sources, union lists, and local library systems (see ligure 3). When these
newspapers were cataloged in OCLC, the
newly created MARC records were imported into STAR and overlaid on existing
records in the NEWS file. ln this process,
certain defined non-MARC note fields
were retained (see figure 4). The NEWS
file was larger than MARCNEWS, as it
included titles that had not been fully
cataloged by the project and, in som'e
cases,those for which issueshad not been
identified.
The third database, HOLD. wirs composed of holdings records, supplemented
with information about format and condition. Holdings datawere keyedinto STAR
tion of indexes, reports, and global opera- from survey responses, union lists, and
tions {br importing and overlaying records inventories (see figure 5). These records
and changing record content. In addition
were later replaced by OCLC local data
to the basic package,the CNP also purrecords that were prepared by proiect
chased MARbPLUS. a MARC dataBase cataloqers alter the issues were inventorecord template, with {'acilities {br import
rled and cataloged on-site (see figure 6).
and export of USMARC records. Initially,
While local data records in OCLC reprethe system ran on a 486sx PC under the
sent library collections only, records in the
SCO UNIX operating system. Later, when
HOLD database included the collections
the application had grown, both in size of microfilmers, publishers, and private
and value, it was converted to a more
collectors aswell. This made it possible to
powerful Sun SPARC platlbrm running compose a more complete lisi of issues
under the Solaris UNIX'operating systeml filmed. as well as those available for filming. Hol&ngs records were linked to bibliographic records by NEWS record numCNP D.lrnsA,sBs
bers and, once titles were cataloged, by
The CNP system application was defined
OCLC record numbers. The systemt
to consist o{' fbur primary databases: linked design (and a STAR system funcMARCNEWS, NEWS, HOLD,
and tion named Supersearch) meant that
CONTACT.
holdings could be reformatted and disMARCNEWS was the MARC data- played with associated bibliographic rebase composed of authoritative serial cord.sretrieved in a search (see ligure 7).
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Record:5928
OCLC: 8260154 Rec stat:
c Entrd:
Type:a Bib 1v1: a Gov Pub: _Lang:
NEWS2515
001- ocmO8260154
003
OCoLC
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la DSI

Figure 2, MARCNEWS Record(Exportedfrom OCLC)

It also meant that NEWS record numbers

HOLD with the related bibliographic record and replaced the OCLC control
number in HOLD with a revised OCLC
control number (see ligure 6).
Last, the CONTACT database included a record for each library collection, museum, publisher, microfilmer,
and individual cbntacted in the survey
or identified lbr contact in the course o?
fieldwork. The database supported the
organizati,on of fieldwork, tracked progress, and recorded action items. Records carry names, addresses,and phone

numbers, responsesto the CNP survey
questionnaire,andthe datesandresults of
phone contacts and lieldwork on-site (see
figure 8).
This database was employed to produce mailing labels, which cbuld be selected by county, type of institution, or
other search criteria. Bv means of a designed report, labels could be sorted by
zip code, institution, or another deftned
field. A code assigned by the project to
each CONTACT record links it to holdings records. A second linking fteld, the
OCLC four-character collection code.
was added to the CONTACT record once
the CNP pro{iled a library for participation in the U.S. Newspaper Program Union List in OCLC. By employing this linking field, a global cross-load operation
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Record:2515
TTTLE
PUBLTSHER
PI,ACE
PI,ACE
FREQUENCY
DATES PUBLISHED
GEA]ERAI NOTE

PUBLISHER NOTE

Figure

The Californian
Colton & Sempfe
San Francisco,
San Francisco
County, California
Monterey,
Monterey County, California
WeekIy
(Aug.15,1846)-v.3,
vol. L, no.1
no. L5 (Nov.
11, L848).
First
newspaper in California.Moved
E.o San
Francisco
in May 184?; sold by Semp1e, and became
a competj-tor
of the California
Star.
Suspended
from May 26, 1,848 to late ,June 1848 during
the
Gold Rush; resr.rmed publication
in Aug. 1848.
Rev. Walter Colton,
editor
and Dr. RoberE, B. Seq)1e,
publisher, I / L5/ 7846-4 / t7 / L848 i H. r. Shetdon, I / Lh4BExtras 8/3/1847, 6/2/1848; Ftysheet 5/29 /LB4B.
Moved from Monterey.
United with California
Star
to form California
Star and Californian.
Ed:
Robert B. Semple, 5/22/L84'7-7 /t2/L847 ; Benjamin
R. Buckelew, 7 /L7 /!847-9/L/L847
; Robert Gordon,
9 /8/L847-I2/L847 ; Benjamin R. Bucketew, I/t94g3/1848i J.D. Hoppe, 3/!848-5/I0/!848;
Henry L.
Sheldon, 5/17 /1848-6/2 /1848, 7/L5 /L848, g/1,4/Lg4gpub:
Ll/4/1848;
Edward C. Kemble, tt/IL/Lg48.
Robert Semple,. 5/22 /L847-7 /L2/L847 ; RoberE. Gordon,
(B.R.B. and J.D.H. Mar-May?)
9/8/1847-72l1847
Benjamin R. Buckelew, 7 /L7 /7847-9 /I/L84'7; B.R.B.
L?/1-848-5/L0/7848;,J.D.
Hoppe and Co. (.facob DHoppe, Henry L. Sheldon and Joseph Dockri
III
5/!72 9 / L 8 4 8 , 7 / 1 4 / 1 , 8 4 8 - 1 , 0/ L I / t g | B ;
Henry L. Sheldon,
Benjamin F. Foster and W.E. Weaver, IO/]-4/IB4g1L/4/7848;
Edv/ard C. Kernble 1L/77/7848.

3. NEWS Record (Data Keyed from Secondary Sources)

supplied the collection name to OCLCstyle local data records imported into the
HOLD database once OCLC cataloging
and union listing took place (see fizure 6I
Imported local data re-cordswere f,elined

clusion of work with a collection by means
ol'a global delete operation.This was done
a{ter condition statements, Iilmers, storage locations, and notes were crossloaded to imported local data records.

Sysrnu Supronr or Frpr,owonx
Prior to conducting fieldwork, which includes inventory and cataloging operations, the CONTACT database was
searched to generate a list of libraries,
publishers, and indirridu"ls identified in

brary, museum, publisher, or individual
holding ne*spapits, and records in the
CONTACT file were updated to reflect
current information, such as updated addresses,number of titles held, hours of
operation, or interlibrary loan policy, acquired during the phone convelsation. A
note was added to record the date ofthe
phone contact and any subsequent field
visit. In the course of nhone interviews
and field visits, informition about additional collections and contacts in the
county were often uncovered, and this
information was added to the CONTACT
database lbr later pursuit. Once the colIections to be canv'assedwere identified.
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OCLC NUMBER
SN NUMBER
UNIFORM TITLE
TITLE
PUBIJTSHER
PLACE
PLACE
FREQUENCY
LANGUAGE
BEGINNING YEAR
ENDING YEAR
DATES PUBLTSI{ED
GENERAL NOTE

82601.54
84-25963
(Monterey, Ca1if.
Californian
: 1846)
The Californian
CoLton & Sempfe
San Francisco,
San Francisco
County, California
MonE.erey, Monterey County, California
Weekly
Spanish
1846
1848
VoI. l-, no. 1- (Aug. 15, l-845)-v. 3, no. 15 (Nov. LL, Lglgl .
First
newspaper in CaLifornia.
Moved to San Francisco
in May 1847; sold by Semple, and became a competitor
of the California
Star.
Suspended from May 26, l-848
to late ,fune L848 during
the GoId Rush; resumed
publicat.ion
in Aug. 1848.
PUBLISHER NOTE R e v . W a L t e r C o l - t . o n , e d i t o r
and Dr. Robert B.
Semple, publisher,
8/1,5/7846-4/L7 /1848; H.I.
Sheldon,
8/1848- Extras 8/3/1847, 5/2/L848; Flysheer. 5/29/t849.
Moved from Monterey.
United with California
St.ar to
form California
Star and Californian.
Ed: Robert B.
Semple, 5/22/1847-7 /t2/1847 ; Benjamin R. Buckelew,
7/L7 /L847-9/t/L847;
Robert Gordon, 9/8/L847-!2/L847;
Benjamin R. Buckelew, t/7848-3/1848;
,J.D. Hoppe,
3/1.848-5/1,0/ 1848; Henry L. Sheldon, 5/77 /1-848-6/2/L848,
7 /t5 /L848, 8 /L4/ 1,848-LL/4/7848; Edward c. Kemble,
LL/1-1/L848. Pub: Robert Semple; 5/22/L847-7 /L2/1847 i
Robert Gordon, 9/8/L847-1,2/1847 (B.R.B. and J.D.H.
Mar-May?) Benjamin R. Buckelew, 1/L7 /1847-9/1_/L847 ;
B.R.B. L?/1848-5/1,0/1848;
J.D. Hoppe and Co. (,Jacob
D. Hoppe, Henry Ir. SheLdon and ,Joseph Dockri
II)
5/1.7-29 /1-848, 7 /1,4/L848-1,O/I7 /1848r Henry L. Sheldon,
Benjamin F. Foster and W.E. Weaver, I0/14/J,848LL/4/L848;
Edward C. Kembl-e Ll/LL/1848.
OCLC NOTE
Published in San Francisco,
Ca1if.,
lf,ay 22, 184?-Nov.
1 1 , 1 8 4 8.
OCLC NOTE
Suspended with May 29, 7848 notice;
resumed with July
15, 1848 issue.
GEOGRAPHIC
Monterey (CaIif.)
Newspapers.
- Newspapers.
(CaIif.)
GEOGRAPHIC
San Francisco
Figure 4. NEWS Database (Overlayed with Cataloging Data)

able, a MARCNEWS record was also
printed. This work was conducted by student assistants at the CNP headquarters
oflice. When titles were thoueht to have
changed or be related, but thl evidence
was insu{licient to establish linking entries
in the cataloging record, that inf'ormation
was put in note fields of the NEWS re-

cords to inlbrm field teams of research to
be conducted ln the field. Although the
project'.s original plan wa^sto have {ield
teams access the system online via dial
access or telnet to the system server in
Riverside, the uni{brm di{Iiculty of securing phone lines or network connections at
the site of newspaper collections where
the work took place (olien in storage or
remote areas of a library or publisher'.s
office) made this means oiacceis impractical. Instead, work {brms were printed
and carried into the field. If a reasonably
accurate or comprehensive inventory ol'a
collection had previously been done by
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Record:4485
NEWS#
INST CODE
INSTITUTION
HOLDTNGS
FORMAT
NOTE

87L
bancr
UC Berkeley,
Bancroft
3/27, 9/2, 9/23/L85'ti 9/28, 1.L/9-L2/3L/1858; 2/4,
Lt/L/L859
f i-lm
Edges brittle.
Feb. 4, L859 issue badly sEained.

Figure 5. Holdings Record Keyed into HOLD Database

the library or the CNP {ield team, the
Ibrms were sorted in shelflist order using
that inventory. Otherwise, fbrms were
sorted by city of publication, then title.
A separate printout of the countyi
newspapers was produced, so that the
team could update the list with any new
infbrmation that is gathered in the
course of{ieldwork (see fiqure I0).
At the conclusionol'woik at a library
(after records have been loaded into the
STAR system), the project delivered a
printed relerence list of newspaper titles and holdings (see {igure l1).

in the NEWS database so that a response
can later be provided when additional issuesare located in the fteld. In respon&ng
to ref'erence queries, the project has fbstered contacts with persons knowledgeable about California newspapers and
their locations; this information can be
used to identi{y additional issues for microfilming by the project. The NEWS and
HOLD databaseshave proven so valuable
that the CNP plans to make them more
widely available on CD-ROM or via the
Intemet.

MTCROFTLMING
PRESERVATTON
REFERENcEUsns or rnr
Nnws Deresesn
As the project has progressed, and the
NEWS database has become the most
comprehensive source of inlbrmation
ahout Calitbrnia newspapers,an increasing number of re{'erence queries have
been received from librarians, researchers, and genealogistslrom across
the country. If the CNP is unable to identi{y newspaper issues sought by a researcher, the query is posted to a record

One of the most important functions ol'
the systemin the support ofthe preservation orocess has vet to be realized. The
seleciion p.o""rr, as well as the management, organization, and tracking ol'microfilming, will be greatly {'acilitated by the
selection of relevant bibliographic records, associatedholdings, condition reports, and management infbrmation in
the lbrm of specializedreports. The CNP
databases do serve in planning fbr the
project'.spreservation phase. Throughout

Record:9745
OCLC#
NEWS#
INST CODE
OCLC HOLD CODE
TNSTITUTION
HOLDINGS
FORMAT
FITJMER
REPOSITORY
NOTE

1L534768
I7L
cuyr
CUYT
UC Berkeley,
Bancroft
< 1 8 5 7: 3 : 2 ' 7, 9 : 2 , 9 : 2 3 > < 1 8 5 8: 9 : 2 8 ,
<l-859:2:4, 1,L:L>
f i.1m
LPS
NR],F
Edges brittle.
Feb. 4, L859 issue

LI:9-l-6>

badly

sEained.

Figure 6. Holdings Record in OCLC Format (with Keyed and Cross-Loaded Data)
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Record:87L

OCLC NUMBER
SN NUMBER
UNIFORM TITLE
TITLE
AUTHOR
PUBLISHER
PI,ACE
FREQUENCY
BEGINNING YEAR
ENDING YEAR
GENERAL NOTE

11534768
84-388r-2
(Mariposa, CaIif.
Mariposa gazette
: 1857)
Mariposa gazette
HoImes, L. A.
L.A. Hol-mes
Mariposa, Mariposa County, California
Weekly
185u
1 - 86 3
Yosemite National
Research Lib.
has the earfy
issues
of this paper which fill
in Berkeley's
film holdings.
Librarian
says this
is the only paper of central
Marr.posa County.
OCLC NOTE
Description
based on: VoI. 2, no. 32 (Feb. 13, 1857).
RELATED TTTLES C o n t i n u e d b y G a z e t t e - M a r i p o s a n .
M^rin^<^
/c:1if
\
NTaruenrnarc
GEOGRAPHIC
PREVTOUS TTTLE C o n t i n u e s : M a r i p o s a c h r o n i c l e .
(Mariposa,
LATER TITLE
Continued by: Mariposa weekly gazette
: 1863).
CaIif.
(HUVM)
HOLDTNG
Huntington Lib.,
Rare Books Dept.:252861,.
D a t . e s : < 1 8 6 0 : 8 : 2 1 , >.
(KLCA)Dates:<1859:11:1>. Format:
HOLDING
Kern County Lib.
good. (Scattered
film.
Fi]med by: LPS. Condition:
issues want.ing )
( C U Y T )D a t e s : < 1 8 5 7 : 3 : 2 ' I , 9 : 2 ,
HOLDING
UC Berkeley, Bancroft
9 : 2 3 > < 1 8 5 8 : 9 : 2 8 , 7 L : 9 - ' L 6 > < 1 8 5 9: 2 : 4 , t L : 1 > . F o r m a t : f i 1 m .
FiImed by: LPS. Mast.er: NRLF. (Edges brittle.
Feb. 4,
1B5g i ssrre hadlv st-ained. )
HOLDING
Yosemite Nat1. Research Lib. Dates: 1854-1863.
Figure 7, NEWS Record Display with Associated Hol&ngs fiom the HOLD Database

the bibliographic phase, holdings records
representing microfilm were supplemented on an ongoing basiswith in{brmation about the condition of film, {ilmine
agencies,and the locatit-rnol master negal
tive micro{ilm Searches against the datahase were used to generate lists ol each
city'.smicrofilmed newspapers (see figure
12), beginning with the 100 largest Califbrnia cities and county seats. Such repofts have assistedthe project to determine the geographic distribution of'
micro{ilmins to date.
Other mtre comprehensive reports
will support the projecti selection of
titles {br micro{ilming Holdings records lbr newsprint carry infbrmation
about the condition ofthe original, specific issuesheld, whether the issuesare
bound, and their availability {br {ilming.
As selection Ibr preservation microfilming is undertaken, titles that are candidaies {br {ilming will have a lleld
marked in the bibliographic record.

Searchingon this Iieldwillpermitproiect
staflto select alist ofnewspapers fbr{ilming{iom e achcounty,to evaluateattached
newsprint holdings, and to make the best
selectionfbrmicro{ilming (seefigure l3).
Another field added to the bibliographic record ha^sbeen dellned fbr the
notation of issueswanted fbr microfilmins
(seeligure 14). A report has been delineJ
asa {inders' list, selectedby searching"not
null" values in this field (see figure 15).
The selection 01'titles can be limited to a
specific city or county lbr distribution to
the local media o{ a specific community or
communities Other fields in holdinss records have been delined to carry inlblmation about the speci{icissuesselected {br
{ilming, the date on which issuesare retrieved from a collection, whether the
owner needs newsprint returned afier
Iilming, and the date on which issuesare
returned (seefigure 16). This infbrmation
will assistproject staffin tracking the gathering, collating, and delivering ol issues
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Record:3233
STAR CODE
paspl
INSTTTUTTON H e n r y H o o v e r P u b t i c
Lib.
CONTACT
rlohn Smith,
Library
Director
CONTACT
Betty ,Jones, Serials
Asst.
ADDRESS
30
Sunny Way
CITY
Hooverville
COUN?Y
Riverside
ZIPCODE
90001
( 619) 232-8294
PHONE
NEWSPAPERS? Y E S
SIZE
0 0 0 26
MAIL?
YES
CATALOGED? NO
YES
UNION LIST
Inland
Library
System Union Lists of Serials
ILL?
YES
FILMING?
YES
FfLMING CO. Data Microfilming
Corp.
MASTER NEG D a t a M i c r o f i l m i n g
Corp.
INDEXES
The Desert Sun
TNDEXES
press-Enterprise
Riverside
(Desert Section
only)
C],IPS
The Desert Sun
Rivers ide press -Enterprise
NOTE
Newspapers
are indexed
both manually
and on computelr.
NOTE
The Desert Sun is a cannett
paper and may be indexed
online.
Figure 8. Record Iiom the CONTACT Database

Record:24
OCLC NUMBER
SN NUMBER
UNIFORM TTTLE
TITLE
American
and Chinese Commercial
Newspaper
VARYING TTTLES
AU?HOR
PUBLISHER
Kee
PLACE
San Francisco,
San Francisco
County, CaLifornia
FREQUENCY
Weekly
PAST FREQUENCY
LANGUAGE
Chinese
DATES PUBLISHED 2 / L 6 / 1 8 8 3 - 1 9 0 I
RELATED TTTLES As Weekly News Ap 94-Ap 95,,
OTHER NOTES
SUBJECTS
GEOGRAPHIC
PREVIOUS TITIJE
LA?ER ?TTLE
OTHER EDITION
HOLDfNG
CfarenonE CoLleqes Dates: I0/26/Iggg.
CondiE.ion: fair.
HOLDING
UC Berkeley Dates: 4/j.3/1"Bgg. Format: film
(California
Misc. newspapers (Ree1 11, Item 4))
HOLDING
UC Berkeley,
Bancroft
Dates: 4/13/'J.ggg.
Figure 9. Cataloging Data Sheet
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Record:72

OC],C NUMBER
30337134
SN NUMBER
94-5r-085
TITLE
Coft.on daily courier
VARYING TTTLE C o f E o n c o u r i e r
PUBLISHER
t .5. HOSrerc
PLACE
CoIton,
San Bernardino
County, CaLifornia
(except Sat. and Sun.)
FREQUENCY
Daily
(except Sun: )
PAST FREQ.
Daily
BEGINNING YEAR luuu
ENDING YEAR
l-9uu
DATES PUBLTSHED P u b l - i s h e d 3 / 5 / 1 , 9 1 2- 1 , 94 2
OCLC NOTE
appears within
"Daily"
masthead ornamenL.
OCLC NOTE
Description
based on: Vot. 54, no. 259 (Dec. 28, 1931)
RELATED TITLES C o n t i n u e d
by Colton courier
Continues
Colton
chronicle
- Newspapers.
(calif.)
GEOGRAPHIC
colton
HOI.DING
Colton Area Museum (.I. Hofer reports
holdings
here)
HOLDING
Col-Eon Public Library
DaEes: L91,2-L942.
HOLDING
Huntington
Lib.,
Rare Books Dept.:
4942L1. (HUVM)
Dates: <l-934:5:1>.
HOLDING
LAPL, Central,
History
and cenealogry: FR979. (LPUH)
Dates: <1937 z3:29>. (Sixtieth
anniversary
ed. )
Record:73
SN NUMBER
TfTLE
PLACE
HOLDfNG

13
CoLton page
Colton,
San Bernardino
County, Cafifornia
Custom Microfilm
Dates: L97],-6/1,913. Format:

fifm.

Record:83
SN NUMBER
TITLE
VARYING
TITLE
PUBLISHER
PLACE
FREQUENCY
BEGINNING
YEAR
ENDING
YEAR
DATES PTIBLISHED
OCLC NOTE
GEOGRAPHIC
HOLDING

83
Crestl ine courier-news
Crestline
courier
news
DeserL Communj-ty Newspapers
Crestfine,
San Bernardino
County, California
WeekIy
1991_
9999
B e g a n i n 1 9 9 1 ,.
Description
based on: Vol. 66, no. 30 (Auq. 1, 1991)
* Newspapers.
San Bernardino Mountains Region (Calif.)
Crestline
C o u r i e r - N e w s D a t e s : 1 , 9 ' 1 4 - .( I n f o p r o v i d e d
l-nr

HOLDING
HOLDING
HOLDING

nll-'1

i chor

t

Custom Microfilm
Dates: 1967-L979. Format.: film.
San Bernardino
County Lib.,
Lake Arrowhead Dates:
1
2
L/ L961
/ 1 , 9 7 9 . F o r m a t .: f i l - m .
San Bernardino
County Lib.,
Lake Arrowhead Dates:
good.
mos. +. Condition:

Figure lO. First Page of Printout of San Bernardino County Newspapers
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Naturaf

History

Museum of

Los Angeles

Newspapers

EI Aguacero.
Los Angeles, California.
Weekly.
Began in 1979.Cf. cregory,
W. Amer. newspapers.OCLC #10213994
LA Natural
Hist.ory Museum Dates:<j-878:3 :31->,Condition:
fair.
Amigo del puebfo (Los Angeles, CaIif.)
Los Ange1es, California.
Weekly. Began in 1861_.-Cf. creqory.
W. Amer. newspapers.OCLC
#r02L3494
LA NaLural- History
Museum Dates:<L861:11:30>.
Format: fi1rn,
(Oakland, ca1if.
American sentinel
: 1gg6)Oakland,
Cal-ifornra.
Weekly.
Began in Jan. l_886; ceased in 1890.-Cf . cregory,
W.
Amer. newspapers.
OCLC *l-3881968
LA Natural History Museum (Box 240 Ar).Dates:
<189929:4>.
good.
Condition:
The Altadena press.
Altadena,
California.Weekly.
Vo1. 1, no. 1
(Nov. 2L, 1,929)-; Ceased in L944.
Continued bv: Altadenan.
ocLC #30304226
I"A Natural History Museum (vautE) . Dates:<1929 :LL:2L-1944:4:20>.
good. (Scattered
Condition:
issues wanting.)
The Alliance
farmer.Los
Angetes,
California.
Weekly.
Vof.
1,
no.
1 (Mar. 7,
L89Ll-v.2,
no. 11 (Dec. 24, l-991).
OCLC
#1r-840002
LA Naturaf History Museun Dates:<L891_:3:1 -'J,2:24>. Format: f i1m.
(Scattered
Condition:
poor.
issues wanting.)
Alhambra (Al-hambra, CaIif.)Afhambra,
California.
WeekLv.
OCLC
#30210793
LA Natural
History
Museum (Spec. Bundle *6).
D a t e s : < 1 8 8 9: 1 : 6 > < ! 8 9 4 : 8 : 4 > .
Acton rooster.
pubLished 1991Acton,
California.
Monthly.
191socl,c #30306L05
LA Natural- Hist.ory Museum (Spec. Bundle #G) .Dates: <j.904:g:l-5>.
Condition:
fair.
American
and Chinese commercial
news = Hua Mei hsin pao.
San
Francisco,
California
Weekly.
OCLC +34582275
LA Natural
History Museum Dates:<1883:j:2e>.
Condition:
fair.
Figure ll.

First Page o{ Sample Relerence List
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Record:
TITLE
PLACE
HOLDING

201

Cart.a editoriale.
Riverside,
Riverside
CounLy, California
Custom Microfilm
Dates: L963-I969.
Format:

filrn.

Record:198
UNfFORM TITLE
TITLE
PUBLISHER
FREQUENCY
BEGINNTNG
YEAR
ENDING YEAR
DATES PUBLISHED
DATES PUBLTSHED

Cltrograph
qrha

HOLDTNG

HOLDING

HOLDING

HOLDING

(Redlands.

Ca1if.)

f r^dr:hh

Redlands, San Bernardino County, California.
Weekly.
1-887
1_9
08
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Ju1y 16, 1887)Ceased with Nov. 14, 1908 issue.-Cf.
cregory,
Ama

oc].c NUMBER
HOLDTNG

ni

W.

r

2445L032
C a f i f . S t . a L e L i b . : B O U N D . ( C A X A ) D a t e s : < ' J . 8 8 7: 1 : L 6 1908:11-:7> Condit.ion: fair.
CSU San Bernardino (CSBM) Dates: <1887:1:16-19O8:L1_:14>.
- LpS.
Format: film.
FiLmed by: Univ. of Calif.
(Scattered
good.
Condition:
issues wanting)
LA Natural- History
Museum: Box 236 H-O;. (CNHM)
Dates: <l-889:2:9-L908:1_0:L'7>. Condition:
good.
(Scattered
issues wanting. )
San Bernardino
Public Lib.:
Feldheym. (SBDA) Dates:
<1887:7:16-1908:Lt:L4>.
Format: film.
Filrned by:
Univ. of Ca1if.-LPS.
good.
Condition:
(
S
Y
Y
A
)
D
a
t
e
s
:
<
1
8
8
7
Sniley PubIic Lib.
: ' 7: 1 , 6 - L 9 0 8 : 1 1 : 1 4 > .
Format: film.
Filmed by: LpS.
Record:8969

(Riverside,
UNIFORM T I T L E
Enterprise
Calif.
: 19771
Tha
onfarnri
ca
TITLE
Praqq-Flnfarnri
co
an
PUBLISHER
PLACE
Riverside,
Riverside
County, California
FREQUENCY
Daily
BEGINNTNG YEAR 1977
ENDING YEAR
1981
DATES PUBLTSHEDJan. 4, L91'7-SepE- 7, 1_98I
OCLC NUMBER
21823090
HOLDTNG
R i - v e r s i d e P u b l - i c L i b . , M a i n ( C R P A ) D a t e s : < 1 - 9 7 7: L :
4-198L:9:7>.
FormaE: fil-m.
Filmed bv: Custom.
Figure 12. First Page Printout o{ Riverside County'.s Micro{ilmed Newspapers
Search:COUNTY=RIVERSIDE AND FORMAT=p1114
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Record:7732
chronicle
TITLE
California
VARYING TITLE
Steamer chronicle
chronicle
VARYING TITLE
Steamer Cal-ifornia
Frank Sou1e & Co.
PUBLISHER
County, California
San Francisco
PLACE
San Francisco,
FREQUENCY
Semimonthly
BEGTNNING YEAR 1.853
ENDING YEAR
1858
ceased with MaY 12,
DATES PUBLISHEDBegan with Nov. 2 L , 1 8 5 3 i s s u e ;
W. Amer. newspapers.
Gregory,
1858 issue.-Cf.
OCLC NUMBER
LO984675
CANDIDATE
YES
ISSUES NEEDED 1857-1858
(cAxA)
Dates: <1853:71".21HoLDING
Cal-if. state Lib.
poor.
Fonnat: bound. Condition:
L856zL2:l-9><185?:10:5>.
SPECIMEN. (CAXA)Dates:
Calif.
State Lib.:
HOLDING
<1856:5:20, 8:5, 8:20>.
55034- (H[IVM)
Rare Books Dept.:
i,ib.,
HOLDING
Huntington
D a t e s : < 1 8 5 4 : 1 : 3 0 > < 1 - 8 5 5 : 5 : 15, : ! 6 , 6 : L ' 7 : L 6 ' 8 : 1 ' 8 : L 8 ,
9 : 5 , 1 0 : 5 , 1 " 2 : 2 0 > < 1 8 5 6 ::35 , 9 : 5 > < 1 8 5 7 : 1 0 : 5 > . F o r m a t :
good.
Condition:
newsprint.
and GeneafoSy (LPUH) Dates:
HisLory
HOI,DING
LAPL, Central,
good. (Special Collections. )
<1854:4:1>. Condition:
(CUYT)Datses:
Bancroft
HOLDING
Uc Berkefey,
<1853:11:30><1854:1:15, 2:1-5, 3:L5-4:1, 5:1,
poor.
Condition:
6:L><1855 :1-2:20>. Format: newsprint.
(CUYT) Dates: <1856:l-:5>
Bancroft
HOLDING
UC Berkeley,
Filmed by: LPS. CondiEion:
<1857:7:18j.
Format: film.
fair.
Master: NRLF.
Figure

13. Title Marked as Candidate fbr Preservation Microfilming in the NEWS Database

Record:8784
TITLE
Barstow printer-review
PUBLISHER
Caryf Krouser
Cal-ifornia
county,
San Bernardino
PLACE
Barstow,
FREQUENCY
ocL. 9-23, 1958
Serniweekly,
BEGINNING YEAR ].9uu
ENDING YEAR
]-958
-v. 49, no. 22 (OcL. 23, l-958).
DATESPTIBLISHED
29348L30
OCLC NUMBER
CANDfDATE
YES
ISSUES NEEDED Major qaps from 1938 through 8/L2/1943
Figure 14. Issues Needed for Filming Noted in NEWS Record
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San Bernardino
County
Newspapers lssues Needed for

Microfilminq

Barst.ow printer-rewiew.
Semiweekty, Oct. 9-23, l-959.
Barstow,
California.
PubLished from 19uu to 1958.
ISSUES NEEDED: Maj or gaps f rom l-938 through
I / 1 , 2/ 1 9 4 3 .
The Colton chronicle.
pub_
Semiweekly.
CoICon, California.
Iished
from 1888 to i-911-. TSSUES NEEDED: 1888; i.898-1904;
other scattered
issues.
Figure 15, Finders List Produced fiom the NEWS Database
Search: COUNTY=SAN BERNARDINO AND NEED NOT=-'

ports will be required, which highlights
the advantage that new data structures,
indexes, and reports can be modified or
created in the C\P system.

LIVERED<8/96 AND Ut"t"o=,,,,'
o A listing of issuesretrieved {br filming
fiom a speciliclibrary (LIBCODE=)OOO(
AND RETRIEVED NOT="")
. Filming completed after a specilied
date (FILMED>8/15/96)
The last report will serve a^sa notification and queue {br catalogingpreservation
masters subsequentto {ilming. Other repots, such as one comparing tumaround
time among microlilmers, can be delined
as needed. New fields, indexes, and re-

TITLE
PUBIJTSHER
PLACE
FREQUENCY
BEGfNNING YEAR
ENDING YEAR
HOLDTNG

HOLDTNG

HOI,DING

Figure

Coucr,usroN
The CNP system has the capability o{'
managing and associating bibhographic,
holdiigsland preservatioi data crEatedin

system design fbr managing a broader
spectrum of library functions. The system

California
chronicle
Frank Soul-e & Co.
San Francisco,
San Francisco County, California
Semimonthly
].853
1858
(CAXA) TO BE FILMED:
Cal-if.
State Lib.
< 1 , 8 5 3: 1 - 1 , : 2 - ' J , 8 5 4 : 1 : 1 5 > < 1 -:825z43 - 3 : 1 8 , 4 : l _ 6 - 1 8 5 5; 4 2 2 2 ,
6 : 2 I , 7 : 3 0 , 8 : 3 1 , 9 : 2 0 , 1 O : 2 0 - 1 8 5 6: 2 : 2 L > < L 8 5 ' r : L 0 : 5 > .
Format: bound.
poor. PICKED Vp: 06/1,0/96.
Condition:
RETURN? NO.
Huntington
Lib.,
Rare Books Dept.:
55034. (HIIVM)
D a t e s : < 1 8 5 4 : l - : 3 0 > < 1 - 8 5 5 : 5 : 51 :, 1 6 , 6 : ! , j : 1 6 . 8 : 1 , 8 : 1 8 ,
9:5, 10:5,'L2:20><1856:3:5, 9:5> Format: newsprint.
good. PICKED Up: 05/02l96.
Condition:
R E T U R N ?y E S .
R E T U R N E D0 8 / 7 6 / 9 6 .
LAPL, CentraL,
History
and cenealog-y (LPUH) Dates:
<1854:4: L>. Condition:
(Special Collections. )
good.
P I C K E D V P : 0 7 / 0 L / 9 6 . R E T U R N ?y E S . R E T U R N E D :0 8 / 1 _ 6 / 9 6 .

16. Issues to be Filmed Displayed in Association with the NEWS Database
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is an indispensable tool for directing current project day-to-day operations, and, in
the luture, the resulting databases will be
the most comorehensive resource lbr inIbrmation about Califbrnia'.s newspapers.
Wonxs Crrap
Bruer, John M 1995. The role o{ the computer
in the preservation operation. ln Ad.oances
in preseraation and access, ed Barbara
Buckner Higgenbotham Medford, N.j.:
Infbrmation Today
Cibbarelli, Pamela. 1992. Automation in review.
Computers i.n li.braries 12, no 8: 49-51
Eugene C. Baker Texas History Center. 1990.
Barker Center establishesproject to pre-

serve Texas newspapers Neusletter, no. I
( S u m m e r 1 9 9 0 ) :3
National Endowment {br the Humanities,
Division of Preservation and Access
1996. US Newspaper Program. Web
http://lcweb loc govlglobal/ncp/
site:
usnn.html.
Ogden, B, and Jones, Maralyn. 1991.
CALIPR: An artomntedtool to assess'presercation needs of books and. document collections for institutional or stateroide planning Sacramento, CahI.: Calif. State
Library
RLG Needs Assessment Task Force. 1993
Guide to the RLG preseraation needs assessfilznt package Mountain View, Cali{.:
RLG.
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ConvertingWode-Giles
Colologingto Pinyin:
TheDevelopmenlond
lmplemenlolionof o
ConversionProgromfor the
AuslrolionNolionolCJKService

Australian
libraries with collections
of Chinese material have been faced, as
have many libraries in other countries,
with the problem of two competing
romanization schemes for Chinese:
Wade-Giles and Pinyin (Lu 1995;Tao and
Cole 1990; Young 1'992).In essence,the
problem for Australian libraries has been
that, while users of Australian Chinese
collections generally have a strong pref'erence lbr Pinyin romanization, most of
the Chinese data in Australian library
catalogs are in Wade-Giles. For somb
library users, especially users in public

libraries and undergraduates learning
Chinese, Wade-Giles romanization is
almost incomprehensible. The cost of
manually converting library catalogs
from Wade-Giles to Pinyin has, however,
been prohibitive.
In June 1996, the Australian National
CJK Service was established. The CJK
Service is an online service maintained
by the National Librarv of Australia. It
provides bibliographic data lbr copy
cataloging and location information for
CJK materials held in Australian libraries.
Around 907o ofthe bibliographic records

LrNoa Gnoou (lgroom@nla.gov.au) is Digital Services Manager, National Library of Australia,
and was
Sgnberra,
forme-rly the NationaICJK Project Manager. Manuscript received January
30, 1997; accepted for publicaticin March 13, 1997.
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contain the original ideographic characters, as well as romanization.
During the three-year project to
establish the CIK Service, the National
Library took the opportunity to develop
a conversion program that automatically
converts Wade-Giles bibliographic
records to Pinyin. This program has been
used to process over 500,000 bibliographic records, including all the CfK
records available through the Library of
Congress Cataloging Distribution Service, and selectedrecords from the OCLC
Online Computer Library Center, Inc.,
and Research Libraries Information
Network (RLIN) databases.The conversion program allowed the creation of
parallel Pinyin and Wade-Giles dataLases, each containing CJK records and
ideographic characters, but using different Chinese romanizations.
Tnn DncrsroN To CREATEA
NerroNAr, PTNYTNDereresn ron
AUSTRALIA
Through the Iate 1980s,Australian libraries debated with some vigor the merits of
the two romanization schimes, notably at
the annual user meetings of the Australian Bibliographic Network (ABN). In
response to this, the National Library
of Australia commissioned a study by
MacDougall (1991). After considering
MacDougallt study and comments from
Australian libraries, the ABN Standards
Committee I'elt there was no option but
to allow both romanization schemes on
the ABN database.
In 1995, as the implementation date of
the National CJK Service database drew
nearer, the debate was rekindled. The forums for the debate were lhe meetings of
the CfK Technical Committee, the committee charged with developing cataloging policy for the National CfK Service.
Chaired by Chooi Hon Ho of Monash
University, the committee comprised representatives {rom each ofthe initial eight
member libraries of the CIK Service.
At the Technical Committee's meeting
in Canberra on February t4 and 15, 1995,
much time was spent on the question of
which scheme should be adopted for the

romanization of Chinese in original cata-

and the Australian National University,
argued in {'avorof adopting Wade-Giles as
the National CIK Service standard. Committee members representing libraries
with more recently developed collections
argued in favor of Pinyin. The issue was
not resolved at the meeting.
The member libraries were, however,
unanimous on one point: that Australian
libraries should do everything possible to
move to a single standard for the romanization of Chinese. There was a strongview
that the dual romanization policy that had
been used for ABN cataloging was not
working. The inefficiencies of having two
standards. and the failed searches that
resulted when these two standards
occurred in either a national shared database or a library's own catalog, were clear
and urgent problems.
It was with the knowledge that a solution was needed that I attended the First
Intemational Seminar on Chinese Document Database, in Guangzhou, February
27, 1995, to March 4, 1995. There I had
the good fortune to meet Karl Lo, International Relations and Pacific Studies Librarian at the UniversiU of California, San Diego, and author oia program
that converted Wade-Giles words to Pin-

records for Chinese material in Western
library catalogs contain a great deal more
instance, alphathan'Wade-Giles-for
betic subfield codes and notes and subject

convert those words, and only those
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words, to Pinyin? In Lo's view, it was
entirely f'easible.He responded to every
concern raised with an indication of what
could be accomplished in machine conversion by this program, and in the end I
was convinced. He has since told me that
ifhe had seen some ofour actual data, he
would have been f'ar less optimistic. Still,
I came away from the conference inspired. I am tempted to wonder how
many other projects have had origins that
include an element of frank and fiiendly
international misunderstanding!
In March, a small team at the National
Library began work on creating a program
that would read USMARC recor&, identify
anyWade-Giles words in them, convert thb
Wade-Giles to Pinyin, and reassemble a
valid USMARC record. The team consisted
of two National Library staf{: Ching-Ping
(CP) Tang and Murthy Manchella, with Karl

later, the CJK Steering Committee approved the establishment of a Pinyin database that would be a mirror image of the
Wade-Giles database.
DnscnrrrroN oF THE WADE-GrLEs ro
PTNYTNCoNl'nnsrou Pnocn uu
The program is written in C. It accepts
liles of USMARC records. in batches of
up to 20,000 records. It first checks that
the MARC record contains the 001 (record number) field, since the program
needs this field to keep track ol'each record. It then reads the languagecode in
the 008 field, if present, and divides the
file into Chinese, Japanese,Korean, and
other. This division by languageis necessary because later steps in the program
use different logic fbr records whose main
Ianguage is not Chinese.
Readers of this article mavwonderwhv
we bothered at allwith MARC records 1'or
Japanese,Korean, and other material. We
needed to put all records through the conversion to catch, for example, |apanese
translations of Chinese works. where the

author name and uni{brm title were in
Wade-Giles. This requirement added considerably to the complexity of the program.
MARC Tlc

Terr,r

After dividing the file by language, the
program processeseach MARC record in
tum. For each record, it consults a table
that lists all the USMARC fields and sub{ields that, in the team's view, are likely
ever to contain a Wade-Giles word. Some
fields, such as 008 and 040, which contain
codes or symbols, should never contain
anyWade-Giles words and so can be saf'ely
excluded from the conversion process.
The table of MARC fields and subfields
grew with each version of the program, as
Wade-Giles data tumed up in unexpected
places. For example, field 020 subfield a
(IS BN ), which one might expectto be totally
numeric, sometimes contains a Chinese
publisher name. It might have been simpler
in the end to list only those lields in which
Wade-Giles would not occur. It would have
been a much shorter list.
MetN PnocBssns
Each word in each subfield is then put
through a sequenceoftests, which aim to
determine whether the subfield contains
Wade-Giles or not. lf the sublield contains Wade-Giles and only Wade-Giles, it
is converted. I{'it containsno Wade-Giles,
it is left untouched. Ifthe program cannot
decide whether the subfield contains
Wade-Giles, the program converts it and
flags the preconversion image and the
postconversion image fbr human review.
To make the sequence of tests, the
rogram rel'ers to the "word table" that
lists all valid Wade-Giles words. The {bllowing attributes are specified fbr each
Wade-Gilesword:
r Its PinFn equivalent.
o Whether its Pinyin equivalent is the
same. For example, the Wade-Giles
word "ang" converts to Pinyin "ang';
these words are called "same" words.
o Whether there is a Pinyin word that
contains the same letters, but has a
di{I'erent meaning. For example,
"chao" is valid in both Wade-Giles and
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Pinyin, but Wade-Giles "chao" converts to Pinyin "zhao." These words
are re{'erred to as "common" words.
o Whether the Wade-Giles word also
happens to be valid in Hepburn (Japanese romanization) or McCune-Reischauer ( Korean romanization).
The tests use a process of elimination. The broad structure ofthe tests is
listed below.
I. Personal name processing. If a personal
name {ield contains a non-Wade-Giles
'fimmy
word, e.g.,
Chang" where
"Jimmy' is non-Wade-Giles,and "Chiang
Kai-shek" where "shek' is non-WadeGiles, the program leaves the entire
name unconverted.
2. Pure Wade-Gi.lesprocessing. If a subfield contains only pure Wade-Giles
words-i.e., words that are unique to
Wade-Giles-it
is converted. The
program also tests for subfields that
contain other combinations involving
pure Wade-Giles words. For examirle, subfields that contain both a pure
Wade-Giles word and a pure Pinyin
word are {lagged lbr human review
Sub{ields that contain a pure WadeGiles word and an English word (the
program categorizes English words
as "nontable" words) are also flagged
fbr human review, unless'they are in
fields such as subiect (6xx) Iields.
Subject fields often contain phrases
like "T'ang dynasty," where the presence of the English word does not
cast doubt on the fact that "T'ane" is
Wade-Giles. In these cases,the flure
Wade-Giles word is converted, and
the phrase becomes "Tang dynasty."
3. Pure Pinyin processing. We {bund it
necessary to put in a test aimed at
weeding out Pinyin data, because databases that are supposedly WadeGiles contain a surprising amount of
Pinyin. If the sublield consists entirely of pure Pinyin words, then it is
not converted. The program also
tests for subfields that contain other
combinations involving pure Pinyin
words, for example, a pure Pinyin
word and some "common" words or a
pure Pinyin word and an English
word. Because of the frequency of

4.

5.

6.

7.

English words in statements of responsibility-e.g., "translated by Wen
Zhong"-special
processing occurs
for statements of responsibility.
Processing of non-Chinese u:ords. If
the subfield consists entirelvofwords
that are not listed in the word table
(i.e., none of the words are WadeGiles), then it is not converted. The
program also tests for subfields that
contain other types ofwords, such as
nontable words plus "same" or "common" words. Fields such as general
notes (500) or chronological subfields
in subject headings (6xx sub{ield y),
where English words are often mixed
with Wade-Giles words, are flagged
fbr human review. Human review
seemsthe only reliable way to ensure
that notes data, such as "Running title
Shang-hai kuan pao," are correctly
converted to "Running title Shanghai
guan bao."
"Common" uords processing. It the
subfield contains any words that occur in both Wade-Giles and Pinyin
but with diff'erent meanings, and if
the subfield is in a {ield such as a title
or note {ield, it is llagged for human
review. Other subfields containing
"common" words are converted.
"same" words processing. Ifthe subfield contains any words that occur in
both Wade-Giles and Pinvin and have
the same meaning, it is converted.
Since these words are the same in
Wade-Giles and Pinyin, conversion
does not appear to tale place, except
where two Wade-Giles words are hyphenated. Thus "Yang-wen" converts
to "Yangwen."
Remaining sublields are not converted.

PnocBssrxc oF THE Wepn-Grr,rs
Wonns "Tl" lun *Lo"
Most Wade-Giles words have a one-toone conversion to Pinyin. The Wade-Giles
words "ti" and "lo," however, each have
more than one Pinyin equivalent. The
word "ti" can convert to either "di" or
"de," and "lo" can convert to either "le" or
"luo." To make the correct conversion, the
program searches the linked 880 lield to
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{ind the Chinese character that is linked to
the "ti' or "1o."From the code {br that character, the program can correctlyconvert the
word. If the record does not contain any
Chinese characters, the program checks the
field and subfield in which the word occurs.
A "ti" occurring in a personal name (100 $a
600 $a, etc.), {br instance,can be converted
to "di" with a high degree of reliability. In
some subfields, however, the correct conversion cannot be predicted; these are
Ilagged fbr human review.

directory and reassembles a valid USMARC record.
Wono DrvrsroN Sreuoenos

In preparing {br the development of the
Pinyin database, the CJK Technical
Committee faced a situation in which
there was no internationally recognized
standard lbr Pinyin word division. In
1995. the committee decided to set the
word division standards for use bycatalogers using the National CJK SeMce (1996,
resolution 5) stating:
Huul,N Rrvrsw or Dountrur, Cesns
That where a catalogerinputs Pinyin data
Each batch of records oroduces some
into the NationalCfK System,eachChinese
cases that are llagged lbihuman review.
charactershouldbe input asone Pinyin sylThese {iles can be transf'erred to the relable, except {br proper and geographic
viewer's computer using {ile transfer pronames,wherethe syllablesshouldbejoined.
tocol (FTP) and reviewed using a comThus the Wade-Giles Mao Tse-tung is
mercial editing package such as Microsoft
converted a^sMao Zedong.
Write or reviewed on the machine on
Considerablediscussionpreceded this
which the conversion program resides, us- decision. Pinyin word division standards
ing GNU Emacs, a UNIX-based editor.
have been a controversial topic fbr many
The human reviewers are presented years in Australia. The Technical Commitwith the field before conversion. the {ield
tee considered a range ofissues, including
after conversion, and a brief messagesay- the eff'ects of single-syllable Pinyin on
ing why the field has been flagged for
keyword searching, the extent to which
review. The reviewer does not see the
proximity searching could help, the need
entire bibliographic record. This profor an authoritative dictionary if the
joined-syllable approach was adopted,
duced some disadvantages,in that human
reviewers had to open another window to
and the emerging practice of the National
the CIK Service database to check a roLibrary of China, in which recent MARC
manized {ield against the Chinese charac- record samples contained single-syllable
ters carried in the linked 880 field. A design
Pinyin. Another aspect that inlluenced
that involved processing entire MARC rethe Technical Committee was the Comcords, however, would have produced
mittee's enthusiasm for "automatic roslow response times both in calhng up files
manization," a prospective enhanceand in other processing.
ment to the Innonac so{tware under
Reviewers choose to keep either the
which catalogers w:ould enter Chinese
unconverted or the converted version.
characters only, and Innopac would
They can also edit the converted version
automatically create the parallel romanof the fteld if they wish.
ized fields. Automatic romanization is
easier to implement if each character is
romanized as a single syllable. Perhaps
Flxel Pnocnssrnc
the crucial f'actors were that, although
The reviewed lields are then merged back the Committee recognized that there
with the other lields in the postco-nversion were good arguments on both sides,
bibliographic record. The program checks they I'elt that a decision was better than
to see whether there is a title added entry
Iurther years of debate, and that Ibr
(740) that, alier conversion, is now the practical reasons a standard was needed
same asthe main title (245). If it is exactly that was simple and easy for catalogers
the same, the 740 field is deleted. Thb
to apply. The CJK Technical Committee
program finally recalculates the MARC
alsodecided (1996, resolution 12) that the
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Record source:ABN
BeIbre conversion:
245 ga Ch'un ts'un
A{ier conversion:
245 ga Ch'un ts'un
Figure l. Unexpected Diacritics
polioy {br authorities on the pinyin database should be as Ibllows:

been incorrectly keyed as alif's:thev
should have been keyed a^sayns.Th6
presenceof'the ali{'smeant that the
That . . . in the Pinyin database:
conversion program did not recog. rvherethe prel'erredlbrm in LCNA is a
nize "ch-n" and "ts-n" asWade-Gile^s
pure Wade-Gilesfbrm, the prelerred
words and le{t them unconverted.
lbrm in the Pinln database.shouldbe
(Note that the conver.sron program
that Wade-Gileslbrm convertedinto
does predict the common
Pinyin
"^tal"oge.
sho{cu.t ol' typing apostrophes
In. where the prelerred {brm in LCNA is an
steao ot ayns and makes correct con_
"established"i.e not a pure Wade-Giles
versions. We had not predicted the
lbrm, lbr instan(.eChangKai-shekand
possibihty ol'a catalogei typing an alil'
Confucius,the preferredfbrm on the pininsteadol an avn.)
fn databaseshouldbe that "established,, 2. Unexpected tog oind subfietd combilorm
nations. The "chih shih" in figtre 2
The word division standard has
was not converted because we had
since been proposed by the Library ol'
not listed 710 $d in the table of data
Congress fbr adopUon by Americanlibrarelement.sto be processed.It has now
ies (Melzer 1996).
been listed in t[e table.
3. Unexytectedsubfleld coding. The gh
sub{ield in ligure 3 was iicorrectly
CoNvERsroN Ennons
lelt in Wade--Giles.The $h suhlieltl
The National CJK Service pinin database
should have been coded as a gb; gh
contains some incorrect data. Although
was not listed in the MARC tas table.
we have now corrected the causesof'maiy
We have now added 245 $h"to the
<>{'theseerrors in the program, we have
MARC tag table, to catch ca^ses
such
not been able to correci ali ol'the records
as this in future.
on the databasethat contain errors. Some
4. Records uith Chinese titles but u;ith
examplesol error types are listed below:
language cotle 'jpn." Although the
l. Unexpecteddiacritics. The diacritics
unifbrm title lield (130) in ligure 4
in "ch'un" and "ts'un" in fieure I had
was converted correctly, the main
Record source:LC (90216819)
Befbre conversion:
710 ga Tseng,Tso-chou,gd chih shih lg44
After conversion:
7I0 $aZeng,Zuozhor, $d chih shih tSaa
Figure 2. Unexpected Tag and Sub{ield Combinations.
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Record source: LC (94452207)
Before conversion:
245 $a Ch -n shan chih shang: $h [sin ch ao san wen hs-an ts ui] / $c Li Fu-wei...
After conversion:
245 $a Qun shan zhi shang : $h [sin ch ao san wen hs_an ts ui] / $c Li Fuwei...
Figure 3. UnexpectedSubffeldCoding.
title (245) was not converted. The
program does not process 245 fields
when the language code is "jpn." If
the record had been correctlv
coded as "chi" instead of"jpn," the
conversion would have occurred
without error. The program could be
amended to process the 245 fields
even when the language code is
'jpn,"
but this would cause a large
number of fields to be flagged unnecessarilv for human review. Incorrect langriage coding is one of the
most common sources of conversion
errors.
5. Japanese records uith parallel titles
in Chinese. In figure 5, the Ianguage
coding was correct. However, for records with language code Jpn," we
had not listed the 245 $b subfield for
processing. If 245 $b was listed,
many subtitles in fapanese that contained words also valid in WadeGiles would be needlesslyflagged for
human review. However. the result
of not listing 245 $b for jpn records
is that Chinese parallel titles in fapanese records are skipped by the con-

version. This was a pragmatic decision to save reviewing time. The
program could be easily amended
to check 245 $bt in Japanese records.
6. Diacritics omitted.. "Tien-chin" in
figure 6 was incorrectly converted to
"Dianjin," and "yu" was incorrectly
converted to "you," because the cataloger omitted diacritics.
7. Some notes become incongntous.
Some Wade-Giles records contain a
note such as "Added title also in Pinvin. . . ." Once the record has been
tonverted to Pinyin, such notes are
incongruous. Although it would be
possible to write software to detect
and delete many of these notes, we
decided it was not worth the effort.
It is tempting to dismiss many of the
above problems as resulting from cataloger eiror in the original data and to say
that the conversion program is not at
fault. Catalogers axe only human, and
errors are part of life, however. Our policy has been to code in expectation of
cataloger errors where possible. In creating the Pinyin database, the reviewers

Record source: OCLC
Befbre conversion:
008 ...jpn
130 $a Ch'ang-chiang jih pao.
245 $a Tu pao shou ts'e, $c Ch'ang-chiang jih pao pien.
After conversion:
008 ... jpn
130 $a Changjiang ri bao
245 $a Tu pao shou ts e, $c Ch'ang-chiang jih pao pien.
Figure 4. Records with Chinese Titles but with Language Code "jpn."
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Recordsource:LC (91229795)
Beforeconversion:
008...jpn
245 $a Shinpojumu Nitch u fid o Bungakuno Kin o
Ky o soshiteAsu h okokusho: $b 1990-nenlO-gatsu13-nich-15nichi = Hs_ehshut ao lun hui Chung-fiherh t ung wen
hs_ehti kuo ch _ hsientsaichi ch i chianglai
t sailiao hui pien
After conversion,there wasno change.
Figure 5. JapaneseRecordswith ParallelTitles in Chinese.
also picked up a number of cataloger errors and mrrected them as part of the
reviewing process.
MANAGEMENT PRoBLEMS
A large problem in management of a
conversion using this program is the provision ofstaff to review the data flagged as
doubtful conversions. At present, the
Wade-Giles to Pinyin program flags
aronndl2%o of all fields for review For the
conversion of the National CJK Service
database of over 500,000 bibliographic
records, a total of 920 hours of human
reviewing, not including supervisory time,
over a period of two months was required.
It would be easy to change the program's
logic so that fewer data were flagged for
human review, but this would produce
more converslon errors.
Another major management problem
lbr the National Librarv of Australia has
been the workload and complexities of
maintaining parallel Wade-Giles and Pinyin databases.With the help of the software supplier Innovative Interfaces, we
have solved a number of the problems of

cross-updatingthe two databases,but
someproblemsremain.
Howrnn CoNvERSIoNPRocRAMIIas
BEENUSEDBYTTTE
N.ATroNer.
CJK
SERvIcE
Libraries that wish to convert to Pinyin
can usethe Pinyin databaseasa migration
tool. For the manv libraries that added
holdingsto the ABN for their CfK material, the migration path is relatively
smooth.Their holdingshavebeencopied
to the Pinyin databasi, allowing thosir libraries easilyto extract a Pinyin version of
MARC recordsfor all the blK material
they own. TheseMARC recordscanthen
be loaded to the libraryt local system,
where they replaceWade-Gilesrecords.A
number of librariesare planningto usethe
Pinyindatabasein this way.Librarieswhose
holdingsare not on the CIK Servicedatabasewill need to add their holdings to it
retrospectivelyin order to be ableto extract
the Pinyinrecords.Altematively,theycould
perform a local conversionto Pinyin using
the Wade-Gilesto Pinyin conversionprogram directly on their local data. The

Record source: ABN (interim record)
Before conversion:
260 $aL*ren-chin: Tien-chin chiao yu chu pan she, 1989
After conversion:
260 $a Dianjin: Dianjin jiao you shu ban she, 1989.
Figure 6. Diacritics Omitted.
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National Library will make the conversion
program availableto anyCJK Servicemember libraries that wish to use it
The CJK Technical and Steering Committees have agreedthat the existenceofthe
Wade-Giles ditabase will be reviewed in
mid-1998. At that point, it will be decided
whether the workload o{'supporting two
databasesis worthwhile. The ultimate aim is
to meet the member libraries'reouirement
{br the adoption of a single Chinesieromanization scheme in Australia; given the trend
among the member libraries, it seems almost certain that the single romanization
scheme will be Pinyin. A likely option thus
seemsto be to ceasesupport {br the WadeGiles databa^se;the timing of that would,
however, depend on the extent to which
member [braries zue able to migrate their
local systemsto Pinyin.
Orupn Mrrgouol-ocrns
Some readers of this article may wish to
question the wisdom ofputting such programming eflbrt into romanization. Romanization is, a{ter all, an extremely poor
substitute {br the original characters. For
many Australian libiaries with Chinese
collections, however,it will be some years
until they acquire local systems that can
support Chinese characters These libraries need a source of MARC data that will
allow them to present their cataloging in
the romanization scheme most f'amiliar to
their users Even in universitieswhere the
library may have installed a library system
that supports CJK characters,library users often connect to the library catalog
from their departments and oflices, and
f'ew of these users yet have the sof'tware
on their desktop PCs to display CJK characters.My personalview is that the debate
over whether to use Wade-Giles or Pinyin
has consumed librarians' energiestoo long;
bymovingto asingle standard,Iibrarianscan
{ocus on the more productive task of presenting catalogingdata in the original script.
A second argument against expending eflbrt on converting one romanization scheme to another is that it would
be better to store the data in its original
character fbrm only and to build
so{iware that will create a view "on the

{ly''in whatever romanization scheme the
user pre{'ers. This approach is very attractive It puts the empha^siswhere it should
be-on the oriEinal characters. It covers
all user prelerencesby ofI'eringchoices.It
would allow any new romanization
schemesto be supported by simply adding
another table to the sof'tware that creates
the "views." It would allow catalogers to
create recordscontaining only the origlnal
characters, without the double work of
having to create romanization. It would
also al-lowwider use of the MARC records
created in countries such as China and
Korea; such MARC records normally do
not contain any romanization.
On the other hand, there are a number
of issues that need to be f'aced befbre
libraries can create records containing
only the original characters and rely on
so{'twareto meet all romanization requirements. Some ol these issues are listed
below.
All the catalog data lbr non-Roman
material would need to contain the
original characters;retrospective conversionsto add original characterswill
need to be done by some libraries.
Many userswill still wish to useromanization in search terms, in caseswhere
they tind it quicker to type a romanized
word than to create an ideographic charwhere a Chinese
acter In some ca^ses.
characterwith the same appearancehas
more than one equivalent code,
searcheson romanized terms produce
more reliableresults.To meet this need
lbr romanized searching, library systems that stored only the original characterswould need to develop the ability
to search a romanized search term
aqainst indexes that contained the
oiisit-tal characters.
Altlrough some library systems have
developed so{'tware that will convert
Wade-Giles search terms to Pinyin
(such as OCLC) or assistcatalogersby
creating romanization {rom ideographic
characters (such as Innopac, Dy"l"),
there are no library systems, to my
knowledge, that yet ofl'er or plan to
ofl'er the lull views capability.
Decisions would need to be made on
what to do with the romanized data
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that presently exist, along with original character data, in MARC records;
should they be discarded?
o Catalogrng issues-such as when is a
view of a heading a view, and when is
it an unpreferred fbrm?-would need
to be addressed.
r The USMARC fbrmat, which enshrines romanization in the main
{ields (lxx, 245, erc.) miqht need to be
changed, with consequent changesto
library systems.

CoNcLUSToN
The conversionofthe 500,00O-recordNational CJK Service database has demonstrated that it is possible to convert bibliographic data {rom Wade-Giles to Pinyin
with a high degree of automation of the
conversion process. It has also demonstrated that the libraries of one Western
nation, at least, can reach the agreement
on Pinyin word &vision standards that is
necessary {br a large conversion project.
Some problems remain-inclu&ng the
conversion ofauthority data and the conversion of general catalogs where Wade-Giles
data are scattered among manyWestem languages. Although it would be fbolish to
underestimatethese remaining problems,
Australian libraries now have a clear path
toward their vision of a single Chinese

romanization scheme, and toward its consequent benelits oI'more reliable searching for users, and greater opportunities
for exchange of Chinese cataloging data.
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CooperotiveCotologing:
Prospeclsond Problemsfor
Librqriesin SoudiArqbiq
ZqhiruddinKhurshid
Despite uitnessingthe enormous st ccessof cooperatioe catalogingprograms
i.n Europe and North America, the libraries in Saud;i Arabia and other
Arabian Culf states haoe made no concerted. ffirts tn initiating similar
program.s. The author emphasizes the needfor cooperation in catalogingespecially oflocal materials. Due to unaoailability of catalogingcopy from
the Li.brary of Congress and other sourcesfor a high percentage of imprints
from Arab countries, and in the absenceof blbliographic cooperation, Iibraries are d.oing red.undant cataloging and thus Dasting both tim,e and m.oney.
The author reoiews the current state ofbibliographic cooperation, discusses
prospects for further cooperation, and highllghts dfficultles in cooperation.
The author conclud.es uith recommendntions that King Fahd National Lispecific goak,
brary dcoelop a national cooperathsecatalogingprograiluith
set guidelines, and prepare des and procedures for participatinglibraries
to cortribute in oarious cooperatioe catalogingprograms in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia,

r\-,looperative

cataloging is "the original
cataloging of bibliographic items through
the joint action of a group of independent
libraries which make the bibliographic records accessible to group members and
sometimes to non-participating libraries
as well. Sometimes called shared cataloging because the cataloging responsibility
and cataloging product are shared" (ALA
1983, 59). The &iving force for cooperative cataloging in North America has been
to reduce cataloging costs. Librarians
were as much concerned about the cataloging cost in 1885 when it was just

$0.3575 (Tillett 1993) per item as they are
nowwhen it is $48 (Allan f990). The cost
factor becomes even more serious when it
is expended over and over again in libraries for the same title. For example, if one
hundred libraries acquire the same title
and catalog it at an averagecost of $48, the
libraries together would spend $4,800 to
catalog a single title. The other reasons
that warranted bibliographic cooperation
were the growing backlog of uncataloged
materials and the lack of catalogers with
language expertise or adequate training.
Impressed by the success of various

Z,trrnuooIx Kuunsulo (khurshid@dpc.kfupm.edu.sa) is Senior Manager, Cataloging Operations Division, and Acting Library Systems Analyst, King Fahd University of Petroleum and
Minerals Library Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. This is a revised version of a paper presented at the
Third SL{/AGC Conference on Strengthening Resource Sharing in Libraries and Information
Centers in the Arabian Gulf region, Al-Ain, United Arab Emirates, March 15-17, 1995.
Manuscript received March 17, 1997; accepted for publication May 2, 1997.
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cooperative cataloging programs in North
America, and especially the success of
computerized networks, libraries in other
parts of the world have built upon, and
perhaps even improved, the NorthAmerican model (Holley 1993). The bibliographic networks in Europe, Australia,
and New Zealand are renowned for their
shared cataloging activities. But the situation in Asia in general and the Arabian
Gulf region in particular is not very encouraging. The prospects and problems of
cooperative cataloging in Saudi Arabia
discussed in this article can be generalized
to the entire region.
Brrltocnepruc
CooPERATIoN rN
SAuprAnl.gH
Saudi Arabia has achieved phenomenal
development in all socioeconomicsectors
during the last twenty-five years. The
government has spent huge sums of
money to develop human resources by
providing {iee education to its citizens
fiom primary level to graduate level and
beyond. The education program is well
supported by physical facilities-including libraries. All seven university libraries
have developed information resourcesin
support of their academic programs.
Both government and private organizations have established over 40 special libraries to {ulfill information needs of the
community in business, commerce, and
industry. According to the author of one
recent survev (Abbas 1994). there are 69
public librariei thro,rgho,ri ihe kingdom,
of which 59 are controlled bythe General
Directorate of Public Libraries underthe
Ministry of Education. The rest are controlled by other ministries.
Several academic and soecial libraries
are currently undertaking automation
projects, and at least one academic library
at King Fahd Universityof Petroleum and
Minerals (KFUPM) is fully automated.
However, if we review the numerous articles written on the state of libraries and
Iibrarianship in Saudi Arabia, we find that
most authors have talked about the lack of
cooperation among libraries (Khurshid
1979; Line 1983; Ashoor 1989). Each library has generally followed its own

course in achieving the goal ofcollection
building, automation, library sewices, etc.
Not only have the individually projected
goals not been achieved, but duplication
of effort has wasted a great deal of time
and money. While there is a comprehensive need for cooperation in each area of
Iibrary activity, I will attempt to address a
more pressing need {br bibliographic cooperation in Saudi Arabia and how it can
be achieved.
The collections of libraries in Sau&
Arabia in general are comprised mostlyof
Arabic materials. Cataloging copy for
aborttT\Vo of Arabic materials is not available from any sources, local or external.
The following statistics show the representation ofvarious language materials in
CDMARC Bibliographic, the Library of
Congress database of approximately {ive
million Machine-Readable Cataloging
(MARC) recordson CD-ROM. Arabic records fbrm less than 17o of the entire
database:
English 3,205,798
French
348,630
Spanish 288,388
126,227
Italian
Arabic
34.750
The averagenumber ofArabic records
added to the CDMARC Bibliographic database every year (based on a ten-year
period, 1986-95) is 1,107, which represents approximately I2Vo of the Arabic
titles produced in the entire Arab world
(United Nations 1995; lntemational Marketing Data and Statistics 1996). Aside
fiom representing a small percentage of
Arabic records, CDMARC Bibliographic
(or fbr that matter any other Western database) has two additional problems.
First, the Arabic records are presented in
romanized (transliterated in English)
form, which is not acceptable to Arabian
Iocal users and therefore generally not
used bv Arab libraries. Second. Arab libraries use their own name and subject
headings, which means cataloging copy
{rom extemal sources would require a
great deal ofchanges in headings.
It is clear from the above facts that the
cataloging copy of Arabic materials available from external sources is not onlv limited but also is not fully compatibl6 with
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local cataloging practices. That is why the
percentage of original cataloging ofArabic materials in Saudi libraries is around
90Vo. ln the absence of any shared cataloging program, each library is doing its
own cataloging of many titles that have
been cataloged by other libraries.

CURRENTSrarE oF CoornnlrtoN
There has always been some awareness
among Saudi libraries about the need for
shared cataloging, but it did not bring
about any tangible results. The primary
reason is the absence of a fbrum or an
agency that could initiate, organize, and
coordinate the activities. However, some
activities have been initiated by a {'ew individual libraries as well as onL group of
libraries, which can be considered as fbrerunners of bibliographic cooperation in
Saudi Arabia. Of them the three maior
activities are discussedbelow.
I. Cataloging-in-Publication.
Several
publishers are currently providing
Cataloging-in-Publication (CIP) data
with their publications. Notable
among them ^re the university
pressesof King Abdulaziz University,
King Saud University, Imam Mohammad Ibn Saud University, and Umm
Al-Qura University. The CIP data included in university publications are
generally prepared by the library st#f
of the respective universities. Although the number ol publications
with the CIP data produced by these
pressesis rluite small, it still helps to
reduce the expense of redundant
cataloging.
The most signilicant development
that has taken place in the area ofCIP
in recent years is the assignmentof a
new role to Kinq Fahd National Library (KFNL) in Riyadh as the central agency in preparing CIP {br
books published in Saudi Arabia. The
nationil library was created in 1990
through a royal decree. The library is
governed by a Trustee Council consisting of a chairman and five members. While the members are appointed by the King, the couniil

appoints the director, who is responsible lbr administering the library in
the light of the goals set by the council. Before KFNL assumedits recent
role, only a small group of publishers-including
the
university
presses-were preparing CIP data.
The KFNL has hired some Arabic
and non-Arabic catalogers to cope
with the increasing amount of CIP
cataloging. (Non-Arabic catalogers
are generally hired from India and
Pakistan and can read Arabic but may
have difliculty in understanding and
speaking Arabic. They are normally
responsible fbr cataloging non-Arabic materials because of their EngIish-languageskills.) If the publishers
throughout the kingdom cooperate
by sending the title page and preliminaries ofbooks nearing publication to
the National Library so that preliminary cataloging data can be prepared,
it can bring about the same results as
have been produced by the CIP program ofthe Library ofCongress.
According to a survey, the CIP
program saved the U.S. libraries an
estimated $1.15 billion in 1990 by
providing authoritative and timely
blbliographic accessto materials that
libraries otherwise would have had to
catalog themselves (Thomas and
Younger f993). No such survey has
been done in Saudi Arabia to estimate the national saving from the
CIP program of the KFNL. However,
the program is growing quickly, and
with the increasing participation of
all major publishers of Saudi Arabia
in the program, it is expected that
approximately 80Vo of the titles produced in the kingdom (between 350
to 400 titles per year) will include
CIP data, thus saving the Saudi libraries approximately $1 million a
year (the cost of 400 common titles
cataloged in lilty libraries at an average cost of $50 per title).
Another important benefit of the
program will be the possible improvement in the quality of cataloging, which has been poor due to
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nonadherence to cataloging standards by libraries and the lack ofqualified and trained catalogers.

2 . Remnte access to online catalogs. In
the early 1980s,a f'ewlibraries .tart"d
automation projects, and by the end
of the decade sixteen Saudi Iibraries
had been engaged to a varied extent
in automation enterprises (Al Dosary
and Ekrish 199f ). DOBIS/LIBIS and
MINISIS are the most widely used
sof'tware packages. In f'act, there are
five users of DOBIS/LIBIS (excluding Umm Al-Qura University [UQU],
which leased DOBIS/LIBIS in 1986
but has not yet installed it) and an
equal number of users of MINISIS.
Some libraries are using in-house-developed sof'tware.
Of the libraries engaged in automation, 757o have online catalogs in
operation, and all of them have created databases ranging in size {rom a
f'ew thousand records to more than
300,000. Although there has been no
exchange of records between automated libraries, the possibilities of
exchange do exist-at least among
the libraries that have the same system. Some years back a couple of
DOBIS/LIBIS user libraries approached the KFUPM Library with a
request to allow them to import
KFUPM records into their local databases.The KFUPM Library could
not accept this request fbr the reason
that about 60Vo oI its records were
downloaded from the LC MARC
tapes, and copyright regulations do
not allow libraries to redistribute LC
MARC records. However, the library
was and is still willing to exchange
records created locally. Last year, as a
result of several years of discussions
between three DOBIS/LIBIS user libraries (King Abdulaziz, King Fahd,
and King Saud Universities), an arrangement was made to provide remote accessto the online catalog of
each library {iom the other two. As of
1996, the KFUPM Library online
catalog was accessible from King Abdr;Jazizand King Saud University Li-

braries. However, the KFUPM Library has access to the King Saud
University Library catalog only. Accessto the King Abdulaziz University
Library catalog will, it is hoped, be
available soon.
The databaseofthese three large
libraries together can provide access
to more than half a million records,
which include duplicate and triplicate records {br approximately 30Vo
of the titles (identi{ied in accessions
lists of the three libraries) that are
available in all the three libraries. If
the libraries were to engage in shared
cataloging via remote access to their
respective catalogs,there could be a
significant drop in the original cataloging needed by each library.
3 Accessto KACST bibliographic dntabases through Gulfuet. Gul{het is a
computer network established by
King Abdulaziz City {br Science and
Technolog;r (KACST) in Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia. It was started in May
1985 to I'acilitate exchange of data,
infbrmation, and programs for use by
scientists,researchers,librarians, and
inlbrmation nro{'essionals in Saudi
Arabia and the Gulf states. At present
11 universities and research centers
in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Bahrain
are connected to Gulfhet through
public leased telephone lines. There
is also a dial-up communication network, KACSTNET, which connects
60 research institutions and libraries
in the kingdom with the central computer at KACST.
Among the services o{I'ered by the
network is the searching of various
databases, including a union list of
serials and the KACST library catalos. The union list ofserials database
wis de'reloped by KACST and contains 20,000 titles held by academic
and research libraries in Saudi Arabia. It has become a primary source
of locating materials fbr interlibrary
loan. Another online union list of Arabic periodicals held by university libraries of Saudi Arabia is under
preparation. The KACST library
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catalog (which can be searched
through Gulfnet and KACSTNET)
provides information
about the
KACST collection, which includes
over 11,000 books, 350,000 technical
reports on microliche, and over
60,000 source documents relating to
the national databases produced by
KACST (AI-Tasan 1992).
The use of Gulfnet to share cataloging data has been very limited.
Only the KACST catalog is available
for searching by member libraries.
Access to catalogs ofother libraries is
not yet available, and there is not
much hope that Gulfnet services will
be expanded further once full Internet connectiviW becomes available in the kingdom.
PRosPEcrs FoR FURTTTER
CoorunlrtoN
The current state of cooperative cataloging reviewed in the preceding section cainot be considered satisfactory. The programs have been undertaken in isolation
and are very Iimited in scope. In developing these programs, no efforts seem to
have been made to learn from the experiences of cooperative cataloging programs
developed by Westem libraries. Some of

can create a separate lile of local copies.
Of the five DOBIS/LIBIS user libraries. the KFUPM Librarv is in the best
position to act as the central node in the
network. It has highly quali{ied and motivated staff who can prepare quality records and also review and upgrade the
quality of records fiom participating libraries according to international standards. The "correct cataloging" subfunction
of
DOBIS/LIBIS
can allow
authorized catalogers to review and correct catalog entries of other catalogers
who have lower authorization levels
(Khunhid 1994).
Another union catalog can be developed by MINISIS user libraries with the
central node at KFNL. This librarvis best
suited to be the central node because
most of the libraries that use MINISIS are
located in Riyadh, which would make
communication easier between member
libraries and the central node. This does
not mean that communication with the
central node cannot be made from remote
locations. However, that would require
high-speed communication lines aswell as
some additional hardware.
If the new versions of DOBIS/LIBIS
and MINISIS support the 239.50 protocol, then it would be possible to link the
two union catalogs and expand the scope
ofthe databasefor cooperative cataloging.
While the successor product of DOBIS/LIBIS is expected- to have Z3g.5O
support, we do not know whether future
versions of MINISIS will provide this support.

UNrotr CATALocs

NAI'IONALBIBLIOGRAPHIC
AGENCY

As mentioned earlier, DOBIS/LIBIS and
MINISIS are the two major systemscurrently in use in Saudi Arabia. Of the trvo
systems,DOBIS/LIBIS has excellent capabilities for networhng, which have not
been fully exploited. The DOBIS/LIBIS
network structure allows participating libraries to share a union catalog in which a
recordwillbe createdoncebvtlie librarvthat
'same
ffrst acquired an item. If copies of the
item are acquired by other libraries, they can
either add their location information to
the existing bibliographic record, or they

Each country in the Gulf region is expected to create a National Bibliographic
Agency (NBA) as an integral part of the
national library or as an independent
agency with the responsibility for preparing authoritative and comprehensive
bibliographic records for all new publications issued in the country. They are
further expected to create those records
in accordance with accepted bibliographic standards (IFLA 1979). King
Fahd National Library is already carrying out some of the tasks of a national
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bibliographic aAency,such as preDaring a
nationil bibliogiaphy and CIp data. Ho:wever, in order for libraries to take advantage of these services, some improvements need to be made. These include:
I. The National Library should distribute its cataloging records in machinereadable form io that libraries can
download them
tems and save ti
2. The National Li
ment a comprel
system so that t
and every title pul
all languages'and formats) in the
country. This will also increase the
availability of cataloging copy of local
materials.
3. The CIP program should be expanded to inclide publications from
all
publishers-including
lajor
those lrom university presses. This
would especially benefil small libraries, which cannot make use of machine-readable records due to lack of
computer infrastructure.
AccESSTo ONLTNECemlocs
THNOUGHTHE INTERNET
Saudi Arabia is expected to join the Internet soon with a central node at KACST
in Riyadh. Among the numerous information resources available on the Internet
are hundreds of online catalogs of academic and special libraries thaioffer opportunities for any library catalog to 6e
treated as a bibliographic utility. Following the example of-Wbstern libiaries, the
Iibraries in Saudi fuabia could offer their
catalogs on the Internet both for use bv
Iocal li-braries for cataloging and for locaiing materials for interlif,riry loan. Those
libraries that cannot make iheir catalogs
available on the Internet could at leait
make them accessible through dedicated
or dial-up lines.
Dmprcur,rrrs

operative cataloging program; a
strong central agency is needed that
can provide leadership to the librar-

To carry out these and other activities, the library must muster the support of all libraries that can mafe
effective contributions to the program. The Library of Congress provides an excelleni model 6f leJd"rship for any national agenry that aims
to engage in a cooperative cataloging
program.

preparing records, the real situation
is quite diff'erent. Authors of a
KFUPM study in 1987 revealed serious inconsistencies in the cataloging
practices of university libraries of
Saudi Arabia (Khurshid f9S8). The
libraries did not fully adhere to cataloging standards. Librarians at several libraries have modilied, revised,
or interpreted cataloging rules to satisfy local needs. There is no coordination among them to prepare
nationallevel stand--ards.
Whatever standards have been
prepared are mostly individual efIbrts and are out-of-date. For example, the Arabic subject headings list
prepared by Swaydan (f9S5) and
adopted by all university libraries in
Saudi Arabia as a standard list has not

rN CoopERATroN

There are some &Iftculties that must be
overcome in order for cooperation to
work successfullv.
I. Lead,ership. To start a nationwide co-

Another problem in the area of
standardization is the absence of a
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national MARC format fbr the exchange of bibliographic in{brmation.
At present libraries are using a variety
of formats, including USMARC, extended USMARC, and locally developed MARC. In the caseof non-Arabic
data,
DoBIS/LIBIS
and
MINISIS user libraries are using inter{bce programs to import bibliographic
records lrom
Western
sources. These programs might I'acilitate exchange ofrecords between libraries having the same system.
However, the exchange of records
between libraries witlidif{'erent systems has been a real problem. How
this problem can hairper the progressofa cooperativeprogram can be
seen in the caseof the KACST union
list of serials project. When the project was initiated in 1985, the
KFUPM Library and some other
automated libraries provided their
serials records in machine-readable
{brm, but they could not be loaded
into the KACST system because of
incompatibility with the KACST record fbrmat. As a result, KACST had
to rekey these records into their system manually. Updating this list is
also di{Iicult for the same reason.
The lack of a national MARC {brmat that handles Arabic script is yet
another part of the problem. Miny
libraries have either modilied the
original sof'tware, {br example DOBIS/LIBIS, or have developed inhouse programs to create Arabic records. These programs are not
compatible with the Arabic script
program developed by the Research
Libraries
In{brmation
Network
(RLIN) and there{bre cannot accept
records {iom the RLIN database or
from the Library of Congress,which
also uses the RLIN program to catalog Arabic materials.
The development of the system at
RLIN to record titles in both the romanized and Arabic script (which was
underwritten by the Kuwait Foundation fbr the Advancement of Sciences) did not gain acceptance as a

standard system by Arab libraries for
two reasons. First, it treats Arabic
in{brmation and its romanization as
paired {ields, and second, it places
the romanized data be{bre the original script representation in an online
record. In the USMARC equivalent
of the same record, the romanized
data are given in a regular field and
their
alternate
graphic
representation in an 880 {ield, with a sub{ield 6 in each field to create a link
between them (Aliprand 1992).
Arab librarians do not wish to see
Arabic inlbrmation in script form
subordinated to romanization in an
online record; rather they would pref'er to see the complete record in their
own script. They {'eel that instead of
asking Western agencies to prepare a
MARC lbrmat to accommodate Arabic script lbr them, they should come
fbrward and prepare their own lbrmat. In this regard librarians at the
KFUPM Library prepared a study in
1994 to review the current state of
Arabization by individual libraries
and institutions at local, regional, and
international levels and to seek answers to several questions that will
help to provide the framework for
developing an ARABMARC (AlMuhtaseb, Ashnoor, and Khurshid
1994). Further progress in this area
depends on the willingness of a national or regional organization to coordinate or provide lunding lbr the
project.
The use of a varied array ol'character setsin commercial applications,
such as ASMO 449 in DOBIS/LIBIS
and MINISIS. and an RLIN extended Arabic character set in VTLS
will continue to be a major problem
in the exchange ofArabic data unless
sof'tware vendors decide to adopt
Unicode as a common standard. Unicode might not be a perl'ect standard
lbr processingArabic characters,but
it can be improved through participation of individuals as well as libraries
{iom Arab countries. Unlbrtunately
no one liom Saudi Arabia or the Gu[f
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region is known to have been participating in the development of Unicode. Unicode may also be a better
solution fbr Arab'libraries that are
currently addressingthe issue ofthe
Arabic character set to be implemented in ARABMARC.
3. Telecommunications und computer
infrastructure. Cooperative cataloging requires a certain level of tele-

oped. As a result, libraries are not
taking full advantage of Internet resources.The Internet is being used in
cooperative cataloging pro.jects in the
United States both to communicate
in a timely f'ashion between librarians
and to accesscatalog records in other
online catalogs (McCombs 1994).
Without the Internet or other telecommunications networks, libraries
in Saudi Arabia cannot achieve much
successin bibliographic cooperation.
The present communication link
among llbraries in Saudi Arabia is
very limited and is through dedicated
or dial-up lines, which are slow and
not very reliable. This also hampers
any computerized cooperative cataloging program in the country which
requires quick access to in{brmation
and the exchange oflarge amounts of
bibliographic dita betrieen libraries.
E*g"_pJfbr most university and special libraries, which have mini- or
mainfiame systems, other libraries
do not have'the level of computer
infrastructure that is essential for
participating in computerized cooperative cataloging programs. This
level needs to be improved before
any national-level cooperative program is implemented.
lla1ing reviewed the prospects fbr
and di{liculties in bibliograpliic cooperation, it is appropriate to highlight
the major steps that need to be taken
to make the cooperation work succes.slully.The national library should
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implement the legal deposit comprehensively, expand the CIP program,
develop and adopt cataloging slandards including the ARABMARC lbrmat, and preparc and di.stribute records in machine-readable form.
Telecommunications and the computer infrastructure should be improved to allow libraries to provide
remote accessto their online catalogs
through Gul{het and dial-up lines
and eventually through the Internet
once full connectivity becomes available in the kingdom.
CoNcLUsroN

that information with all others who need
it (Thomas and Younger 1993, 257). Librarians in Saudi Arabla and elsewhere in

operative Cataloging (PCC) of the Unitecl

ties databases, etc. The bibliographic
component ofthe program could also deIine a coreJevel bibliographic record containing a unifbrm level ofdetail, as is done
by the PCC. The scope of the program
could be widenetl to divelop u r"i ol-Ar"bic, cataloging standards fbr preparing
unilbrm recoids (including tti enanl
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MARC {brmat), provide training, and
seekfunds to supportcooperativelibrary
projectsin SaudiArabia and in the entire
Gulf region.
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Lellers
To the Editor:
RE: "Cutting Cataloging Costs: Accepting LC Classi{ication Call Numbers
from OCLC Cataloging Copy''by Susan
A. Massey and S. Michael Malinconico,
LR?S January 1997.

As a librarian who labored belbre the

If this is true, one of the most important tasks librarians perfbrm is to place a
book where a brows6r might find ii.
To my mind it'.s a user's use of a book
that justi{ies the cost of classification.
A study needs to be done to determine
if a book's circulation is aff'ected one way
or another by local shel{listing.
Herb White wrote, as I iecall, if his
library had two copies of the same book,
he would use diffeient classificationnumbers to "tap" di{ferent brow.sers.
If cutting catalog costs is paramount,

perhaps we should close the stacks and
shelve books by size and save space as
well.-Mansin H Scilken, M.L.S., ed:itor
The Unabashed Librarian

To the Editor:
I would first like to thank Crystal
Graham for her correction of my error
regarding serials records. I am g,iitty i"deed. My statement regarding added entries {br earlier and later titles for serials
wa^s justi{ied, incorrectly, as follows.
AACR2 rule 21.30G for added entries for
related works directs the cataloger to
make added entries lbr works clos6ly related to the work being cataloged. ilule
2f.30G ref'ers to rule 21.28 (Related
works) fbr guidance. Because rule 21.28
includes "continuations and sequels," I assumed that serials would also require
added entries for title changes.
Second, please note that"an important
rel'erence is missing in the published article:
Tillett, BarbaraB. 1991a.A taxonomyof
bibliographic relationships. Li.brarg resourcesC-rtechnicalseroices35: 150-58.
This re{'erenceshould fbllow the ref'erence to Svenonius.Thanks are due to fohn
M. Cys, Moff'ett Library, Midweitern
State University, fbr pointing out this
omission.-Allyson.
Carlqle, Crad.uate
School of Library and Information Science, Uniaersitq of Washington

()'/ A /

CelebrotingC. SumnerSpolding
RobertM. Hiott
position of director lbr cataloging), the
position that he held when he retired fiom
the Library in 1975, Upon his retirement
Spalding received the Library'.s highest
award, the Distinguished Service Award.
plications of pneumonia. This remarkable
During his pro{'essional lif'e, Spalding
represented the Library of Congress at
many national and international conferences and served on many boards and
committees. The 1961 International Conl'erence on Cataloguing Principles in
Paris, at which he represented the Lihumor, devotion to others, and ability to
brary, adopted an internationallyaccepted
laugh at himself were hallmarks.
set of principles of choice and lbrm of
Born in Somerville, Massachusetts,in
entry. These principles led to the first edi1912, Spalding received bachelor'.sand tio! of the Anglo-Am.erican Cataloguing
master's degrees in music from Harvard
Rules, lor which Spalding served as genUniversity in 1933 and 1934 and a master'.s eral editor and fbr which he received the
degree fiom the School of Library Serv- Margaret Mann Citation, the highest
ice, Columbia University, in 1940 be{bre
award in cataloging and classilication ol'joining the Library ol'Congressas a music Iered by the American Library Associacataloger later that year. With the outtion. He also represented the Library at
break of World War II, Spalding took a the 1969 International Meeting ol'Cataleave of absence fiom the Library and loguing Experts in Copenhagen,at which
joined the U.S. Army, where he served as the machinery was set in motion lbr a
bandmaster of the 362d Army Band. Alseries of International Standard Bibliothough he admitted that he had no fbrmal
graphic Descriptions. At the national
training to serve as a conductor, his hard
level, Spalding served as the Library'.srepwork, leadership, and concern fbr his resentative to the United States Board on
troops resulted in lil'elong {hendships that
Geographic Names (BGN), an interwere renewed at periodic reunions of his agency organization responsible {br probanc members.
viding uni{brmity in geographic nomenA{ier the war, Spaldingreturned to the
clature and orthography throughout the
Library of'Congress, where he served as I'ederal sovernment. At the time of his
assistant chief and chief of the Catalog retirement he was chairman of BGN. ForMaintenance Division, chiel' ol' the Serla-i mer director {br acquisitions Glen A.
Record Division, chief of the Descriptive
Zimmerman was heard saying that SpaldCataloging Division, and assistant direcing was "an icon in the library world, partor (cataloging) (equivalent to the current
ticularly in the arc" ol'cataloging. Sumner

Rosrnr M. Hterr is senior cataloging Policy specialist, cataloging policy and support of{ice,
Library of Congress.
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{ield."

musical composition. At

8l

he was

/275

granted a patent for a specialized elecironic devii'e to enhanceihe sound of an
organ.
C. Sumner Spalding will long be remembered not only as a giant in the cataIoging and classification-community but
also as a true Renaissanceman. His two
sons, Charles Spalding,
Jr., and Guy W
^their
himes in the WashSpalding, make
iiston area. Donations to celebrate the
lilE of Charles Sumner Spalding can be
given to St Agnes Hospital, Baltimore,
Maryland
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A New Seraice on tbe
I nfo r m at ion Sup erb ig lt ouay

Ifyou have been searching fot an easy way to authority control your
library's current cataloging, try Yn'sAutbor-ltJ, Express sefvice.
WithAuthority
Express, a library uses the Internet to transmit a
file of newly cataloged bibliographic records to tTI (via FTP).
Overnight, LTI processes the records through its state-of-the-art
authority control system. Then, at the library's convenience, it logs
into LTI's FfP server to retrieve fully authorized catalog records,
along with linked LC name and subiect authority records.
Autbority
Express
. Keeps authority control currenr at an affordable price
. Integrates easily into existing workflows
. Lowers cost by reducing staff time spent on catalog maintenance
. Provides next-day turn around for up to 5,00O catalog records
. Accepts records for processing even if LTI did not perform the
original authority confrol

'Autbority

Contrutlfor tbe 21st Century"
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